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Abstract

In recent years, there has been an increased development and deployment of re-
newable energy resources to meet the ever increasing electric power demand and
to limit the use of fossil fuels. This has spurred offshore wind farm development,
particularly in the North Sea, due to the vast offshore wind energy potential. Large
scale wind farms in the North Sea pose grid integration challenges such as the need
for long distance sub sea power transmission and managing the variability of wind
power variation on in the power grid. These challenges can be properly met by the
use of multi-terminal voltage source converter high voltage dc transmission (MTDC)
grid. Even though the North Sea region is envisioned as the immediate target of
application, MTDC can also be used as the highway of power in onshore systems,
thereby connecting loads and generation sites involving very long distances.
MTDC system consists of three or more HVDC converter stations connected to a
common dc transmission network. Currently there are two types of converters used
in HVDC, namely: line commutated converter (LCC) type and voltage source con-
verter (VSC) type. VSC-HVDC is superior to LCC-HVDC for MTDC applications
due to its flexibility and relative simplicity in power control, its bi-directional power
transmission capability while keeping the dc voltage polarity unchanged and due
to its reactive power support capabilities. Hence most recent research works in the
area of MTDC have focused on VSC based systems only. Several R&D works have
been done in the area of MTDC transmission, especially in its control aspects, in the
past. In most cases however, only qualitative approaches have been used to describe
the operational characteristics of the various proposed control strategies. In par-
ticular, studies exploring the quantitative analysis of the steady-state and dynamic
operational characteristics of MTDC grids have been missing in the literature.
The research work described in this thesis was started with the objective of filling
some of these gaps, i.e. (1) to investigate the various control strategies of VSC for
use in dc grids using both qualitative and quantitative approaches, (2) to propose
improvements in the control and operation of MTDC systems and (3) to increase
understanding of the dynamic behavior of MTDC systems.
The main contributions of the research work can be put into three areas, namely
MTDC control, MTDC operation and MTDC analysis.
In the area of MTDC control grid frequency support strategy by MTDC has been
proposed and analyzed. The control strategy enables exchange of primary reserves
between asynchronous ac grids connected by MTDC without involving the use of
communication systems between converter stations.
In the area of MTDC operation a method for precise control of steady-state power
flow in MTDC has been proposed and tested with simulation models. The method
enables power injection control in MTDC based on the power dispatch and is appli-
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cable to any MTDC transmission topology.
The contributions in the area of MTDC analysis comprise of three parts, namely:
(1) steady-state MTDC interaction, (2) state-space modeling of a generalized MTDC
topology and (3) large-disturbance stability analysis of MTDC. Methods have been
proposed for each of the aforementioned MTDC analysis aspects and tested with
various simulation models. In the integrated ac/dc system events, such as load inser-
tion/rejection in the ac grid will have impacts on grid frequencies as well as dc-bus
voltages in the MTDC. The steady-state interaction analysis is used to estimate the
steady-state changes (of frequencies, dc-bus voltages, transfered nodal powers) that
come as a result of such events. The state-space modeling approach has been used
to study the dynamic aspect of MTDC. The large-disturbance stability analysis has
been principally proposed to study the impact of ac short circuit fault close to a
converter terminal in rectifier mode of operation. Ac faults occurring close to invert-
ers connected to MTDC transmission result in excess power in the MTDC during
the fault duration. This however can be tackled by using fast acting dc voltage con-
trollers and hence excess power in the dc grid may not as sever problem as shortage
of power.
In addition, secondary control of MTDC based upon steady-state sensitivity analy-
sis has been proposed in the thesis. The method enables accurate compensation of
power flow deviations in MTDC occurring due to the action of primary control.
Various representative case models have been used to show the merits claimed for
each of the proposed control methods, and to verify the validities of the proposed op-
erational strategies and MTDC analysis approaches. Finally a hypothetical dc grid
scenario has been used to demonstrate the various potential benefits of employing
MTDC in the North Sea region.
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Nomenclatures and Abbreviations

Abbreviations

ACE Area control error
ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
LCC Line commutated converter
MTDC Multi-terminal HVDC/ multi-terminal VSC-HVDC
PCC Point of common coupling
PI Proportional-integral control
PLL Phase-locked loop
RG Regional group
TSO Transmission system operator
VSC Voltage source converter

Symbols

All symbols representing scalar physical quantities are written in italics. Vector
variables and parameters are given the same symbols as their scalar counters. To
make a clear distinction, vectors and matrices are written in bold face letters and
without italics. For reference parameters the same symbols are used as their physi-
cal variable courters with asterisk superscripts added to them.
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Vx Ac voltage at PCC
Vc Internal ac voltage of VSC
U Dc voltage at dc-bus of VSC (converter)
Pc Converter power injection (into dc-bus) measured from dc side of the VSC
P ′

c Converter power injection (into dc-bus) measured from ac side of the VSC
(i.e. at PCC)

PLoss Converter power losses including ac and dc filter losses
Px Converter power injection into dc-bus plus the dc filter capacitance
Py Converter power injection next to total dc-bus capacitance
Pg Power injected by aggregated generator into ac grid network
Pz Total power by supplied by ac grid to all VSC units which

interconnect the ac grid to MTDC network
PcN Rated power capacity of converter
PgN Rated generation capacity of ac grid
ρg Frequency droop constant of ac grid
ρDC Dc voltage droop constant of VSC terminal
ρf Frequency droop constant of VSC terminal
Rg Frequency response constant of ac grid
RDC Dc voltage response constant of VSC terminal
Rf Frequency response constant of VSC terminal
Ro Equivalent output impedance of VSC terminal (as observed from dc-bus side)
Cb Dc filter capacitance of VSC
CL Dc line equivalent capacitance as seen from dc-bus of a VSC terminal
L Ac series filter inductance of VSC
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In recent years the use of wind energy has been increasing in many parts of the
world and particularly in Europe. Two distinct reasons are attributed to this. On
the one hand, most of the sites with hydro power potential have already been used
up, pushing up the demand for other alternative renewable energy sources. On the
other hand, the use of fossil fuel and nuclear energy is facing increasing resistance
from the society at large due to concerns of environmental impacts. Onshore de-
velopment of wind farms is however facing similar situation, i.e. suitable sites for
onshore wind farms are being used up and there are also some objections against
wind farms located close to inhabited areas for reasons such as visual pollution,
noise disturbances and impacts on migratory birds. As a result, offshore sites are
becoming more attractive for developing wind farms [1]. Apart from being an en-
vironmentally friendly energy source, offshore wind farms improve energy security
by reducing dependency on imported fossil fuels [3]. Offshore wind farms are nat-
urally located at large distances from load centers hence posing a challenge of grid
integration. ac cable connections are usually feasible if the transmission distance is
not more than 50 − 60 km [24]. With increasing transmission distance, the reactive
power flow will be higher due to line capacitances. This results in large line losses
and hence ac transmission will not be a viable option [72](chapter 10). Due to its
suitability for such applications, VSC-HVDC technology is more and more often
used for grid integration of offshore wind farms.
Traditionally, HVDC technologies have been employed with the objective of achiev-
ing one or more of the following purposes.
1. Reduction of line losses while transmitting bulk power across long distances
2. Power exchange between asynchronous ac systems
3. Subsea power transmission in medium and long distance range
Since the HVDC converters introduce power losses by themselves, there is a break
even distance for which the use of HVDC transmission becomes more beneficial over
the use of ac power transmission solution. This distance is roughly around 600 km
for overhead transmission and 50 km for cable based solution. This explains why
HVDCs are more often used for offshore systems than for land based systems. In
recent years, however, the use of HVDC on land has also been increasing mainly
due to the relative ease of getting concessions for cable transmission than for over-
head lines. This is primarily due to increased public resistance against overhead
lines compared with cable transmission. While this may be one positive factor for
developing cable based HVDC transmission on land, the high cost of this solution
compared to overhead ac transmission lines has remained to be the main drawback
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of cable based HVDC transmission for land based applications.
In places where several point-to-point connected HVDC lines are needed or planned
within close distances (to each other) it would be appropriate to ask if a multi-
terminal HVDC connection could be employed instead of the traditional point-to-
point configuration. The North Sea region is such an area where the use of multi-
terminal HVDC (MTDC) should be considered. There are two main reasons for this.
First, development of offshore wind farms in particular has contributed to increased
demand for subsea HVDC transmission. With vast amount of wind power resources,
several offshore wind farms have been developed in the North Sea region and several
more large scale wind farms are expected to be developed in the region in the near
future. Horns Rev II, Thanet and Gunfleet Sands are some of the wind farms in
the region already in operation. In 2010 a license was granted to a consortium of
developers to develop a wind farm in Doggerbank [18]. The wind farm is projected
to develop up to 9 gigawatt of power, as part of a planned nine zone project of 32
gigawatt - an amount equal to a quarter of the current power demand in UK. All
these wind farms will use VSC based HVDC technology for transmitting power from
the generation sites to the load centers within the land based grid systems.
The second reason which makes MTDC attractive for the North Sea region is that
offshore oil and gas extraction activities in this region have created additional mar-
ket for HVDC connections between the onshore power grid and loads at offshore
platforms. Troll-A and Valhall HVDC connections, which went operational in 2005
and 2011 respectively, show the trend of electrifying the offshore oil/gas platforms
from onshore, thereby replacing the power supplied by gas fired turbines on the
platforms [52],[17].
With the newly emerging markets for offshore HVDC transmission, connecting sev-
eral HVDC links into a multi-terminal dc grid can offer several additional advan-
tages. To mention some, it can increase the reliability of power transmission by
providing alternative transmission paths, and it can also facilitate power trading
by connecting several market areas. HVDC links are also being used to exchange
balancing services (secondary and tertiary control) across ac interconnections. This
is commonly utilized for example on the Skagerrak HVDC link between Norway
and Western Denmark. Though many potential advantages of meshed HVDC in
the North Sea and beyond are pointed out, the technology is still under develop-
ment and some crucial elements such as dc fault protection technology has yet to be
fully developed. Moreover, deeper understanding of system control, operation and
dynamics is needed before implementing the technology for commercial use. This is
the focus of the research work described in this thesis.
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1.2 Overview of the HVDC Technologies

When electricity supply was made available for commercial use for the first time to-
wards the end of the 19th century power was generated, transmitted and consumed
in the form of direct current (DC) electricity. Later on, the invention of power trans-
formers and alternator machines offered a much superior alternative of long distance
power transmission in the form of alternating current (AC) electricity. As a result,
the use of ac electricity became the standard in power generation, transmission and
distribution systems.
With the development of mercury-arc ac/dc converters by the mid of the 20th cen-
tury, however, dc electricity made a comeback into power systems as an alternative
solution for long distance power transmission. This time finding its application in
the high voltage range, the term high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission was coined to
refer to the new technology. Later on, mercury-arc based switches in ac/dc convert-
ers were replaced by thyristor switches. The thyristor based HVDC transmission,
also called line commutated converter HVDC (LCC-HVDC), has been widely used
in the past five decades. Due to its wide spread use and long history of application
in power systems, LCC-HVDC is also referred to as classical HVDC.
Voltage source converter (VSC) based HVDC transmission (referred hereafter as
VSC-HVDC) on the other hand is a relatively new arrival, with its first commercial
use being the connection of the 40 MW wind farm at Näs (at the southern part of
Gotland which is the largest Swedish island) to city of Visby at the center of the
island [29]. This HVDC interconnection was made by ABB with its VSC-HVDC
brand called HVDC Light. The connection has a power rating of 50 MW and has
a pair of extruded dc cables of 70 km length. The maximum power capacity and
voltage rating of VSC-HVDC has been steadily increasing since its first time use
about thirteen years ago and by the time this thesis was written, ABB - one of the
two leading commercial suppliers of this technology - claims to provide VSC-HVDC
solutions with ratings up to 1200 MW/ ± 500 kV [10]. However, the largest HVDC
Light connections currently in service have a rating of 400 MW/±320 kV. The other
major competitor in the market - Siemens - has completed its first ever HVDC PLUS
(Siemens’ brand name for their VSC-HVDC solution) project in 2010 which has a
rating of 400 MW/ ± 200 kV [80]. Alstom - an other supplier of power generation
and transmission equipments - has recently joined the VSC-HVDC market with
its brand HVDC MaxSine [6],[11]. Alstom has been awarded its first VSC-HVDC
project, the 1440 MW South-West Link, by the Swedish transmission system opera-
tor (TSO) Svenska Kraftnät in January 2012 with expected completion year of 2014
[8]. Currently the relatively low level of the maximum power capacity of available
VSC-HVDC solutions means that LCC-HVDC still remains the dominant technol-
ogy for long distance bulk power transmission due to lower investment costs and
much higher maximum power transfer capacities. VSC-HVDC links, however, have
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some unique advantages such as black start capability, reactive power support and
smaller footprint of area which make them more suitable for offshore applications
[89].

1.3 State of the Art of Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC)

The use of HVDC technology have traditionally been limited to point-to-point in-
terconnections. In recent years, however, there has been an increasing interest in
R&D of MTDC systems partly due to technological advances in power electronics
and VSC systems and partly due to the grid integration challenges that are coming
with remotely located generation sites. Multi-terminal means, in this context, three
or more converter stations are interlinked by a dc transmission network. Since there
are two types of HVDC converters (LCC and VSC types), two types of dc grids
are possible: one based on LCC -HVDC and the other based on VSC-HVDC. Some
researches have also proposed hybrid MTDC transmission consisting of both LCC
technology as well as VSC technology. Though combining the two technologies is
an interesting issue from application point of view, this is not expected to make the
operational and protection challenges one would face with such a system compared
to similar challenges in the non-hybrid MTDC technologies.
There have been many research and development activities around MTDC in the
past. While LCC based MTDC has been studied for many decades, VSC based
MTDC is a relatively new topic (together with the VSC-HVDC technology) which
has been getting increasing attention since the turn of the century. The first use
of MTDC using LCC technology was the Quebec-New England HVDC Transmis-
sion. This interconnection was initially implemented as a two-terminal LCC-HVDC
connection between La Grande II hydro power station in the James Bay area and
load center in Montreal. The interconnection consisted of two LCC type converter
stations each with a rating of 690 MW and was commissioned in 1986 [12]. Later
on the line was extended further from Comerford to a new 1800 MW converter ter-
minal at Sandy Pond, Massachusetts in 1992 making it in effect a three terminal
LCC-HVDC system extending to the Boston area.
MTDC using VSC technology was, for the first time, deployed in 1999 Shin-Shinano
substation in Japan. [85]. This system consists of three VSC-HVDC terminals with
back-to-back connection and have been used for power exchange between 60 Hz and
50 Hz ac grids of Japan. Due to lack of dc transmission line/ cable in this system,
however, it may not fully represent a typical multi-terminal VSC-HVDC grid sys-
tem.
While the advantages of using MTDC in some specific cases (such as the North Sea
region) can clearly be observed, the technology has yet to mature before implement-
ing it for commercial use. Despite encouraging works in the literature on control and
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protection of VSC based MTDC, there still remain several aspects of this system
which need further investigation and understanding.
Several of the research works in the area of dc grid have focused on control of VSC
terminals. As a result, different control strategies for MTDC operation are suggested
in the literature. The major ones are dedicated dc swing bus control ([87],[88]), volt-
age margin control ([85], [84],[69]), and dc-bus voltage droop for power balance in
the dc grid ([56],[56],[73]). These control strategies characterize how the converters
respond to changes in power flow in the dc grid. The dc voltage droop control has
been favored by many due to its better performance with dc voltage regulation of
MTDC and due to its ability to facilitate provision of N-1 security.
Many studies in the literature have explored power flow analysis in dc grid with
some of them including power flow analysis of ac/dc systems [39],[65],[40],[38],[28].
There have also been some research works reported in the literature on small-signal
stability of MTDC [32],[68],[26],[14]. These studies, however, have typically been
based on specific MTDC topologies consisting of three to four converter terminals
and did not provide a generalized approach for analyzing any MTDC system regard-
less of the dc grid connection topology.
In references [15] & [50] the challenge of precise steady-state power flow control in
MTDC transmission systems, employing dc voltage droop control, has been men-
tioned. It was correctly described in [15] that the difficulty arises due to unequal
dc-bus voltages unlike that of grid frequency which is the same throughout the ac
grid. Some studies have also been conducted in the area of MTDC fault handling
and protection. While some of the studies in this area were focused on dc circuit
breaker technology, some others were focused on the use of traditional breakers on
the ac side of the VSC-HVDC station to interrupt dc fault currents.
Enhancement of MTDC control and operation methods was selected as one potential
area of contribution from the research work. Moreover, it was observed that most
of the previous studies have persistently used a qualitative approach to study the
overall interaction of various converter terminals constituting the dc grid. In rela-
tion to this, interactions between VSC-HVDC terminals constituting the dc grid and
interaction of the dc grid with the ac grids it is connected to has barely been studied
in the literature. Hence the research described in this thesis work was started to fill
these gaps.

1.4 Contributions of the Research Work

The contributions of the research work reported in this thesis can be grouped into
three different aspects of MTDC system. These are (1) in the area of MTDC control,
(2) in the area of MTDC operation, and (3) in the area of steady-state and dynamic
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analysis of MTDC transmission systems.

1. Contribution in the area of MTDC control
A control method for primary reserves exchange between asynchronous ac grids con-
nected to an MTDC system has been proposed. The method does not require the
use of fast communication between various terminals of the dc grid.

2. Contribution in the area of MTDC operation
Dc voltage droop control in MTDC poses a challenge of getting the power flow
profile to the desired levels. In the research work a method for achieving precise
steady-state power flow in MTDC has been proposed. Based on this method, pre-
cise secondary control implementation scheme for MTDC has been outlined and
analyzed.

3. Contribution in the area of MTDC analysis
Analytical modeling approaches have been proposed for steady-state and dynamic
analysis of MTDC systems. The contributions comprise of (a) analytical expression
for the distribution of primary power flow exchange in MTDC (b) analytical expres-
sion for steady-state ac/dc interactions for arbitrary connection topology (c) a new
approach for state-space modeling of arbitrary dc grid topology (d) a new method
for large-disturbance stability analysis of MTDC system.

With the help of different example MTDC systems modeled in PSCAD/EMTP
simulation software package, the merits claimed for each of the proposed control
methods and the validity of proposed analysis approaches have been verified.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In chapter two various control methods of
VSC-HVDC terminals are explored. This is followed by operational and steady-state
analysis of MTDC in chapter three. Chapter four investigates dynamic analysis of
MTDC systems with focus on large-disturbance analysis and state-space modeling
of MTDC systems. In chapter five potential benefits of MTDC in the North Sea area
are discussed. This is done with the help of simulation results for a hypothetical
scenario of MTDC transmission in the North Sea region. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in chapter six.
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2 CONTROL OF VSC-HVDC TERMINALS

This chapter deals with various types of controls used in VSC-HVDC terminal oper-
ation. As an introduction to this chapter, the first section discusses the fundamental
principles of operation of VSC along side with its application areas. The different
types of approaches used for VSC modeling are also discussed here. This is followed
by a discussion on the two types of ac grids, namely: active ac grid and passive ac
grid. Section 2.3.2 discusses the inner current controller, which is the most basic
component of VSC control during connection to an active ac grid. This is followed by
discussion on the various types of outer controllers which build upon the hierarchy of
the complete HVDC control system. Control of VSC in a two-terminal configuration
and frequency support of ac grid by a point-to-point VSC-HVDC interconnection
are discussed in sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

2.1 VSCs: Principle of Operation and Application Areas

Voltage source converter (VSC) is a bidirectional ac/dc power converter which uti-
lizes fully controllable switching semiconductor devices. Voltage source converters
can be single phase VSC or three-phase VSC. Three-phase VSC is more prevalent
than the single phase type and hence the acronym VSC is commonly used to refer
to three-phase VSC. The working principles of VSC can easily be understood by
tracing back its structure to buck and boost dc/dc converters. Buck converter and
boost converter are switch mode power converters used for stepping up and stepping
down of dc voltage levels respectively.

-Step(a) down converter-Step(b)

-

+

-

+ oVC

L
Li

iV

-

+

-

+ oVC

L
Li

iV

up converter

Figure 2.1: Step-up (boost) and step down (buck) converters

In Fig 2.1 the symbols L and C refer to the current smoothing inductive filter and
voltage smoothing capacitive filter respectively. The step-down converter in Fig
2.1(b) is laterally inverted for the sake of convenience in comparing its structure
with the step-up converter. As a result, the power flows in the two dc/dc converters
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have opposite directions. By merging the two types of dc/dc converters we get the
bidirectional DC/DC converter shown in Fig 2.2. When current in the inductor is
flowing from the left to the right, only the step-up converter part will be active while
the step-down converter remains inactive. Similarly when current flow direction in
the inductor is reversed, the step-down converter will be active while the step-up
converter remains inactive. Normal operation of the bi-directional DC/DC converter
requires the voltage on the left side (Vi) to be less than the voltage on the right side
(Vo). This constraint means that the input side voltage of this converter can also
be an ac voltage of amplitude less than (Vo), making it in effect a switch-mode
bidirectional ac/dc converter. The system in Fig 2.2 (excluding the capacitor) is
commonly called half-bridge. By connecting two half-bridge switch mode converters

Vi

i L

L

C Vo+

-

+

-

Figure 2.2: Bidirectional switch mode converter

to a common dc-bus we get the full-bridge converter topology. Both half-bridge
and full-bridge topologies can be used for power conversion between a single phase
system and a dc link. The later one is, however, used more commonly. Fig 2.3 shows
the schematic of a full-bridge VSC. Three half-bridges, each connected to different

Vac

i L

L

C Vdc

+

-

i L

L

Figure 2.3: Full-bridge switch mode converter topology

phases of a three-phase system make up the three-phase switch mode converter
(commonly referred simply as VSC). The most common application of VSCs is
in induction machine drive systems. Due to their lower prices and ruggedness,
induction motors have been the most widely used machines both in small and large
applications for a long time. However, applications requiring precise speed control
had to rely upon dc motors due to their superior controllability. Developments in
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Figure 2.4: Three-phase VSC

semiconductor technology as well as micro controllers has led to the arrival of VSC
driven induction motors with very fast and precise control of torque and speed. As
a result, VSC drive systems have in recent years been taking over dc motors both
in small house appliances as well as in large industrial applications.

Application of VSCs is not only limited to drive systems but also includes medium
and high voltage power transmission systems. The main applications of VSCs in
medium and high voltage areas include reactive power compensation, high voltage
dc transmission (HVDC), dynamic voltage restoration and active power filtering. A
VSC used for reactive power support is commonly referred to as static compensator
(STATCOM) as opposed to the mechanically rotating compensator (also called syn-
chronous compensator). Compared to synchronous compensator, a STATCOM has
the advantages of lower losses (due to absence of moving parts) and faster controlla-
bility. On the down side, STATCOM has lower short circuit capability compared to
synchronous compensator and no inertia. VSCs have also been used in HVDC ap-
plication (commonly referred to as VSC-HVDC) in the last decade. Table 2.1 shows
the list of some of the major HVDC connections around the world which employed
VSC technology [5].

2.2 VSC Modeling Approaches

VSCs can be modeled either in detail, i.e. including all semiconductor compo-
nents or by a time-averaged approach. In detailed modeling of VSC, each set of
semiconductor device acting as a single unit is represented in the electrical model.
Detailed modeling of VSCs requires electromagnetic transient simulation tools such
as PSCAD, ATP, PSIM or SimPower toolbox of Matlab. In the detailed VSC model,
it will also be shown clearly whether the VSC is of two-level or multilevel type.
The detailed modeling of VSCs is usually required for analyzing pulse width mod-
ulation (PWM) techniques, different VSC topologies (such as various multilevel
VSCs), high frequency harmonic components and for accurate study of VSC losses.
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Table 2.1: List of HVDC Light projects currently in service
Project In Rating & Connection Application

Service distance
HÄLLSJÖN 1997 3MW/ ± 10 kV Hällsjön- Pilot system
Sweden 10 km(overhead) Grängesberg
GOTLAND 1999 50MW/ ± 80 kV Näs- Wind,
Sweden 70 km Bäcks Undergrounding
DIRECTLINK 2000 3 × 60MW/ ± 80 kV Terranora- Undergrounding
Australia 65 km Mullumbimby
TJÆREBORG 2000 7, 2MW/ ± 9 kV Enge- Wind,
Denmark 4, 4 km Tjaereborg Undergrounding
EAGLE PASS 2000 36MW/ ± 15, 9 kV Eagle Pass Grid reliability
USA NA, (back-to-back) (both sides)
CROSS SOUND 2002 330MW/ ± 150 kV New Haven- Grid reliability
USA 40 km Shoreham
MURRAYLINK 2002 220MW/ ± 150 kV Berri- Wind,
Australia 180 km Red Cliffs Undergrounding
TROLL A 2005 2 × 41MW/ ± 60 kV Kollsnes- Offshore
Norway 67 km Troll
ESTLINK 2006 350MW/ ± 150 kV Espoo- Grid reliability,
Estonia-Finland 105 km Harku Undergrounding
BORWIN1 2009 400MW/ ± 150 kV Diele- Offshore wind,
Germany 70 km Borkum 2
Caprivi Link 2009 300MW/ 350 kV Zambezi- Grid reliability
Namibia 970 km (overhead) Gerus
VALHALL 2010 50MW/ 150 kV Lista- Offshore
Norway 70 km Valhall
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In time-averaged VSC modeling, there is no distinction between the different types of
modulation and the different number of switching levels (two-level and multilevel).
On the other hand, all phenomena related to the fundamental frequency voltage
and current components can be sufficiently studied by use of time-averaged VSC
models. Time-averaged VSC model consists of controllable three-phase ac voltage
sources connected to the ac circuit and a controllable current source connected to
the dc circuit. Time-averaged VSC model is shown in Fig. 2.5. Va, Vb and Vc refer to
the three phase voltages generated by the VSC behind the inductive ac filter whereas
ia, ib and ic refer to the resulting phase currents flowing from the ac grid into the
VSC. L and r represent the inductance and resistance of the series connected ac
filter of the VSC while C represents the dc-bus capacitance which acts as a shunt
filter. U and IDC represent the dc-bus voltage and the dc current that flows out of
the dc-bus into the dc cables. Io is the current injected by the VSC into the dc grid
and measured behind the dc-bus capacitor.

2Cb

U

L

L

r L

+ -

+ -

+ -

Vc

Vb

Va

Io

ia

ib

ic

Io

-

IDC

r

r

+

2Cb

Figure 2.5: Time averaged VSC model

The ac and dc circuits of the time averaged VSC model, i.e. the left side and the
right side of Fig. 2.5, are related by conservation of power. This means the sum
total of power consumed by the three controllable phase voltage sources (Va, Vb and
Vc) equals the power injection by the controllable current source Io into the dc-bus.
Further more the three phase voltages are controlled by their respective modulation
indexes, namely: ma, mb and mc. The relationship between the ac and dc circuits
in Fig. 2.5 can be summarized as follows:
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Va = maU
2

Vb = mbU
2

Vc = mcU
2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.1)

Io = maia + mbib + mcic

2 (2.2)

Time-averaged modeling of VSC can be implemented in both electromagnetic tran-
sient simulation tools (such as PSCAD, ATP, PSIM and SimPower toolbox of Mat-
lab) and power flow simulation tools (such as PSS/E, Power Factory, SIMPOW).
Although it is not always the case, in time-averaged VSC modeling quite often it
is assumed that the currents in the three phases are balanced, i.e. the sum total of
the instantaneous currents of all the three phases is zero. In such a case, the neutral
point of the controllable ac voltage sources in Fig. 2.5 can remain floating. If, on
the other hand, the ac currents under investigation have zero sequence current (and
hence resulting in unbalanced condition), then the neutral point of the ac voltage
sources in Fig. 2.5 should be grounded for accurate representation of the three-phase
current flow.
Due to the absence of switching components and the associated high frequency phe-
nomena, much larger time steps can be used in simulation of the time-averaged VSC
model compared to the time steps needed for detailed VSC modeling. This, in effect,
reduces the simulation time by a large factor. Moreover, the fewer number of elec-
trical components used in the time-averaged modeling means that smaller amount
of memory is used while running the simulation in comparison with the detailed
VSC simulation. These advantages become even more crucial particularly when
the simulated system consists of several VSC units. Multi-terminal VSC-HVDC
system is a representative case where the use of time-averaged modeling enables
much faster simulation compared to the detailed modeling. Due to these advan-
tages, time-averaged VSC modeling has been used in the simulations throughout
this thesis work.

2.3 VSC Control

2.3.1 Passive and Active AC Grid Connection of VSCs

There are two types of ac connections to VSCs, namely active ac grid connections
and passive ac grid connections. In active grid connection VSC must synchronize
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to a system frequency and the VSC can influence the frequency only partly. An
active ac grid connection (also called active front end converters) involves ac grid
which is active (live) even before the VSC is connected to it. This means that the
ac grid has active sources such as synchronous generators and/or other components
that inject power into the ac grid. On the other hand in passive ac grid connection
the VSC defines the frequency. This means the ac grid relies primarily on the VSC
for ac voltage control. Apart from ac loads, passive ac grid connection may also
consist of distributed generation systems which depend on the ac voltage of a large
VSC unit (possibly VSC-HVDC station) for synchronizing into the grid and inject
power. Passive grid connected VSCs are equipped with ac voltage control which
enables to provide ac voltage of fixed frequency and fixed magnitude at the point
of common coupling (PCC). PCC is defined as the junction point where the VSC
unit is connected to the ac grid. The ac voltage controller enables the VSC to act
as the slack bus of the connected ac grid. VSC connected to passive grid has a
relatively simple control scheme. By comparison to passive grid connection, active
ac grid connection of VSC requires a more sophisticated controller. A good example
of passive grid connection is a VSC-HVDC link supplying power to an island or
to an offshore platform. VSC-HVDC linked wind farm is another example. In the
case of VSC-HVDC connected wind farm, each individual wind turbine - converter
unit has to synchronize its ac voltage to that of the VSC-HVDC terminal. In Fig.
2.6, single-line diagram of passive ac grid connected VSC and the corresponding ac
voltage control are shown. Point x defines the connection point between the VSC
and the ac grid, i.e. x is the PCC in this case.

Vc

iL

L
r

ZL

Vx

Vx
*

Vx

PI
mx

UDC

2

VSC

Vc

x

AC voltage controler Physical system

+
-

(a) (b)

c

Figure 2.6: Single-line diagram of passive ac grid and corresponding ac voltage
controller

The PCC is usually located next to the ac inductive filter, as in the case of Fig.
2.6(a). Vc and Vx refer to the internal ac voltage generated by the VSC and the
ac voltage at PCC respectively. ZL represents the passive load impedance and iL

refers to the load current. The purpose of the ac voltage controller is to maintain
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the voltage at PCC close to the given reference (V ∗
x in Fig. 2.6(b)). Most commonly

proportional-integral (PI) or proportional (P) controller is used to achieve this pur-
pose. The output from the controller is the modulation index (mx) which is then
provided to the pulse width modulator (PWM).
As mentioned before, in active ac grid connection system frequency is defined by the
VSC-HVDC terminal. As a result, the converter should be equipped with synchro-
nization mechanism to inject active and reactive power into the ac grid. In such a
case, the VSC controls two distinct quantities, namely: active current and reactive
current. Active current is the ac current component which is associated with active
power injection. Similarly, the reactive current is the ac component associated with
the reactive power injection.

2.3.2 Inner Current Control Loop of Active Grid Connection

The inner current controller is the most fundamental part of VSC control for active
ac grid connection (referred also as active front end connection). Inner current
controller is always equipped with a phase lock loop (PLL) for detection of phase
angle and frequency. While in many cases the PLL requires ac voltage measurements
from PCC, there have also been sensorless types of PLLs proposed in the literature
which depend entirely on the ac current measurements for estimation of frequency
and phase angle [25].
Based upon the reference frames used, there are two alternative approaches for VSC
control with active front end. The first one, here referred as m − φ, involves direct
control of the amplitude (m) and phase angle (φ) of the VSC output voltage with
respect to the ac voltage at PCC. The other alternative, usually referred as d − q
control, is depends upon synchronously rotating reference frame for observing all
the ac voltage and current quantities involved in the VSC control.
Conceptually, the m − φ control is directly linked to the phasor representation of
VSC. This can be understood by looking at the diagrams in Fig. 2.7. The current
flowing from the ac grid into the VSC is given by

I∠θ = Vx∠0 − Vc∠φ

r + jωL
(2.3)

From the vector diagram in Fig. 2.7 (b), it can be observed that the voltage drop
across the inductive filter is composed of two parts, namely: voltage drop across the
resistance (r) and voltage drop across the inductive reactance (jωL). In high voltage
applications, the voltage drop of VSC due to the inductive reactance is typically more
than ten-times the voltage drop across the resistance. As a result, the resistive part
of the filter impedance can be neglected without losing much accuracy of the power
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Figure 2.7: Power flow in active grid connected VSC: (a) Single-line diagram (b)
Phasor diagram

flow relationship. Hence (2.3) can be approximately written as

i∠θ � Vx∠0−Vc∠φ
jωL

� −Vc sin φ
ωL

− j Vx−Vc cos φ
ωL

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2.4)

The apparent power (S) flow into the VSC is given by

S = Vx∠0 (i∠θ)∗

= Vx

(
−Vc sin φ

ωL
− j Vx−Vc cos θ

ωL

)∗

= −VxVc sin φ
ωL

+ j Vx(Vx−Vc cos θ)
ωL

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.5)

Let mc refer to the modulation index phasor. Substituting mcU
2 in place of VC , we

get the apparent power in terms of the modulation index as follows:

S = P + jQ = −VxmcU sin φ

2ωL
+ j

Vx (2Vx − mcU cos θ)
2ωL

(2.6)

The sensitivity of apparent power with respect to phase angle (φ) and modulation
index (mc) are as follows:

∂S

∂mc

= ∂P

∂mc

+ j
∂Q

∂mc

= −VxU sin φ

2ωL
− j

VxU cos φ

2ωL
(2.7)

∂S

∂φ
= ∂P

∂φ
+ j

∂Q

∂φ
= −VxUmc cos φ

2ωL
+ j

VxUmc sin φ

2ωL
(2.8)
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At rated operating conditions, the modulation index phasor mc is close to one while
the power angle in radians, φ, is a small number (i.e, |φ| << 1). Hence from (2.7)
and (2.8) the following inequality can be derived:

sin φ|φ→0 � mc cos φ|φ→0
mc→1

VxU sin φ
2ωL

∣∣∣
φ→0

� VxUmc cos φ
2ωL

∣∣∣φ→0
mc→1∣∣∣ ∂P

∂mc

∣∣∣φ→0
mc→1

�
∣∣∣∂P

∂φ

∣∣∣
φ→0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.9)

From (2.9) we can observe that the active power flow via the VSC is highly sensitive
to changes in power angle (φ) and only slightly sensitive to the magnitude of the
modulation index phasor (mc). Following similar procedure as in (2.7), comparison
of the sensitivities of reactive power flow with respect to the two parameters (φ and
mc) gives the inequality given by

∣∣∣∣∣∂Q

∂φ

∣∣∣∣∣
φ→0

�
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂Q

∂mc

∣∣∣∣∣φ→0
mc→1

(2.10)

From equation (2.10) we see that reactive power flow is highly sensitive to mc and
only slightly affected by changes in the power angle φ. Hence active power/current
control is achieved through control of the power angle parameter φ whereas reactive
power/current is controlled by the magnitude of the modulation index mc. The
m − φ control requires that only positive sequence current and voltage are involved
in the VSC power flow.
The d − q control approach is based upon representing the three-phase ac quantities
by an equivalent set of two-phase quantities resulting in identical resultant space
vector (called virtual flux) as the original three-phase space-time phasor represen-
tation [66]. The d − q control approach originated from electric machine and drives
application areas and became the most dominant control approach in many appli-
cation involving VSCs. The d − q control approach often assumes that all the ac
quantities under consideration (voltages and currents) are balanced all the time. If
the vector Xa, Xb and Xc refer to hypothetical three-phase quantities, the vector
Xαβ is given by the sum total space-vector of the three phases with 120o separation
apart from each other. abc and α − β reference frames are shown in Fig. 2.8.

The phase transformation from stationary abc to stationary Xαβ frame of reference
is by Clark transformation as

Xαβ = Xα + jXβ = k
[
Xa + Xbe

j 2π
3 + Xce

j 4π
3
]

(2.11)
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a

b

c

β

α

Figure 2.8: Stationary reference frames: abc and α − β

where k is a constant number.
In matrix form Clark transformation is given by

[
Xα

Xβ

]
= k

[
1 −1

2
−1
2

0
√

3
2

−√
3

2

] ⎡⎢⎣ Xa

Xb

Xc

⎤⎥⎦ (2.12)

A vector in α − β reference frame can further be expressed interims of another two
phase reference frame with a phase shift of θ with respect to the α − β reference
frame. The new reference frame is here referred as d − q reference frame. A phasor
expressed in α − β and d − q reference frames is shown in Fig. 2.9.

θ

β

α

q
d

X

ωt

Figure 2.9: Vector transformation between two-axes reference frames with displace-
ment of angle ωt

If k is taken as
√

2/3, the power calculated in the d− q reference frame will have the
same magnitude as the power calculated from abc reference frame and the transfor-
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mation is said to be power invariant [45](pp.328). On the other hand if k = 2
3 is

chosen, the amplitude of the phase voltages in both d − q and abc reference frames
will be the same and the transformation is said to be voltage invariant. In this thesis
work, voltage invariant Park and inverse Park transformations have been used. Now
with the concept of d − q transformations in mind, we will discuss the mathematical
representation of VSC in synchronously rotating d− q reference frame. A single-line
diagram of a VSC terminal is shown in Fig. 2.10.

iabc

L
x

Vx,abc

x

Cb

Icap

IDC

Vc,abc Io U

c

Figure 2.10: Single-line representation of VSC

In Fig. 2.10 L and r represent the total inductance and resistance coming from
transformer and phase reactor. Point x is the PCC of the VSC and the ac system.
This is the reference point for measuring ac quantities. Vx,abc and Vc,abc refer to
ac voltage at points x and c respectively. c is a fictitious measurement point for
converter output voltage. Bear in mind that in practice it is not possible to measure
the fundamental frequency voltage (Vc,abc) just next to the semiconductors (at point
c) due to the presence of high frequency harmonics at this location.
Now if we apply Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law (KVL) across points x and c, we get

Vx,abc − Vc,abc = riabc + L
diabc

dt
(2.13)

Applying voltage invariant Clark transformation gives

Vx,αβ − Vc,αβ = riαβ + L
diαβ

dt
(2.14)

Park’s transformations of Vx,abc, Vc,abc and iabc are given by

Vx,αβ = Vx,dqe
jωt

Vc,αβ = Vc,dqe
jωt

iαβ = idqe
jωt

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.15)
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Figure 2.11: Dynamic circuit of VSC in dq reference frame

where ω is operating frequency of the ac network. Substituting (2.15) in (2.14) we
get

Vx,dqe
jωt − Vx,dqe

jωt = ridqe
jωt + L

d(idqejωt)
dt

= ridqe
jωt + jωLidqe

jωt + ejωtL
didq

dt

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.16)

Diving all the terms in (2.16) by ejωt results in

Vx,dq − Vc,dq = ridq + jωLidq + L
didq

dt
(2.17)

The expanded form of (2.17), after rearranging, becomes

L
d

dt

[
id

iq

]
=
[

Vxd

Vxq

]
−
[

Vcd

Vcq

]
− r

[
id

iq

]
− ωL

[
0 1

−1 0

] [
id

iq

]
(2.18)

[
0 1

−1 0

]
is the matrix form of the imaginary unit j and has an effect of displacing

phasors by 90◦. Based on (2.18), the d and q axes equivalent circuits of the VSC, as
seen from the ac network side, are given by Fig. 2.11. The apparent power exchange,
S, observed from reference point x and in d − q reference frame is given by

S = 3
2Vx,dqi

∗
dq

= 3
2(Vxd + jVxq)(id − jiq)

= 3
2 {(Vxdid + Vxqiq) + j(Vxqid − Vxdiq)}

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.19)
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For a steady-state operation, active power exchange, P ′
c, at the ac side (at PCC)

will be equal to the power exchange at the dc-bus, Pc (neglecting the semiconductor
and filter losses). This is mathematically given as follows:

P ′
c = Pc

3
2(Vxdid + Vxqiq) = UIDC

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2.20)

From equation (2.20), the dc current at steady-state becomes

IDC = P ′
c

U
= 3 (Vxdid + Vxqiq)

2U
(2.21)

The converter as seen from the dc network side will be a constant current source of
magnitude IDC . When active ac network is connected with VSC, the use of d − q
reference frame in the control design and implementation enables to make a fully
decoupled linear control of active and reactive currents.. The d − q reference frame
is selected in such a way that the d-axis is aligned to the voltage phasor of phase-A
of point x. This means that the PLL should be phase locked to phase-A voltage
phasor of the reference point, x. This results in

Vxq = 0

Vxd = Vx

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2.22)

Hence active power (P ′
c) and reactive power (Q) of the VSC measured at the PCC

(point x) become as follows:

P ′
c = 3

2Vxdid

Qdq = −3
2Vxdiq

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2.23)

The inner current controller is developed based upon (2.23) and the differential
equation (2.18). In Fig. 2.12 the complete diagram of VSC including the inner and
outer controllers is shown. Fig. 2.13 shows the simplified representation of d-axis
and q-axis current controllers with the converter-filter model.

The converter has a delay of e−Tωs � 1
1+Tωs

due to the sinusoidal pulse width modu-
lator. Tω is the switching and hence the inverse of the switching frequency (fs) (i.e.
Tω = 1

2fs
). Proportional integral (PI) controllers are used for closed loop control and

the zeros of the PI controllers are selected to cancel the dominant pole in the exter-
nal circuit. For a typical VSC, the time constant due to the series filter, τ = L/r is
much higher than the switching delay Tω and hence will be the dominant pole to be
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Figure 2.12: Complete diagram of VSC with inner and outer controllers
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Figure 2.13: Simplified representation of inner current controller

canceled by the zero of the PI controller. The cross coupling currents in (2.18) are
compensated by feed-forward terms in the controllers as shown in Fig. 2.13. i∗

d and
i∗
q are reference currents for the d-axis and q-axis current controllers respectively.

The references of the inner current controller come from two outer controllers. The
first outer controller consists of either of ac voltage controller or reactive power con-
troller and the second one consists of either of dc voltage controller or active power
controller. Active current (id) is used to control either of active power controller
or dc voltage level controller. Similarly, the reactive current (iq) is used to control
either of reactive power flow into stiff grid connection or ac voltage support in weak
grid connection. For further detailed discussions on inner current control of VSC,
the reader is referred to [60] & [76].

2.3.3 Active Power Control

In the previous section it was discussed that for a synchronously rotating frame
whose d-axis is aligned with the phase-A of the ac voltage at PCC, the q-axis com-
ponent of the voltage measured at PCC becomes zero. As a result, power injection
into the VSC becomes Pc � P ′

c = 3
2Vxdid. In addition, the resultant voltage Vxd -

which for the specified reference frame becomes equal to Vxd - is not desired to show
large variations at any normal operating conditions. Hence, active power flow can
be controlled by active current (id) as shown in Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.15: PI controller for reactive power control

The output of the active power controller (i∗
d) will be the reference input to the

d-axis current controller of the inner current loop in Fig. 2.13.
In order to limit the magnitude of current in the VSC with in the allowable range,
the output of the active power controller is followed by a limiter function (also
called anti-wind up limiter) of ±idmax limits. The rated amplitude of the single
phase current defines this limit as

imax = iN (2.24)

2.3.4 Reactive Power Control

The reactive power from (2.19) is given by

Qdq = −3
2Vxdiq (2.25)

The reactive power is controlled by reactive current (iq) and is implemented as in
Fig. 2.15. As in the case of active power control, i∗

q will be the reference input for
the reactive current controller of the inner current loop in Fig. 2.13.
i∗
q is limited to ±iqmax in such a way that the total converter current (|idq,max|) should
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not exceed the rated current (iN). Priority is often given to transfer of active power
than reactive power. Hence, the reactive current limit becomes

iq,max =
√

iN
2 − i∗

d
2 (2.26)

2.3.5 Integral Control of Dc-bus Voltage

From input-output power balance of the VSC-HVDC terminal shown in Fig. 2.12
we get the relation

P ′
c − Pc − Pcap − PLoss = 0

3
2Vxdid − Pc − PLoss − Uicap = 0

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (2.27)

where Pc refers to the power transfered to the dc lines beyond the dc filter capaci-
tance, icap refers to the current flowing into the dc filter capacitor and PLoss refers
to the power losses of the VSC including the inductive filter losses. From (2.27) the
current through the capacitor becomes

icap =
(3Vxdid

2U
− Pc + PLoss

U

)
(2.28)

And the same current in terms of voltage across the capacitor is given by

icap = Cb
dU

dt
(2.29)

From (2.28) and (2.29) the differential equation for the dc voltage becomes

dU
dt

= 1
Cb

(
3Vxdid

2U
− Pc+PLoss

U

)
= 3Vxdid

2CbU

(
id − 2PL

3Vxd

)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.30)

From equation (2.30) it can observed that dc voltage can be regulated by control
of active current (id). Pc + PLoss in (2.30) can optionally be compensated by a feed
forward control in the dc voltage regulator; but PI controller without a feed forward
control can also work as well. In Fig. 2.16 block diagram of PI regulator for dc
voltage control is shown. The integral dc voltage controller enables to maintain the
dc-bus voltage constant (i.e. equal to the reference dc voltage U∗) irrespective of
the fluctuations in power flow via the VSC as long as the power flow is within the
capacity limits of the VSC-HVDC terminal. Hence the controller in Fig. 2.16 can
also be called constant dc voltage controller.
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Figure 2.17: Block diagram of dc voltage droop controller

2.3.6 DC Voltage Droop Control

In sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 it was shown that both active power control and dc voltage
control are achieved by controlling the reference to the active current controller i∗

d.
If we combine the two types of controllers we get the dc voltage droop controller,
shown in Fig. 2.17.

The dc voltage droop controller is characterized by power flow which changes linearly
with the changes in dc-bus voltage. The constant RDC in Fig. 2.17 determines the
sensitivity of the active current controller to changes in dc-bus voltage in comparison
with the power control error. Hence this constant can also be referred as dc voltage
response (analogous to frequency response of synchronous generator). Frequency
response in ac system is defined as the increment in MW of the generated power
in response to decrement of the grid frequency by 1 Hz [45], [72]. (NB! Frequency
response in this context means the response of a power system or equipment to a
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change in system frequency and does not mean the frequency spectrum of a transfer
function.) Similarly dc voltage response can be defined as increment in MW of
injected power into the dc circuit in response to decrement of the dc-bus voltage by
1 kV.

2.3.7 AC Voltage Regulation

A weak grid can be defined as a connection that has significant line impedance in
per-unit. This creates considerable voltage variations with changing active power
flow. Therefore if the ac network connected to the VSC-HVDC terminal is a weak
grid, the ac voltage at PCC must be regulated by the converter. Let î,V̂x, and V̂C

represent the phasors of the ac current flow into the VSC, the ac voltage at PCC
and the internal ac voltage of the VSC respectively.

By applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) across the series ac filter (in Fig. 2.7)
we get

V̂x − V̂s = (r + jωL)̂is (2.31)

The current phasor îs is given by

îs =
(

S
Vx

)∗

=
(

P +jQ
Vx

)∗

=
(

P −jQ
Vx

)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.32)

Substituting (2.32) into (2.31) gives

V̂x = V̂C + (r + jωL)̂is

= V̂C + (r + jωL)
(

P −jQ
Vx

)
= V̂C +

(
P r+QωL

Vx

)
+ j
(

P ωL−Qr
Vx

)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.33)

The magnitude of ac voltage at PCC shows negligible amount of changes due to the
imaginary (quadrature) component of the right side of equation (2.33). Therefore,
the voltage at PCC is approximately given by
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V̂x = V̂C +
(

Pr + QωL

Vx

)
(2.34)

Since the active power, P , is separately controlled, it can not be used to control
the voltage V̂x. Hence from (2.34), Q becomes the only available parameter for
controlling the ac voltage at PCC. This relation is mathematically written as

ΔVx = ωL

Vx

ΔQ (2.35)

The block diagram of the ac voltage controller is given by Fig. 2.18.

V ∗
x

PI
+

-

ΔQ∗

Vx

Qmax

−Qmax

Figure 2.18: Ac voltage control by reactive power compensation

2.4 U vs P Characteristics of the Various VSC Control Modes

In ac grids each generation unit is mainly characterized by its rated power generation
capacity and its steady-state frequency response characteristics. In case of VSC-
HVDC grids, each converter station is characterized by its rated power transfer
capacity, rated dc voltage level and its dc voltage response characteristic. The
dc voltage characteristic of a VSC-HVDC terminal is determine by the type of
outer controller employed for providing reference to the active current controller. It
was discussed previously that there are three possible options for the outer current
controller; namely: constant power controller, constant dc voltage controller and dc
droop control. In this section we will look at the U vs P characteristics of the three
aforementioned types of VSC-HVDC control modes.
Constant power controller and its corresponding dc voltage characteristic are shown
in Fig. 2.19.

The dc voltage characteristics of constant power control mode is such that the
power flow via the VSC-HVDC terminal (Pc) remains constant and equal to the
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Figure 2.19: Constant power controller: (a) control schematic (b) dc voltage char-
acteristics

power reference (P ∗
c ) regardless of the level of the dc voltage (U), hence the vertical

characteristic line in Fig. 2.19. Due to the defined direction of the current flow in
the development of active current controller in section 2.3.2, positive power flow
corresponds to rectifier mode of operation and negative power flow corresponds to
inverter mode of operation.
At steady-state, power flow via a VSC-HVDC terminal with constant power con-
troller is

Pc = P ∗
c (2.36)

i.e, the steady-state power flow equals the applied power reference. Constant dc
voltage controller and its characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.20.

The dc characteristic curve of a constant dc voltage controller is horizontal line
corresponding to the dc voltage reference U∗. The steady-state characteristics of
constant dc voltage control mode is

U = U∗ (2.37)

Dc voltage droop controller has the dc voltage vs power characteristic line as shown
in Fig. 2.21.

The slope of dc droop characteristic can be given interims of the dc voltage response
(RDC) as in Fig. 2.21(b) or in terms of the dc voltage droop constant (ρDC) as in Fig.
2.21(c). The droop constant ρDC is used together with voltage and power measured
in per-units. The relation between these two constants is given by
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RDC = − PcN

UNρDC

(2.38)

where PcN and UN refer to the rated power capacity of the VSC-HVDC terminal
and its rated operating dc voltage.

Assuming proportional + integral (PI) control is used, the steady-state error signal
of the dc droop controller e equals zero, hence we get the following equations:
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P ∗
c − Pc + RDC (U∗ − U) = e = 0 (2.39)

P ∗
c,pu − Pc,pu + 1

ρDC

(
U∗

pu − Upu

)
= e = 0 (2.40)

The subscript pu in Fig. 2.21(c) and (2.40) refer to per-unit quantities.
The steady-state relations of all the three possible control modes discussed above
can indeed be represented by the droop equation (2.39). For constant power control
mode the dc voltage response (RDC) is zero (or ρDC = ∞). Constant dc voltage
control on the other hand can be represented by a droop constant(ρDC) of zero (or
RDC = ∞).

2.5 Operation of Two-terminal VSC-HVDC Transmission

In section 2.3.2, the basics of inner and outer controllers were discussed. Active
power controller and dc voltage controller were studied without referring to the
interaction of the VSC with other power injecting nodes connected to the same dc
circuit. In this section we will analyze the interaction of the various possible control
configurations of a two terminal VSC-HVDC. Analysis of the interactions of two
terminals gives substantial information on the characteristics of a multi-terminal
VSC-HVDC employing various control configurations.
In Fig. 2.22 a two-terminal VSC-HVDC link is shown. A steady-state power flow
in the direction of left to right is assumed. Hence the converter on the left side of
the HVDC line operates in rectifier mode (i.e. power sending terminal or source
terminal) while the converter on the right side operates in inverter mode (i.e. power
receiving terminal or load terminal).

HVDC

transmission

S L

PS PL

Rectifier
(Source converter)

Inverter
(Load converter)

Figure 2.22: Two terminal VSC-HVDC link
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In section 2.4 it was discussed that there are three possible types of control modes
for operating a single VSC-HVDC terminal. This means that for a two-terminal
VSC-HVDC system there will be 3 × 3 = 9 possible control configurations. These
are listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Various control configurations for two-terminal VSC-HVDC
Control modes

No. Rectifier Inverter Remarks
1 Constant power Constant power Not viable
2 Constant power dc droop Viable but with

risk of dc over voltage
3 Constant power Constant dc voltage Viable but with

risk of dc over voltage
4 dc droop Constant power Good performance,

Power flow control
by inverter

5 dc droop dc droop Good performance,
Power flow control
by both

6 dc droop Constant dc voltage Ok, Power flow
control by rectifier

7 Constant dc voltage Constant power Good performance,
Power flow control
by inverter

8 Constant dc voltage dc droop Ok, power flow
control by inverter

9 Constant dc voltage Constant dc voltage Not viable

From the nine different control configurations of a two-terminal VSC-HVDC system,
two of them, i.e. no. 1 and 9 in Table 2.2, are not viable options since these control
configurations do not result in a stable and fully controllable steady-state operation.
All the rest of the control configurations, i.e. no. 2 to 8, result in a stable steady-
state operation of the system. Despite the stable steady-state operation, control
configurations 2 and 3 incur the risk of dc over voltage in some circumstances. This
happens when the inverter terminal fails to take power from the dc circuit while the
rectifier terminal continues to inject power into the dc circuit. This type of situation
may arise from ac fault occurring on the ac side of the inverter, from failure of the
inverter itself or from open circuit fault of the dc transmission line linking the
two converter stations. dc over voltage caused by such events can be averted by
employing dc voltage control at the rectifier side of the HVDC transmission system.
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Hence, for two terminal VSC-HVDC system, the control configurations from 4 to 8
in the list of Table 2.2 are recommended.
A VSC-HVDC terminal connected to passive grid is essentially a constant power
terminal when observed from the dc-bus side. This is because the power flow via
such converter station is determined by the loads connected in the passive ac grid
and is independent of the dc-bus voltage under normal circumstances. As it was
discussed in section 2.3.1, a passive grid connected VSC-HVDC is equipped with
ac voltage controller which enables it to maintain the ac voltage at PCC constant
regardless of any dc voltage variations. It should also be noted that the use of the
term ‘constant power’ in the context of this discussion refers to the independence of
power with respect to dc-bus voltage and does not imply the invariance of power flow
with respect to time. If the VSC-HVDC is used to transfer power in both directions
at various times, the control configuration may need to be changed depending on
the direction of the power flow to avoid possibility of dc over voltage condition.
Control configuration 5 in Table 2.2 offers an additional advantage of keeping the
same controller for all operating conditions. This is because both terminals have
the same type of controllers, namely dc voltage droop control, which always results
in a stable operation without the risk of dc over voltage. The disadvantage is
that power reference and dc voltage reference must be adjusted carefully on both
converter terminals in order to achieve the desired power flow level. For all the
rest of control configurations (four, six seven and eight in Table 2.2) power flow is
controlled exclusively by one terminal and the other one compensates for the power
deficit/surplus in the dc circuit - making it a relatively straight forward power flow
control approach.
To compare the performances of different control configurations, we look at the
responses of three selected control configurations, i.e. no. four, five and seven in
Table 2.2. Consider that in Fig. 2.22, the initial steady-state power flow is 800 MW
from left to right. Now it is desired to increase the power flow to 1000 MW; hence
an increment of 200 MW. This is achieved in different ways depending on the type
of control configuration employed. Fig. 2.23 summarizes the comparison of the
responses of the three control configurations and the transitions involved to achieve
the required increment in power flow.

In Fig. 2.23 the rectifier and inverter characteristic lines are shown by PS (source
power) and PL (load power) respectively. Subscripts 0 and 1 are used to show the ini-
tial and final characteristic lines. Point A refers to the initial operating point, which
is the intersection point of the initial dc characteristic lines of the rectifier and in-
verter terminals. The power reference of the inverter is changed by ΔP ∗

L = 200 MW
which results in the inverter characteristic line moving from P 0

L to P 1
L. This event

results in a transition of the steady-state operating point from A to B in Fig. 2.23.
The change of the inverter power reference results in different types of responses for
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Figure 2.23: Responses of different control configurations: (a) corresponds to config.
eight (b) corresponds to config. four and (c) corresponds to config. five in Table 2.2

the various control configurations. In the first case (Fig. 2.23 (a)), where the rectifier
and inverter operate in constant dc voltage and constant power control mode respec-
tively, the desired change in power flow is achieved in one step simply by applying
the change in power reference ΔP ∗

L to inverter terminal. This is evident from Fig.
2.23 (a-bottom) where the dc-bus voltage of the rectifier is restored instantaneously
while the power flow into the inverter increases from 800 MW to 1000 MW, as it
was desired. Similarly in Fig. 2.23(b), where the rectifier and inverter operate in dc
voltage droop and constant power control mode respectively, the desired change in
power flow is achieved by simply applying the relevant change in power reference
to the inverter terminal. This however, results in decrement of the dc voltage as
depicted by Fig. 2.23(b-top).
If restoration of the dc-bus voltage to the initial level is needed, this is achieved by
changing the dc voltage reference and/or the power reference of the droop controller
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of the rectifier. This action results in moving of the rectifier dc voltage characteris-
tic line from P 0

S to P 1
S . Consequently the steady-state operating point moves from

point B to C. It can be observed in Fig. 2.23 (b) that the desired change in power
is achieved by changing the power reference of the inverter whereas dc-bus voltage
is restored by adjusting the rectifier dc voltage references.
The responses shown in Fig. 2.23 (c) correspond to the control configuration where
both the rectifier and inverter are assigned to operate in dc voltage droop control
mode. Due to the use of different dc voltage droop constants, the slopes of the two
dc voltage characteristic lines (i.e. PS and PL in Fig. 2.23 (c)-top) are different. For
this type of control configuration, the mere change of the inverter power reference
alone does not result in the desired change in power flow. This is depicted by the
increment in power flow from the initial level of 800 MW to around 915 MW which is
considerably lower than the desired level of 1000 MW. the desired power flow level
is achieved by adjusting the rectifier dc characteristic line from B to C as shown in
Fig. 2.23 (c). This implies that additional control action is necessary to achieve the
desired level of power flow.
In all the three cases of responses shown in Fig. 2.23, all transitions (i.e. A to B and
B to C) are caused by change in power and/or dc voltage references of the converter
controller (as active grid connection has been used for both terminals where power
flow can be controlled actively). The shift in dc voltage characteristic line however
can also be caused by uncontrolled events such as outage of ac load connected to the
inverter (if it is connected to passive ac grid), outage of converter or simply due to an
outage of the dc line. The response of the VSC-HVDC system to such events (and
hence the transition from A to B) will be referred to as primary control response,
or simply primary control. This is analogous to the primary control in ac grids [45].
Primary control in both ac and dc grids is the response of the system to power
imbalance caused by unexpected events such as faults, outages and load changes. In
ac grids primary control response almost always involves a steady-state change in
system frequency. If the magnitude of the steady-state change in frequency is above
a certain threshold, generation will be adjusted at one or more power stations so as
to restore the operating ac frequency to the nominal level. This is usually referred as
secondary control since it occurs some time after the action of primary control. The
time delay in the example case of Fig. 2.23 is half minute (this is selected arbitrarily
in the example scenario). The purpose of secondary control is both to restore system
frequency to nominal level and also to free up some of the primary reserves already
actuated by change in frequency. Similarly, in dc grid which employs dc voltage
droop control a primary control always is accompanied by a steady-state change in
dc voltage. Hence dc grids also need secondary control for restoring the dc voltage
and for achieving the desired level of power flow at specific converter terminals. Like
in ac grids, the secondary control in dc grid should act slowly in order to avoid too
fast changes in power flow and possible adverse interaction with ac grid. This is
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depicted in the time plots of Fig. 2.23(b) and Fig. 2.23(c).

2.6 Frequency Support of AC Grid by VSC-HVDC Link

In [78] primary frequency response enhancement by use of LCC-HVDC link has
been proposed. Moreover in [42] primary frequency control using VSC based MTDC
has been proposed. The method, however, requires fast communication of system
between the various dc terminals and a centralized control unit. Due to their high
degree of controllability, VSC-HVDC terminals can be utilized to provide primary
frequency support to ac grids [81]. A VSC-HVDC connected to an active ac grid can
indeed be considered as a virtual synchronous generator since the power injection
into the ac grid is fully controllable, which makes it easy to employ frequency droop
control. Fig. 2.24 (a) and (b) show implementation of frequency droop control
for VSC-HVDC equipped with constant power control and dc voltage droop control
respectively. The method proposed here is entirely dependent upon locally measured
signals and does not need communication between various dc terminals.
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Figure 2.24: Frequency droop control implementation on VSC-HVDC terminal with
: (a) constant power control (b) dc voltage droop control

In Fig. 2.24 the symbols P ∗
c , f ∗ and U∗ refer to power reference, frequency reference

and dc voltage reference respectively. RDC and Rf refer to dc voltage response and
frequency response of the VSC-HVDC terminal. i∗

d is the reference to the active
current controller discussed in section 2.3.2. Note that the two droop controls in
Fig. 2.24(b) have opposite sign due to the fact that frequency decrement results in
power flow increment from dc-bus to ac grid while the dc voltage decrement results
in power flow increment in the opposite direction.
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The control configuration in Fig. 2.24(b) can represent the steady-state behavior of
the various possible control configurations. Fig. 2.24(a) for example can be repre-
sented by dc voltage response equal to zero (RDC = 0). In the linear region of the
controller shown in Fig. 2.24(b) the steady-state control error equals zero e = 0.
This is mathematically given by

(P ∗
c − Pc) − Rf (f ∗ − f) + RDC (U∗ − U) = 0 (2.41)

Hence the power injection by the VSC-HVDC terminal (Pc) becomes as follows:

Pc = P ∗
c − Rf (f ∗ − f) + RDC (U∗ − U) (2.42)

From equation (2.42) it is clear that infinitely many combinations of the references
P ∗

c , f ∗ and U∗ can give the same level of power transfer (Pc). This apparently poses
a challenge of precise power flow control since three parameters affect the resulting
power flow control. On the other hand by eliminating the frequency control error
(f ∗ − f) and dc voltage control error (U∗ − U), precise power flow control can be
achieved. Each of the frequency reference f ∗ is normally a constant universally
applied for all generator and converter units in the ac grid. The dc voltage refer-
ence however concerns the dc-bus of each individual VSC-HVDC station and hence
should be selected carefully so as to avoid any dc voltage control error resulting in
power injection levels different from the desired ones (this is due to the unequal
dc-bus voltages caused by power flow inside the dc grid). How this can be done for
a MTDC will be discussed in the next chapter.
Grid frequency support by VSC-HVDC link enables exchange of primary reserves
between asynchronous ac grids. To demonstrate this with an example, let us con-
sider the two-terminal VSC-HVDC shown in Fig. 2.25. The ac grids in the figure
are characterized by generation capacity (PgN), frequency droop constant (ρG) and
operating frequency (f). The converters are specified by rated power (PcN), rated
dc voltage (UN), dc voltage droop constant (ρDC), and frequency droop constant
(fDC).

The two asynchronous ac grids in Fig. 2.25 have rated generation capacities of 4 GW
and 2.5 GW respectively. Frequency droop constant of 0.04 has been assigned for
both ac grids as well as for both VSC-HVDC terminals. The dc voltage droop con-
stant is assigned to be 0.05 for both converters. The VSC-HVDC transmission has
rated operating dc voltage of 400 kV and rated power capacity of 1000 MW. The
initial steady-state power flow via the dc transmission is 750 MW. Moreover, the
initial local loads of the two ac grids are 2.4 GW and 2 GW respectively. The dc
line has a resistance of 3.2 Ω. When the local load of either of the two ac grids
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Figure 2.25: VSC-HVDC link with bi-directional grid frequency support

is increased, the ac frequency drops and local generation increases as a result. In
the presence of frequency droop control within the converter controllers, there will
be additional power transfer from the dc link which results in improvement of the
frequency response. This can be demonstrated with two simulation cases of the
system in Fig. 2.25. In the first simulation case the two converters are equipped
with dc voltage droop control but not with frequency droop control. At t = 100 s
the local load in ac grid-2 is increased from 2 GW to 2.2 GW, - a load change of
200 MW (equivalent to 8 % of the rated ac grid generation capacity). This is fol-
lowed by decrement in the steady-state frequency. At t = 150 s the local load in ac
grid-1 is increased from 2.5 GW to 2.9 GW - a load change of 400 MW (10% of rated
grid generation capacity). In Fig. 2.26 the responses of the two ac grids to the load
increments are shown.

As one might expect, in this case of simulation the power transfer via the dc link
is not affected by the changing loads in ac grids 1 and 2. On the other hand,
when frequency droop control is employed for the two VSC-HVDC terminals, the
frequency responses of both ac grids improve. This can be seen from time plots
of Fig. 2.27, which corresponds to the simulation case where both terminals of the
HVDC link employ frequency droop control along side with dc voltage droop control.
Especially the improvement in the frequency dips for the load increments is easily
observable from the time plots of the second simulation case.
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Figure 2.26: Grid frequency responses to load events at 100 s and 100 s in the
absence of frequency support by VSC-HVDC link

2.7 Steady-state Interaction of Two terminal VSC-HVDC
Connection

From Fig. 2.27 it is noticed that by using both dc voltage droop and frequency droop
control at both ends of the dc link, some degree of coupling between the frequencies
of the two asynchronous ac grids is achieved. For closer comparison of the two cases,
the frequency responses in the presence and absence of frequency support by the
dc link are shown in the plots of Fig. 2.28. The dynamic frequency responses of
the two grids have particularly shown considerable improvement after the use of
frequency support by the dc link. This is evidenced by the smaller frequency dips
in Fig. 2.28 after the use of frequency droop controllers at both converter terminals.
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Figure 2.27: Grid frequency responses to load events at 100 s and 100 s in the
presence of frequency support by VSC-HVDC link

The differences in the steady-state frequencies however are not observable from the
plots due to the large sizes of the of the ac grids in comparison with the converter
units. For estimating the steady-state frequency changes, analytical equation can
be derived and used. This will be presented in the following discussion.
At steady-state, the power balances for the two ac grids are expressed by

ΔPL1 = ΔPg1 − ΔPc1
ΔPL2 = ΔPg2 − ΔPc2

}
(2.43)

where ΔPg1 and ΔPg2 refer to the changes in generated power inside grid-1 and
grid-2 respectively. Similarly ΔPL1 and ΔPL2 represent the change in load in the
respective ac grids. ΔPc1 and ΔPc2 represent the change in transfered power at the
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Figure 2.28: Comparison of grid frequency responses in the presence and absence of
frequency support by dc link

two VSC-HVDC terminals. The changes in generation are expressed by

ΔPg1 = − PgN1
ρg1fN1

Δ (f ∗
1 − f1)

ΔPg2 = − PgN2
ρg2fN2

Δ (f ∗
2 − f2)

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.44)

where PgN , ρG and fN refer to the rated power capacity, frequency droop constant
and rated frequency of an ac grid respectively. f ∗ refers to the frequency reference
of the ac grid. Similarly from (2.41) the changes in converter powers at the two
terminals are
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ΔPc1 = − PcN1
ρf1fN1

Δ (f ∗
1 − f1) + PcN1

ρDC1UN1
Δ (U∗

1 − U1) + ΔP ∗
1

ΔPc2 = − PcN2
ρf2fN2

Δ (f ∗
2 − f2) + PcN2

ρDC2UN2
Δ (U∗

2 − U2) + ΔP ∗
2

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.45)

where Pc1 and Pc2 refer to the power injection into dc-bus by the two converter
stations. Here we are more interested in the impact of abrupt changes in ac load
and hence we assume that all references remain constant. Moreover we consider
per-unit values for the frequencies (fpu) and dc voltages (Upu) while keeping the use
of MW for power variables. Hence from (2.44) and (2.45) and substituting (2.38)
we get

ΔPg1 = −PgN1
ρg1

Δfpu1

ΔPg2 = −PgN2
ρg2

Δfpu2

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.46)

ΔPc1 = −PcN1
ρf1

Δfpu1 + PcN1
ρDC1

ΔUpu1

ΔPc2 = −PcN2
ρf2

Δfpu2 + PcN2
ρDC2

ΔUpu2

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.47)

To simplify the analysis, we ignore the dc line losses and hence ΔPc1 = −ΔPc2 =
−ΔPc and ΔUpu1 = ΔUpu2 = ΔUpu. In addition, the rated converter power capacity
of the two VSC-HVDC terminals are equal (PcN1 = PcN2 = PcN). This further
simplifies (2.47) into

ΔPc = PcN

(
Δfpu1

ρf1
− ΔUpu

ρDC1

)
= −PcN

(
Δfpu2

ρf2
− ΔUpu

ρDC2

)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (2.48)

From (2.48) the dc voltage in terms of the ac grid frequencies is expressed as

ΔUpu =
(

ρDC1ρDC2

ρDC1 + ρDC2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

(
Δfpu1

ρf1
+ Δfpu2

ρf2

)

=
[

k
ρf1

k
ρf2

] [ Δfpu1
Δfpu2

]

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.49)

Substituting (2.48) and (2.49) into (2.43) we get the equation
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[
ΔPL1
ΔPL2

]
= −

⎡⎣ PgN1
ρg1

+ PcN
ρf1

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

)
−PcN

ρf2

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

)
−PcN

ρf1

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

) (
PgN2
ρg2

+ PcN
ρf2

ρDC1
ρDC1+ρDC2

) ⎤⎦[ Δfpu1
Δfpu2

]
(2.50)

Hence the relationship between the load changes and resulting frequency changes
can be computed by

[
Δfpu1
Δfpu2

]
= −
⎡⎣ PgN1

ρg1
+ PcN

ρf1

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

)
− PcN

ρf2

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

)
− PcN

ρf1

(
ρDC2

ρDC1+ρDC2

) (
PgN2
ρg2

+ PcN

ρf2

ρDC1
ρDC1+ρDC2

) ⎤⎦−1 [
ΔPL1
ΔPL2

]
(2.51)

For the dc transmission system shown in Fig. 2.25, the control parameters used are
listed as follows:

PcN = 1000 MW
PgN1 = 4000 MW
PgN2 = 2500 MW
ρg1 = ρg2 = 0.04
ρDC1 = ρDC2 = 0.05
ρf1 = ρf2 = 0.04

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2.52)

Substituting the parameters from (2.52) into (2.51), we get

[
Δfpu1
Δfpu2

]
=
(

104
( −11.2500 1.2500

1.2500 −7.5000

))−1 [ ΔPL1
ΔPL2

]

= 10−4
( −0.0906 0.0151

0.0151 −0.1358

)[
ΔPL1
ΔPL2

]
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(2.53)

From equations (2.49) and (2.53) the dc-bus voltage change for the example case
becomes as

ΔUpu = −10−4 ×
[

1.321 1.887
] [ ΔPL1

ΔPL2

]
(2.54)

For a load increment of 200 MW inside ac grid-2, equation (2.53) predicts frequency
changes of −0.3 × 10−3 pu for grid-1 and −2.7 × 10−3 pu for grid-2. The corre-
sponding frequency changes obtained from the simulation were −0.2 × 10−3 pu and
−2.2×10−3 pu respectively. The differences between the predicted values and simu-
lation results arise due to the fact that unequal variations of dc-bus voltages, caused
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by line resistances, have been neglected. Besides, the converter and dc line losses
which were not accounted in the analysis have some contributions to the deviations.
The observed changes in dc-bus voltage were −1.3 × 10−3 pu for terminal-1 and
−1.7 × 10−3 pu for terminal-2 respectively, compared to −1.9 × 10−3 pu which is the
estimated dc voltage change according to (2.54). The set of analytical equations
derived above, though not very accurate, provides a numerical approach for analyz-
ing the interaction of the two ac grids connected due to primary reserves exchanges
via the VSC-HVDC link. In chapter three an accurate analytical expression for
generalized ac/dc connection topology will be discussed.

2.8 Frequency Support of AC Grid by HVDC Connected
Wind Farm

In section 2.3.1 it was mentioned that passive grid connected VSC-HVDC link does
not have direct control over power flow but rather responds passively to the power
demand of (or power injection from) the ac grid. It however controls the ac voltage
magnitude and frequency to which other smaller converters in the ac grid (if there
are any) have to synchronize for normal operation. VSC-HVDC connected to a
wind farm falls in the passive grid connection category since the converter station
does not directly determine the amount of power flow. As a result, the converter
can not directly participate in ac or dc grid support by using the control method
discussed in the previous section. It can however change the ac frequency of the
wind farm in response to the dc-bus voltage variations. The frequency variations
in the wind farm can in turn be used to invoke increments in generated power by
individual turbine-converter units, given that there is plenty of wind power which
allow increased power production. This type of HVDC control has been described
in [82],[16],[77]. Such type of control strategy can be implemented as shown in Fig.
2.29.

In Fig. 2.29 the converter on the right side of the HVDC link employs constant dc
voltage control mode supplemented by frequency droop controller. f ∗

g and fg refer
to the nominal frequency and measured frequency of the main grid respectively.
The converter station on the left side controls the operating wind farm ac frequency
based upon the dc voltage error (U1 − U∗

DC) and the nominal wind farm frequency
(f ∗

w). In the case of two-terminal VSC-HVDC connection, the effect of the dc line
resistance can easily be offset by adding a feed forward element from the measured
power flow (P1). This is shown with the dashed line in Fig. 2.29. Individual wind
turbine-converter units measure the wind farm frequency (fw) and generate the
mechanical (turbine) power reference (P ∗

m) based on the nominal power reference
(P ∗

w) and the frequency error signal (f ∗
w − fw).
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Figure 2.29: VSC-HVDC connected wind farm: (a) wind turbine-converter control
(b) wind farm side VSC-HVDC terminal control (c) main grid side VSC-HVDC
terminal control

From Fig. 2.29 the steady-state relationship between fw and fg can be described as

fw = f ∗
w + K1K2

(
fg − f ∗

g

)
(2.55)

From (2.55) we find
Δfw = K1K2Δfg (2.56)
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Table 2.3: Some of the parameters used in the simulation model
Generation capacity of the main grid 1 GW
Generation capacity of the wind farm 3 MW × 100 = 300 MW
Rated frequency of the main grid 50 Hz
Rated frequency of the wind farm 50 Hz
Wind speed 12 m/s
Rw 25 MW/Hz

K1
1+T1s

1
1+5s

K2
1+T2s

1
1+5s

For K1 = K2 = 1 the steady-state frequency variation of the wind farm equals the
corresponding frequency variation at the main grid. To check the viability of such
approach we will look at the responses of a simulation model of Fig. 2.29. In Table
2.3 some of the parameters used in the simulation model are listed.

Initial power flow is 180 MW from the wind farm to the main grid. At t = 68 s a
load of 25 MW is inserted in the main grid. The simulation results are shown in the
plot of Fig. 2.30.

As it can be observed from the simulation results, the load insertion in the main
grid results in frequency decrement which is followed by dc voltage reduction at
the HVDC link. This in turn is reflected in the wind farm frequency and the
wind turbines generate more power as a result. The main grid frequency and wind
farm frequency are compared in Fig. 2.31. It is clear from Fig. 2.31 that the wind
farm frequency is able to follow the main grid frequency but only with considerable
time constant (A time constant of 5 s has been used for frequency droop control at
converter-2 and for the wind farm frequency control at converter-1). The response
of the main grid in the presence and absence of frequency support from the wind
farm is shown in Fig. 2.32. It is observed from Fig. 2.32 that both the dynamic
response (i.e. in the first few seconds) and steady-state response of the main grid
frequency are enhanced by the frequency support of the windfarm.
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Figure 2.30: Response of VSC-HVDC connected wind farm to load insertion in the
main grid

2.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter various existing control methods of VSC-HVDC terminal have been
studied. Two types of VSC-HVDC connections - namely: active grid connected
VSC-HVDC link and passive grid connected VSC-HVDC link - have been discussed.
It is pointed out that inner current loop is fundamental to any control of active grid
connected VSC-HVDC link. Three possible control modes of VSC-HVDC terminal
have been discussed. These are constant power control mode, constant dc voltage
control mode and dc voltage droop control mode. A control strategy for primary
reserves exchange between two asynchronous ac grids has been proposed. The pro-
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Figure 2.32: Comparison of the main grid frequency response with and without
frequency support from windfarm

posed control employs both dc voltage droop and frequency droop control for each
VSC-HVDC terminal. The control method depends entirely on local measurements
and does not require fast communication between the different converter terminals
connected by the dc grid or between the asynchronous ac grids.
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3 OPERATION OF MTDC AND STEADY STATE
ANALYSIS

In the previous chapter the various types of VSC control configurations that can
be used in MTDC transmission system have been discussed. In this chapter the
interplay of the VSCs during steady-state operation of MTDC will be discussed.
The first section of this chapter deals with the different types of MTDC control
configurations. This is followed by section 3.2 which discusses precise control of
power flow in MTDC. Thereafter the impact of dc line resistances on primary dc
power balancing of MTDC will follow in sections 3.4 and 3.3. steady-state interaction
of ac/dc systems will be discussed in section 3.5.

3.1 Valid Control Configurations for Operation of MTDC

In section 2.5 it was discussed that at least one of the two converters must have dc
voltage regulation mechanism for normal operation of a point-to-point VSC-HVDC
connection. Similarly, in a multi-terminal VSC-HVDC configuration there must be
dc voltage regulation for normal operation of the system. As described in the pre-
vious chapter there are two options for dc voltage control of a single VSC station;
namely: constant dc voltage control and dc voltage droop control. It was also men-
tioned in section 2.5 that stable operation can not be achieved if both converters
of the two-terminal VSC-HVDC are assigned to constant dc voltage control mode.
The same condition applies to multi-terminal VSC-HVDC, i.e. there must not be
more than one converter station in the dc grid assigned to constant dc voltage con-
trol mode. (If there are two converters with constant dc voltage control, there will
be hunting phenomena, analogous to frequency hunting in ac grids in the presence
of multiple synchronous generators with fixed frequency control). Taking the con-
straints mentioned above, we get three possible control modes of MTDC; namely:
master-slave control, dc voltage droop control and master-slave with dc droop. Each
of these are explained below.

1. Master-slave control: There is only one converter in the dc grid which is config-
ured to constant dc voltage mode (This may also be dc voltage droop mode though
not common). This terminal is called master terminal. All the others terminals in
the dc grid are configured to constant power mode (called slave terminals). Power
flow balance is maintained entirely by the master terminal. Outage of the master
terminal will definitely lead to dc over voltage or under voltage problem and subse-
quently to outage of the entire dc grid. In addition, the master terminal may need to
have considerably large power rating in order to accommodate all possible amounts
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of power unbalance that may occur in the dc grid. This type of control has been
explained in numerous research works [87],[36],[59],[75]. Due to lack of N-1 security
for dc voltage regulation, the master-slave control configuration is not recommended
for operation of MTDC. A modified version of this controller, called voltage margin
control, has been proposed to tackle the problem of N-1 security by various authors
[85],[86],[48],[20]. The proposed control scheme, however, has two drawbacks. On
one hand, it is complex and involves several control parameters to be assigned. On
the other hand it can result in large, abrupt transitions of power flow levels as dc
voltage level goes out of the voltage margin at a specific operation.

2. DC droop control: There are two or more converters in the dc grid equipped
with dc voltage droop controller. The rest of the terminals operate in constant
power control mode. Converters with dc voltage droop control share the duty of
instantaneous power balancing in the dc grid. Outage of one terminal is toler-
ated as long as the remaining droop controlled terminals have enough capacity to
compensate for the power unbalance in the dc grid caused by the outage. This
is analogous to frequency droop control of a multi-machine ac grid system. In
both cases, the droop control scheme enables the provision of N-1 security. More-
over, large range of power fluctuations in the dc grid can be accommodated by
this control method due to the aggregation of dc voltage responses from individual
droop controlled converters. This type of control has been studied in several works
[71],[74],[73],[55],[43],[15],[79],[90],[57],[37],[75].

3. Master-slave with droop control: The dc grid has one converter with constant dc
voltage control (i.e. the master terminal) and one or more converters with dc voltage
droop control. During normal operation, power balance is maintained entirely by
the master terminal. If the outage of the master terminal occurs, the other termi-
nals equipped with dc voltage droop control will take over the duty of dc voltage
regulation (and hence the duty of primary power balancing). This type of MTDC
control is explained in [19] and partially described in [21].

Comparing the merits of the three MTDC control configurations listed above (1-3),
the second and third ones (i.e. dc droop control and master-slave with dc droop
control) are preferable for operation of MTDC.
Dc voltage regulation by use of multiple dc terminals equipped with integral dc
voltage controllers has been proposed in [34],[35]. This control approach, however,
poses a challenge for appropriate sharing of power injection among the participating
dc terminals and also may cause instability problems. Hence, this type of MTDC
control will not be discussed in this thesis.
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3.2 Precise Control of Power Flow in MTDC

In the discussion of section 3.1, it has been argued that dc voltage droop control is
indispensable for secure operation of MTDC. The similarities of dc voltage droop
control in dc and frequency droop control in ac grid has also been emphasized. There
are, however, differences that need to be analyzed and taken into account.
In the absence of dc line losses (and associated dc line voltage drops), dc voltage
droop control indeed becomes exactly analogous to frequency droop control in multi-
machine ac grids. Under such condition the dc voltage is the same throughout the
entire dc grid, just like frequency is in ac grids. In a real dc transmission system,
however, there will always be, due to non-zero line resistances, differences in dc-bus
voltages. Indeed, whenever there is a non-zero power flow in the dc grid, there will
always be differences in dc-bus voltages at the various terminals. (The same voltage
at all dc-buses in a real dc grid means no current flowing in the dc grid). From
the dc grid power flow equations it is possible to demonstrate that a specific power
injection pattern is associated with a unique set of dc-bus voltages and vice-versa.
Even though the voltage differences between the dc-buses are small in comparison
with the nominal voltage of the dc grid, their impact on power flow control is large
due to amplification by the large gain of the dc voltage droop controllers (i.e. RDC

in Fig. 2.21).
The dc line voltage drops affect power flow in MTDC in two ways. The first one,
which will be discussed in this section, is the challenge of precise power flow control
in MTDC at steady-state conditions. This problem has been mentioned in [15] &
[50]. The second mechanism, which will be discussed in the next section, is related
to allocation of primary balancing power due to a sudden change of power flow in
the MTDC network caused by outage of a VSC-HVDC terminal, disconnection of a
dc line or insertion/rejection of a large ac load connected to a converter.

To understand the challenge of precise power control in MTDC, let us look at the
dc voltage versus power (U vs P ) characteristic curves of the three types of outer
controllers discussed in section 2.4. These are shown in Fig. 3.1.

From Fig. 3.1 (a), it is clear that the power injection into the dc grid by a constant
power mode terminal is always the same as the reference P ∗

c . Similarly, a VSC-
HVDC terminal equipped with integral control of dc-bus voltage (i.e. Fig. 3.1 (b))
will always have the same dc-bus voltage as the reference U∗. The power injection
of such a terminal, however, is determined by the net power injection of all other
terminals in the dc grid as well as the sum total of the power losses in the dc lines.
This is what we refer to as the master terminal. The master terminal (if there is one
in the dc grid) provides the net balance of power (deficit/surplus) with in a certain
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Figure 3.1: U versus P characteristics of different control configurations: (a) con-
stant power control (b) constant dc voltage control (c) dc voltage droop control

time constant. This time constant is dependent upon the control parameters (i.e.
proportional and integral constants) used as well as on the total capacitance of the
dc grid (i.e. the sum of all dc filter capacitances and line capacitances in the dc
grid). Hence in master-slave or master-slave with dc droop control configurations
(as discussed in the previous section), the issue of precise power flow control may not
be a challenge since power flow at individual terminals, except the master terminal,
will be determined by the respective power references. It should be noted that in the
presence of master terminal, dc voltage droop controlled converters appear almost
as constant power controlled terminals due to little dc-bus voltage changes.
If the MTDC consists only of dc voltage droop and constant power terminals, there
will be a challenge of getting desired power flow at the various droop controlled
terminals. Dc voltage droop control of a converter requires two input references,
namely: the dc voltage reference U∗ and the power reference P ∗

c . The actual power
injection (Pc) is determined by the error signal e in Fig. 3.1 (c); which in turn is
the total of the power control error signal (P ∗

c − Pc) and voltage droop error signal
((U∗ − U) × RDC). Hence the power injected by the VSC can suffer from a steady-
state power flow control error (P ∗

c −Pc �= 0). Precise power flow control is a challenge
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of getting the steady-state power flow profile to the same level as the one given by
reference - which in turn is determined by the schedule (after power flow dispatch).
The power flow dispatch is a result of market clearing, for example day-ahead power
market (in deregulated system) or some kind of cost optimization technique. In the
context of MTDC, the challenge for the operator is to determine the right values of
references of the converters in such a way that the steady-state power flow in the
entire dc grid becomes the same as the predetermined one from the given dispatch.
In Fig. 3.1 (c), it is clear that if the dc voltage error signal is zero (i.e. U∗ − U = 0),
then precise power flow control can be achieved resulting in zero error for the power
control (i.e. P ∗

c − Pc = 0). This condition should be achieved for each dc droop
controlled terminal in the entire dc grid. If one of the terminals fails to achieve this
condition, the others will also experience steady-state power flow deviations. One
possible cause of such power flow deviation is failing to consider the dc line voltage
drops in the process of deciding the dc voltage references. This phenomenon will be
demonstrated with the example dc grid network shown in Fig. 3.2.

The parameters shown in Fig. 3.2 are defined in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: List of parameters used in Fig. 3.2
Parameter Description

UN Rated dc grid voltage (in kV)
ρDCi dc voltage droop constant of the ith

converter terminal (pu/pu)
PcNi Rated power capacity of ith terminal (in MW)
lij dc transmission distance between terminals i and j (in km)

In the five-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission model shown in Fig. 3.2, two of the
VSC-HVDC terminals (i.e. terminal-3 and terminal-5) are set to be operated in
constant power control mode whereas the other three VSC-HVDC terminals par-
ticipate in the dc voltage droop control. It is important to stress that the use of
term ‘constant’ here only means the invariability of power with respect to the dc
voltage and not necessarily time invariability. Moreover, the power flow study in
this section concerns only the steady-state conditions. Some numerical data such as
size of converters and the various droop constants used in the simulation can be read
from Fig. 3.2. The converter and dc transmission line parameters are also included
in the same figure. Now, let us consider an arbitrary power flow schedule for the
hypothetical dc grid. In Table 3.2, the desired power flow patter (i.e. the schedule)
is given.

In the power flow schedule of Table 3.2 terminals 1, 3, 4 and 5 are desired to inject a
power of 600 MW, −750 MW, 550 MW and −900 MW respectively into the dc grid.
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Figure 3.2: A hypothetical five-terminal VSC-HVDC with dc voltage droop control

Table 3.2: Desired power flow pattern (schedule)
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

P ∗
c (MW) 600 X -750 550 -900

The minus signs show that power is taken away from the dc grid to ac grid via a
VSC-HVDC terminal, implying inverter mode of operation. Terminals with positive
power injection are in rectifier mode of operation. The ‘X’ in the second column of
Table 3.2 shows a ‘don’t care’ state. This is because terminal-2 is expected to inject
the net balance of power needed into the dc grid so that the desired power flow will
be achieved.
If we do not give any regard to the dc line voltage drops and the associated line
losses, terminal-2 will be expected to inject a power of 500 MW into the dc grid. In
Fig. 3.2 it is shown that the nominal dc grid voltage is 400 kV (±200 kV pole-to-
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pole). Hence the dc voltage references will be assigned to 400 kV . The power and
dc voltage references to be used in the simulation are listed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Reference values used for simulation
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

P ∗
c (MW) 600 500 -750 550 -900
U∗ (kV) 400 400 400 400 400

Terminals 3 and 5, which are constant power terminals, do not need dc voltage
references although these were included in Table 3.3 for the sake of completeness.
In order to better understand the influence of dc line resistance on power flow, two
simulation cases will be considered for the study; one with no dc line resistances
(i.e. ideal dc grid) and the other with dc line resistances as specified in Fig. 3.2.
Simulation results of the ideal (i.e. lossless) five-terminal dc grid model are shown
in Table 3.4. (See appendix A for details of the VSC model used in the simulations).
As it would be expected, the power flow pattern of the ideal dc grid is seen to be
the same as the desired (scheduled) power flow pattern given by Fig. 3.3 and Table
3.2.

Table 3.4: Simulation results for the set of references in Table 3.3 in an ideal dc grid
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (MW) 600 500 -750 550 -900
U (kV) 400 400 400 400 400

When the dc line resistances are included in the simulation while maintaining the
values of dc voltage references and power references as in the previous case, the
power flow pattern becomes as shown in Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Simulation results for the set of references in Table 3.3 and non-ideal dc
grid

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
Pc (MW) 578.821 466.793 -750.000 638.889 -900.000
U (kV) 400.377 400.664 397.511 398.104 386.460

P ∗
c (MW) 600 500 -750 550 -900

Perr (MW) -21.179 -33.207 0.000 88.889 0.000

From Table 3.5 it is clear that the set of reference values given by Table 3.3 does not
enable us to get the desired power flow pattern given by Table 3.2. Large deviations
of power flow are observed for terminals 1 and 4 whereas terminals 3 and 5 (i.e.
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Figure 3.3: Power flow control responses in ideal (lossless) dc grid

terminals with fixed power control) showed no deviations, as can be expected. The
power flow deviation in terminal-2 may be ignored, since this terminal was originally
intended to cover the balance of power needed to get the desired power flow profile
for the other terminals. The observed power flow deviations at terminals 1 and 4
are partly caused by the differences in the dc-bus voltages and partly due to the line
losses which were not accounted for while assigning the power reference of terminal-2
(i.e. the slack bus). It is clear that in both cases the power flow deviation originates
from the non-zero resistance of the dc lines. To find out which of the two mechanisms
is the dominant factor, we will try to see the effects of the two separately with the
five-terminal system as an example. In the first case we will account for the dc
line losses but not for the dc-bus voltage differences. In the second case the dc-bus
voltage differences will be accounted for while the dc line losses will not. Finally we
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Figure 3.4: Power flow control responses in non-ideal dc grid

will simulate the case where both dc line losses and dc-bus voltage differences are
accounted for.

First simulation case (only dc line losses are accounted for):
In order to compute the power losses in the system, it is necessary to make a dc
power flow analysis of the system under consideration. In power flow analysis it
is customary to assign the nominal voltage of the dc grid as the known voltage of
the dc slack bus prior to the power flow calculations. Hence the complete input
information for the load flow analysis becomes as shown in Table 3.6.

The ‘X’s in Table 3.6 show ‘slack’ variables, i.e. values that result from the power
flow equations. The data in Table 3.6 and the dc grid resistances in Fig. 3.2 are
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Table 3.6: Input data for the power flow analysis
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (MW) 600 X -750 550 -900
U (kV) X 400 X X X

provided to a dc power flow algorithm and the resulting solution is given in Table
3.7. Various algorithms of dc load flow analysis are proposed in the literature [46],
[65],[83].

Table 3.7: Results from the dc power flow analysis
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (MW) 600 535.938 -750 550 -900
U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247

From Table 3.7 it is now clear that the dc grid will have a total line loss of 36 MW
for a total power transfer of 750 + 900 = 1650 MW between the various converters.
This is around 2.2% transmission loss for the entire dc grid (or alternatively a
transmission efficiency of 97.8%) for the given power flow profile. It should be noted
that the converter losses are not included here, since all power measurements so far
are measured from the dc-bus side. Although in practice power measurements are
done at PCC (i.e. ac side of the converter), here we stick to power measurement
from the dc-bus side so that the impact of the dc line resistances can be investigated
separately from the converter losses.
Back in the PSCAD simulation of the five-terminal dc grid, now we change the power
reference of terminal-2 from its previous value of 500 MW to 535.9 MW (computed
from the power flow analysis). By doing so we are accounting for the dc line losses
in the power reference assignment of the slack bus. The dc voltage reference (of
each terminal) however will be kept at the same value as in the previous simulation
case (i.e. 400 kV in all cases). Running the simulation with the change mentioned
above, we get the steady-state power flow profile given by Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Simulation results with power references adjusted for dc losses
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (MW) 566.351 488.558 -749.999 629.696 -899.999
U (kV) 400.598 400.948 397.747 398.300 386.662

P ∗
c (MW) 600 535.938 -750 550 -900

Perr (MW) -33.649 -47.380 0.001 79.696 0.001
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Second simulation case (only dc-bus voltage differences are accounted for):
For comparison, we look at the simulation where the dc voltage references are re-
placed by the voltage values from the load flow analysis (i.e. the second row in Table
3.7). This confirms that the dc-bus voltage differences are appropriately accounted
for in the dc voltage reference assignments. The power reference of terminal-2, how-
ever, will be kept at 500 MW. The observed simulation results are shown in Table
3.9.

Table 3.9: Simulation results with references adjusted only for dc-bus voltage dif-
ferences

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
Pc (MW) 612.459 514.157 -750.000 559.194 -900.000
U (kV) 399.329 399.717 396.377 396.732 385.045

P ∗
c (MW) 600 500 -750 550 -900

Perr (MW) 12.459 14.157 0.000 9.194 0.000

Comparing the power flow errors in Table 3.5, Table 3.8 and Table 3.9, it is easily
noticeable that the errors reduced significantly when the appropriate dc voltage
references were used in the simulation. This supports the argument that most of
the power flow error is shown in Table 3.5 originates from inappropriate setting of
the dc voltage references.

Third simulation case (both dc-bus voltage differences and dc line losses are ac-
counted for):
Finally we run the dc grid simulation model one more time; this time taking into
consideration both the dc-bus voltage differences as well as the total dc line power
losses. This is done by using all the dc power flow analysis results in Table 3.7 for
assigning dc voltage references and power references of the VSC-HVDC controllers.
The resulting power flow profile is shown in Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.10.

Table 3.10: Simulation results with references adjusted for both dc-bus voltage
differences and dc line losses

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
Pc (MW) 600.001 535.930 -750.000 550.007 -900.000
U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247

P ∗
c (MW) 600 535.938 -750 550 -900

Pc,err (MW) 0.001 -0.008 0.000 0.007 0.000

From Table 3.10 it is noticeable that the observed power flow from the simulation
matches very well the scheduled plan shown in Table 3.2. Previous power flow de-
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Figure 3.5: Power flow control responses in non-ideal dc grid (with impact of dc
line resistances offset by appropriate assignment of the voltage and power reference
values)

viations have been eliminated completely by accounting for both the line losses as
well as the dc-bus voltage differences. In fact since the unknown dc-bus voltages
and the unknown power of the slack bus are simultaneously found from the power
flow analysis, all the required references are naturally obtained in just one process.

Comparing Table 3.8, Table 3.9 and Table 3.10, we can observe that roughly 90%
of the power flow deviation in terminal-4 came from neglecting the dc-bus voltage
differences whereas the rest 10% of the deviation came from neglecting the dc line
losses. Even though the exact percentages of the contributions of the two factors on
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power flow error depend on the dc grid topology and the specific power flow profile
under consideration, it is possible to make a generalized conclusion that the dc-bus
voltage differences contribute the much larger share of the power flow error.

Apart from the dc line resistances, the converter losses can also affect the power
flow control depending on whether power measurement (for the control loop) is at
PCC or at dc-bus. So far in the previous simulation cases it was considered that
the power injections by the VSC-HVDCs are measured from the dc-bus side. In
practice, however, it is much more common to measure the power flow from the ac
side (i.e. at PCC). The power schedule also usually defines the power injections from
the ac grid side. If such approach is applied to our example case of the five-terminal
dc grid, the controllers in Fig. 3.6(b) should be employed instead of the one shown
in Fig. 3.6(a) which was employed in all previous cases. Note that both the power
references and the corresponding feedback signals in Fig. 3.6(b) refer to the ac side.

Now we keep the same power flow schedule given previously by Table 3.7. But this
time we consider that all the power flow measurements are from the ac grid sides.
The references used for the third simulation case above are also used here. This
means that the ac and dc side converter powers are considered equal in this case.
By doing so we are neglecting the converter power losses. The simulation results are
shown in Table 3.11.

Once again, the simulation results in Table 3.11 show some power flow deviations in
terminals 1, 2 and 4, from the one given by the schedule (though these are relatively
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Table 3.11: Simulation results with references not adjusted for converter losses
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

U∗ (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247
P ′

c
∗ (MW) 600 535.930 -750 550 -900

U (kV) 399.424 399.876 396.469 396.785 385.331
Pc (MW) 603.750 538.870 -754.200 553.050 -905.086
P ′

c (MW) 607.394 542.138 -750.000 556.705 -899.999
P ′

c,err (MW) 7.394 6.208 0.000 6.705 0.001

modest amounts). In this case the deviations are caused by neglecting power losses
of the converters. The remedy is to take the converter losses, together with the
dc-bus voltage differences and dc line power losses, into account while determining
the appropriate references of the VSC-HVDC controllers.
The ac and dc side power measurements (i.e. P ′

c and Pc) of a VSC-HVDC are not
exactly equal but are different by an amount equal to the converter power losses.
This is depicted by the block diagram in Fig. 3.7 (b).

VSC- HVDC
terminal

P ′
c Pc

PLoss

Vconv

i

Lr

Vx

x

Io Cb U
(a)

(b)

P ′
c Pc

Figure 3.7: Relationship of ac and dc side power measurements of a VSC-HVDC:
(a) single-line diagram of VSC. (b) block diagram of power flow in VSC
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A crude way of modeling (at least part of) the VSC losses is by adding a series
resistance on the ac side of the converter. In Fig. 3.7 (a) for example the series
resistance r could represent the losses in both the inductive filter as well as the
semiconductors. This approach, though simplistic, may suffice to show the impact
of converter losses on dc grid power flow. From Fig. 3.7, the ac and dc side power
measurements are related by

P ′
c − Pc − PLoss = 0 (3.1)

The converter losses consist of two components: load independent part (which is
constant) and load dependent part. In the discussion that follows, however, we will
only refer to Fig. 3.7(a), and hence we will have only a load dependent power loss in
this case. Converter loss modeling is out of the scope of this thesis and hence only
a very simplistic loss model will be used here (i.e. the loss in the series resistance
(r) of Fig. 3.7(a)). based on this, the losses in the VSC are computed as

PLoss = 3i2r

= 3
(

P ′
c

3Vx

)2
r

= r
3

(
P ′

c

Vx

)2

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.2)

Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we get

P ′
c − r

3

(
P ′

c

Vx

)2

− Pc = 0 (3.3)

Dividing all the terms in (3.3) by the rated power, PcN , we get

P ′
c

PcN
− r

3PcN

(
P ′

c

Vx

)2 − Pc

PcN
= 0

= P ′
c,pu − r

(3V 2
x /PcN)P ′

c,pu
2 − Pc

PcN

= P ′
c,pu − rpuP ′

c,pu
2 − Pc,pu = 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.4)

where the subscripts pu show that the variables are in per-units. Rearranging (3.4)
gives
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Pc,pu = P ′
c,pu

(
1 − rpuP ′

c,pu

)
(3.5)

Hence if the ac side VSC power (P ′
c) is known, the dc side power can be computed

by (3.5). The ac side power can be described by

P ′
c,pu = Pc,pu

1 − rpuP ′
c,pu

(3.6)

Since, rpuPDC,pu � 1, we can use the Taylor’s approximation method 1
1−rpuP ′

c,pu
�

1 + rpuP ′
c,pu. Hence, the expression in (3.6) can further be simplified as

P ′
c,pu = Pc,pu

1−rpuP ′
c,pu

�
(
1 + rpuP ′

c,pu

)
Pc,pu

� (1 + rpuPc,pu) Pc,pu

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3.7)

As mentioned before, all the relations (3.3)-(3.7) are based on a crude modeling
of the converter losses which is used here only for demonstration purposes. For
better accuracy, a more realistic modeling of converter losses must be used to get
better results in estimation of ac or dc side power, provided that one of these two is
known. Indeed the losses in VSC-HVDC should include not only the semiconductor
and filter losses but also the power consumed locally at the converter station dur-
ing operation [61],[62],[13]. Deriving the analytical expression of the total loss by
adding up the losses in the individual components may be a laborious task and may
not guarantee accuracy. An alternative approach is to establish an approximate
analytical expression based upon empirical data for the total loss at various levels
of transmitted power via the VSC-HVDC.
Once the relationship between the ac and dc side power measurements is established,
the same expression can be used to compute the ac/dc power reference given that
one of the two is known. In our example case, the ac side power references are known
from the schedule and the dc side power and voltage references are unknown.

Table 3.12: Desired power flow pattern (schedule) defined at PCC of each VSC
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
P ′

c,sched (MW) 600 X -750 550 -900

The schedule given by Table 3.12 is similar to the previous one given by Table 3.2,
with the exception of the measurement points. While in the previous case the power
references were with respect to the dc side measurements, in the current case the
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power references are with respect to ac side measurements. The computations of
the dc side power references are summarized in Table 3.13. In the VSC models used
in the simulation rpu equals 0.01 (Refer the appendix for more information on this).

Table 3.13: Power reference calculation taking converter losses into consideration
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
P ′

c,sched (MW) 600 ? -750 550 -900
PcN (MW) 900 800 1000 750 1200
P ′

c,pu (pu) 0.66667 ? -0.75000 0.73333 -0.75000
1 − rpuP ′

c,pu (pu) 0.99333 ? 1.00750 0.99267 1.00750
Pc (MW) 596.026 X -755.668 545.998 906.801

Now the dc-bus power injections are known for all terminals except for the slack bus,
for which the unknown parameters are shown as question marks. The next step is
to make power flow analysis of the dc grid with the specified dc power injections
(i.e. the last row in Table 3.13). Hence, the input data for the power flow analysis
is given in Table 3.14.

Table 3.14: Input data for the power flow analysis
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (MW) 596.026 X -755.668 545.998 906.801
U (kV) X 400 X X X

The result of the power flow analysis is shown in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15: Result of dc power flow analysis
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pc (pu) 596.026 557.111 -755.668 545.998 -906.801
U (kV) 399.498 400.000 396.546 396.829 385.054

From (3.7) and the result of the power flow analysis, the ac side power reference of
terminal-2 (the slack bus) can be computed. Table 3.16 shows the complete list of
references that must be applied for the VSC-HVDC controllers.

It was previously mentioned that in the current simulation case the power is con-
trolled from the ac side. Hence, only the ac power references and the dc voltage
references in Table 3.16 will be relevant for the VSC-HVDC controllers. With such
set of references used in the five-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission model, the sim-
ulation results shown in Table 3.17 are obtained.
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Table 3.16: Power references adjusted for converter loss compensations based on
(3.6) and (3.7)

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
U∗ (kV) 399.498 400.000 396.546 396.829 385.054

P ∗
c (MW) 596.026 557.111 -755.668 545.998 -906.801

P ′
c
∗ (MW) 600 560.991 -750 550 -900

Table 3.17: Simulation results when power and dc voltage references from Table
3.16 are applied

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
U (kV) 399.527 400.028 396.581 396.863 385.112

Pc (MW) 594.850 556.087 -754.199 544.867 -905.087
P ′

c (MW) 598.393 559.559 -750.000 548.418 -899.999
P ′

c,sched (MW) 600 560.991 -750 550 -900
P ′

c,err (MW) -1.607 -1.432 0.000 -1.582 0.001

The results listed Table 3.17 shows that the accuracy of the power flow control
improves substantially when the converter power losses are considered together with
the dc-bus voltage difference and dc line losses. This approach is, of course, relevant
only when the power controllers refer to the ac sides of the VSC-HVDCs - which is
often the case.
In the demonstration above, approximate analytical expressions have been used for
computing the missing parameters. In practice however, the power flow analysis
includes both the dc grid as well as ac grid connected to it and hence the results
of the power flow analysis include all missing parameters of the ac and dc grids
constituting the entire power system under consideration. In references [39],[65],
[40], [38] and [28] for example, different approaches for integrated ac/dc power flow
analysis have been presented. By using the results from integrated ac/dc power flow
analysis, the errors shown in Table 3.17 may be reduced and the overall accuracy of
the steady-state power injection control in multi-terminal VSC-HVDC can possibly
be further improved.
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3.3 Impact of DC Line Voltage Drops on Primary Control
of MTDC Transmission

3.3.1 Distribution of Balancing Power in an Ideal Lossless DC Grid

In the previous section the influence of dc resistance on achieving precise power flow
control in dc grid was discussed. In this section the impact of dc line resistances
on the steady-state control response (i.e. on primary control of dc grid) will be
investigated.
Frequency droop constant (ρg) of a synchronous generator unit in an ac grid is
defined as the ratio of the change in frequency in per-unit (Δfpu) to the resulting
change in generated power in per-unit(ΔPg,pu) caused by the change in frequency.
This is mathematically given by

Δfpu

ΔPg,pu

= ρg (3.8)

In multi-machine ac grids, the frequency vs power relationship is more often given
by physical units rather than in per-unit. Frequency response of an ac grid is defined
as the change in power generation (ΔPg) in MW in response to a change of 1Hz of
the ac grid frequency (Δf). this is mathematically given as

ΔPg

Δf
= Rf (3.9)

Frequency droop constant (ρg) and frequency response (Rg) are related by

Rg = PgN

fNρg

(3.10)

where PgN and fN refer to the rated power capacity of the generation unit and
the rated (nominal) operating frequency respectively. In frequency droop control
of multi-machine ac grid, the steady-state responses of the synchronous generator
controllers are dependent upon the observed steady-state frequency changes and
the employed droop constants for each generator unit. The steady-state change in
frequency observed by each generator controller is the same regardless of its location
in the ac grid. In other words, the steady-state change in frequency is universally the
same throughout the ac grid. This enables us to compute the aggregate frequency
response (Rg,agg) of an ac grid from the frequency responses of individual generation
units [45](chapter 8):
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Rg,agg = ΔPg,agg

Δf
= 1

Δf

n∑
i=1

ΔPgi = 1
Δf

n∑
i=1

PgNiΔf

fN ρgi

= 1
fN

n∑
i=1

PgNi

ρgi

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (3.11)

where n is the number of synchronous generators constituting the ac grid. The
subscript agg in (3.11) refers to the aggregation of parameters related to individual
generation units.
Like frequency response of synchronous generator in an ac grid, dc voltage response
of VSC-HVDC station in a dc grid can be defined in a similar manner (assuming
that dc voltage droop control is to be employed). Dc voltage response is the change
in MW of power injected into the dc grid by the converter station as a response to a
dc-bus voltage change of 1 kV. Dc voltage droop constant is defined as the ratio of
change in dc-bus voltage in per-unit to the corresponding change in converter power
flow in per-unit. This is given by

ΔPc,pu

ΔUpu

= ρDC (3.12)

Dc voltage droop constant (ρDC) and dc voltage response (RDC) are related by
(3.13).

RDC = PcN

UNρDC

(3.13)

PcN and UN refer to the rated power capacity and rated operating dc voltage level
of the VSC-HVDC terminal under consideration. RDC is the dc voltage response
of a dc grid (analogous to the frequency response (Rg) in ac grids); i.e. RDC is a
measure of how much power in MW will be injected by a VSC-HVDC terminal as
a response to a dc-bus reduction of 1 kV.
For the sake of convenience in writing long equations, from now on we use R instead
of RDC . Hence the dc droop equation of (2.39) re-written in small-signal form
becomes as

ΔPc = ΔP ∗
c + RDC (ΔU∗ − ΔU) (3.14)

From (3.14) it is observed that the power flow of the dc terminal can be controlled
either by changing the power reference (P ∗

c ) or by changing the dc voltage reference
(U∗). Now let us focus on the impact of change in power reference (i.e. ΔP ∗

c ).
Assuming that the dc voltage reference U∗ remains fixed (and hence ΔU∗ = 0), the
relation given by (3.14) can be simplified as

ΔPc = ΔP ∗
c − RDCΔU (3.15)
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In a lossless dc grid (hereafter referred to as ideal dc grid), the algebraic sum of all
nodal injected powers is zero:

n∑
i=1

Pci = 0 (3.16)

The small-signal equivalent of (3.16) is given by (3.17).
n∑

i=1
ΔPci = 0 (3.17)

After substituting (3.15) into (3.17) we get (3.18).
n∑

i=1
ΔP ∗

ci −
n∑

i=1
(RDCiΔUi) = 0 (3.18)

Moreover, in ideal dc grid, all dc-bus voltages are equal to one another and all
changes in dc-bus voltages are also equal to each other:

ΔUi
i∈{1,...,n}

= ΔU (3.19)

Substituting (3.19) into (3.18) gives

ΔU = ΔUi
i∈{1,...,n}

=

n∑
i=1

ΔP ∗
ci

n∑
i=1

RDC

=

n∑
i=1

ΔP ∗
ci

RDC,agg

(3.20)

where RDC,agg is the aggregated dc voltage response of the dc grid (analogous to
aggregated frequency response of ac grids).

Following the same analogy of the aggregate frequency response in ac grids (Rf,agg),
aggregate dc voltage response (RDC,agg) is computed as

RDC,agg = 1
UN

n∑
i=1

PcNi

ρDCi

(3.21)

From equation (3.15), steady-state power deviation at terminal-j, as a function of
voltage deviation, is given by (3.22).

ΔPcj = ΔP ∗
cj − RDCjΔUj (3.22)

Substituting (3.21) into (3.22), we get

ΔPcj =
(

1 − RDCj

RDC,agg

)
ΔPcj

∗ − RDCj

RDC,agg

⎛⎝ n∑
i=1,i�=j

ΔP ∗
ci

⎞⎠ (3.23)
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In matrix form, (3.23) is re-written as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔPc1
...

ΔPcj
...

ΔPcn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − RDC1
RDC,agg

. . . − RDC1
RDC,agg

. . . − RDC1
RDC,agg... . . . ... . . . ...

− RDCj

RDC,agg
. . . 1 − RDCj

RDC,agg
. . . − RDCj

RDC,agg... . . . ... . . . ...
− RDCn

RDC,agg
. . . − RDCn

RDC,agg
. . . 1 − RDCn

RDC,agg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔP ∗
c1

...
ΔP ∗

cj
...

ΔP ∗
cn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.24)

Equation (3.24), indicates that the power flow of terminal-j can be affected both by a
change in power reference of the same terminal (ΔP ∗

cj) and also by a change in power
reference of another terminal (ΔP ∗

ci), but with differing signs and proportionality
constants for the two cases. Moreover, it can be observed from (3.23) that in the
absence of line voltage drops, distribution of balancing power will exclusively be
dependent on the dc voltage response (RDCj) of the individual dc terminal and the
total dc voltage response (RDC,agg) of the entire dc grid system, regardless of the
location in the dc grid where the change in power reference has occurred.

3.3.2 Distribution of Balancing Power in a Non-ideal DC Grid

A dc grid whose lines have non-zero resistances exhibits unequal variations in dc-bus
voltages hence making the analogy between dc voltage droop control and frequency
droop control imperfect. This means that (3.24) explains the actual dc grid response
only when the dc line resistances are negligible. For all other cases the equation fails
to explain the responses of the various VSC-HVDC terminals (due to unequal vari-
ations of the dc-bus voltages).

For the sake of convenience in mathematical notation in the following analysis, we
resort to the use of vector notation. In order to differentiate the vector quantities
from the scalar ones, vectors and matrices will be written in bold face letters. Hence
the vectors Pc, U, and P∗

c are defined as

Pc =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Pc1
...

Pci
...

Pcn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , U =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

U1
...

Ui
...

Un

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , P∗
c =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

P ∗
c1
...

P ∗
ci
...

P ∗
cn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.25)
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where n is the total number of terminals in the MTDC transmission system.

Other vectors such as ΔPc, ΔU, ΔP∗
c and ΔRDC are defined in a similar manner.

The nodal current injection into the dc grid is given by the vector IDC expressed as

IDC = YU (3.26)

The power injection vector (Pc) is given by

Pc = U ⊗ IDC

= U ⊗ (YU)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.27)

where Y refers to the admittance matrix of the dc grid and the symbol ⊗ is entry-
wise (point-to-point) matrix multiplication operator, also called Hadamard product
operator. Differentiation of the power flow equations of individual terminals with
respect to the nodal voltage vector U results in the Jacobian matrix (JDC) of the
dc grid:

JDC = ∂Pc

∂U
(3.28)

Consider that the dc grid has an initial state given by (Po, Uo). The linearization
of power flow equation around the initial steady-state point gives

U = Uo + ΔU

Pc = Po
c + ΔPc = Uo ⊗ (YUo) + JDCΔU

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.29)

Hence, the relationship between the vectors representing small-signal dc voltage
(ΔU) and small-signal nodal power (ΔPc) is given by

ΔPc = JDCΔU (3.30)

If the vector (ΔPc) is known, the voltage vector (ΔU) can be found as follows:

ΔU = JDC
−1ΔPc (3.31)

The dc Jacobian matrix can be computed by partially derivating individual elements
of vector Pc with respect to individual elements of vector U. Another alternative is
to apply vector calculus methods which result in

JDC = ∂Pc

∂U

= diag (U) Y + diag (YU)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.32)
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The operator diag refers to a mathematical operation which transforms a vector into
a diagonal matrix.
For a flat dc voltage profile (U1 = U1 · · · = Un = Uf ), it is clear that the current in
the dc grid becomes zero (I = (YU) = 0). Hence, the corresponding dc Jacobian
matrix becomes

JDC = diag (U) Y + diag (YU)

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Uf · · · 0 · · · 0
... . . . ... . . . ...
0 · · · Uf · · · 0
... . . . ... . . . ...
0 · · · 0 · · · Uf

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦Y + diag

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Uf · · · Uf · · · Uf
... . . . ... . . . ...

Uf · · · Uf · · · Uf
... . . . ... . . . ...

Uf · · · Uf · · · Uf

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
= UfY + 0 = UfY

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.33)

Re-writing the dc droop equation of (2.39) in vector form we get
P∗

c − Pc − diag (RDC) (U∗ − U) = 0 (3.34)
The small-signal equivalent form of (3.34) is given by

ΔPc
∗ − ΔPc − diag (RDC) (ΔU∗ − ΔU) = 0 (3.35)

We consider that the dc voltage references remain unchanged (ΔU∗ = 0). Substi-
tuting (3.31) into (3.35), we get

ΔPc = ΔPc
∗ − diag (RDC) JDC

−1ΔPc (3.36)
Equation (3.36) can further be simplified as

ΔPc = BΔPc
∗ (3.37)

where I is identity matrix and the matrix B is given by
B = JDC(JDC + diag (RDC))−1 (3.38)

From (3.32) and (3.37), the dc voltage change (ΔU) becomes
ΔU = JDC

−1ΔPc

=
(
I + diag (RDC) JDC

−1
)

ΔPc
∗

= JDC
−1JDC(JDC + diag (RDC))−1ΔP∗

c

ΔU = (JDC + diag (RDC))−1ΔP∗
c

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.39)
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Comparing (3.24) and (3.36), the differences in the two equations is marked by the
differences between the matrices A and B. As discussed previously, the matrix A
is independent of dc grid topology since an ideal grid was assumed to establish the
mathematical relation. In contrast, the constant matrix B is dependent upon dc
line resistances and upon dc grid topology. This is reflected by the presence of the
dc Jacobian matrix (JDC) in (3.39). Due to the line voltage drop considerations,
equation (3.39) gives an accurate mathematical model of the interaction between
power control reference changes and the resulting observed power flow pattern in
the dc grid. To demonstrate this, we will look at simulation results of the dc grid
shown in Fig. 3.8 which consists of dc lines with non-zero resistances.

UR = 400 kV

ρDC1 = 0.04

l12=80 km l34=160 km

l23=160km

l14=125km

l13 =
200

km

l45 =250
Km

1

2 3

4

5

Constant power terminal

PcN5 = 1200MW

All cable resistances: r = 0.01Ω/km
All cable capacitances:

Bipolar DC transmission for all cases

PcN4 = 750MW

PcN3 = 1000MWPcN2 = 800MW

PcN1 = 900MW

ρDC2 = 0.04

(ρDC3 = ∞)

ρDC4 = 0.04

ρDC5 = 0.04

c = 5μF/km

Figure 3.8: Five-terminal VSC-HVDC with non-zero dc line resistances
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Parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18: Parameters of HVDC terminals used in the simulation
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

PcN (MW) 900 800 1000 750 1200
UN (kV) 400 400 400 400 400

ρDC 0.04 0.04 ∞ 0.04 0.04
RDC (MW/kV) 56.25 50 0 46.88 75

The initial steady-state power flow pattern is shown in Table 3.19. The admittance

Table 3.19: Initial steady-state condition of the MTDC in Fig. 3.8
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247
Pc (MW) 600.000 535.928 -750.00 550.005 -900.00

matrix (Y) of the given dc grid is given by (3.40).

Y =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1.2750 −0.6250 −0.2500 −0.4000 0.0000

−0.6250 0.9375 −0.3125 0.0000 0.0000
−0.2500 −0.3125 0.8750 0.3125 0.0000
−0.4000 0.0000 −0.3125 0.9125 −0.2000

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.2000 0.2000

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ 1/Ω (3.40)

From (3.40) and (3.32), the dc Jacobian matrix becomes

JDC =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
510.9277 −249.7186 −99.8874 −159.8199 0

−250.0000 376.3398 −125.0000 0 0
−099.1532 −123.9415 345.1453 −123.9415 0
−158.7711 0 −124.0399 363.5821 −79.3855

0 0 0 −77.0494 74.7132

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
MW
kV

(3.41)
From Table 3.18, the vector RDC is described as

RDC =
[

56.25 50 0 46.88 75
] ′ MW

kV (3.42)

Substituting (3.41) and (3.42) into (3.37), we find

B =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.6509 −0.2906 −0.2963 −0.2503 −0.1327

−0.2586 0.6515 −0.2743 −0.2038 −0.1081
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

−0.2072 −0.1896 −0.2347 0.7049 −0.1565
−0.1706 −0.1561 −0.1933 −0.2430 0.3702

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.43)
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Similarly by replacing the relevant parameters in (3.24) we get

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.7534 −0.2466 −0.2466 −0.2466 −0.2466

−0.2192 0.7808 −0.2192 −0.2192 −0.2192
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

−0.2055 −0.2055 −0.2055 0.7945 −0.2055
−0.3288 −0.3288 −0.3288 −0.3288 0.6712

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.44)

Note that the third row in matrix A is identical to the third row in matrix B. This
happens when the row under consideration corresponds to a VSC-HVDC terminal
in constant power control mode.
Consider that the power reference of terminal-3 (ΔP ∗

c3) in Fig. 3.8 is changed from
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Figure 3.9: MTDC response to ΔP ∗
c3 = −50 MW (with ideal dc grid model)
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−750 MW to −800 MW. This corresponds to ΔP ∗
c3 = −50 MW. The response of

MTDC, when ideal dc grid is employed and after applying ΔP ∗
c3, looks like Fig. 3.9.

It is noticed that all terminals experience the same dc voltage change, as expected. It
can be shown that the changes in nodal powers match very well with the estimation
by equation (3.24).
When the MTDC has line resistances shown in Fig. 3.8, the response to the same
step change (i.e. ΔP ∗

c3 = −50 MW) becomes as shown by Fig. 3.10. The primary
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Figure 3.10: MTDC response to ΔP ∗
c3 = −50 MW (with non-ideal dc grid model)

control response of the MTDC for ideal dc grid and non-ideal dc grid case are
compared in Fig. 3.11. From the comparison it is clear that the dc line resistances
result heavily influence the contributions of primary power balancing by participant
converter units.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of MTDC responses with ideal dc grid and non-ideal dc
grid

Let us now make numerical observations of the simulation results of the non-ideal
dc grid. The numerical data of the non-ideal dc grid simulation results are shown in
Table 3.20. After substituting ΔP∗ =

[
0 0 −50 0 0

]′
into (3.24) and (3.37)

we find the estimated changes in power injections and dc-bus voltages using the ideal
dc grid model approach (i.e. equation (3.24)) and non-ideal dc grid model approach
(i.e. (3.37)). The estimations obtained are shown in Table 3.21. Simulation results
for the ideal dc grid and non-ideal dc grid are compared in Fig. 3.11.

From Table 3.21 we can see that there are large differences in the results of the
two power flow change estimation approaches (ideal dc grid model and non-ideal
dc grid model). The ideal model predicts equal change in dc-bus voltage at all
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Table 3.20: Simulation results for ΔP ∗
c3 = −50 MW

Terminal U Pc ΔU ΔPc PcN
ΔPc

PcN

No. (kV) (MW) (kV) (MW) MW) (pu/pu)
1 399.287 614.820 -0.2635 14.820 900 0.01647
2 399.726 549.651 -0.2745 13.723 800 0.01715
3 396.204 -800.00 -0.4092 -50.00 1000 -0.05000
4 396.677 561.746 -0.2505 11.741 750 0.01565
5 385.118 -890.33 -0.1289 9.666 1200 0.00806

Table 3.21: Estimated steady-state changes in nodal power and dc-bus voltage using
ideal dc grid model and non-ideal dc grid model

Estimation by ideal Estimation by non-ideal
Terminal dc grid model, i.e. (3.20) & (3.24) dc grid model, i.e. (3.36) & (3.39)

No. ΔU(kV) ΔPc(MW) ΔPc/PcN ΔU(kV) ΔPc(MW) ΔPc/PcN

1 -0.2192 12.329 0.01370 -0.2633 14.813 0.01646
2 -0.2192 10.959 0.01370 -0.2743 13.716 0.01715
3 -0.2192 -50.000 0.05000 -0.4089 -50.000 0.05000
4 -0.2192 10.274 0.01370 -0.2504 11.736 0.01565
5 -0.2192 16.438 0.01370 -0.1289 9.664 0.00805

terminals while the more accurate estimation reveals large differences in dc-bus
voltage variations. Moreover, the ideal dc grid model predicts the same changes
in power flow measured in per-unit for all converters which have the same size
of dc droop constant (ρDC). In the non-ideal grid estimation, we see that the
terminal which observes the least change in dc-bus voltage experiences the least
amount of change in power flow (among the converters which have equal dc voltage
droop constants). This is most evident by comparing the per-unit balancing power
contribution of terminal-5 (i.e. 0.00805 pu) and that of terminal-1 (i.e. 0.01646 pu).
The corresponding change in dc voltage for terminal-5 is considerably smaller than
the one experienced by terminal-1 (i.e. −0.1289 kV vs −0.2633 kV)
Estimation errors of the two approaches are shown in Table 3.22 and Table 3.23.

The large estimation errors observed in Table 3.22 in the ideal dc grid model ap-
proach underpin the difference between frequency droop control of ac grids and dc
voltage droop control of dc grids. The dc-bus voltages vary not only due to the dc
droop characteristics of the local controllers but also due to changing power flow
pattern in the dc network. The estimation errors shown in Table 3.23 come from
the linearization of the power flow equations. The power flow linearization errors
are generally small for a wide range of operating point. This contributes to the high
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Table 3.22: Estimation errors of using ideal dc grid model (Equation (3.24))
Lossless model PSCAD Simulation Estimation

Terminal (3.24) results Errors
No. ΔU ΔPc ΔU ΔPc ε (ΔU) ε (ΔPc)

(kV) (MW) (kV) (MW) (%) (%)
1 -0.2192 12.329 -0.2635 14.820 -16.81 -16.81
2 -0.2192 10.959 -0.2745 13.723 -20.15 -20.14
3 -0.2192 -50.000 -0.4092 -50.00 -46.43 0.000
4 -0.2192 10.274 -0.2505 11.741 -12.50 -12.50
5 -0.2192 16.438 -0.1289 9.6660 70.05 69.99

Table 3.23: Estimation errors of using non-ideal dc grid model (Equation (3.37))
Lossy model PSCAD Simulation Estimation

Terminal (3.37) results Errors
No. ΔU ΔPc ΔU ΔPc ε (ΔU) ε (ΔPc)

(kV) (MW) (kV) (MW) (%) (%)
1 -0.2633 14.813 -0.2635 14.820 -0.076 -0.047
2 -0.2743 13.716 -0.2745 13.723 -0.073 -0.051
3 -0.4089 -50.000 -0.4092 -50.00 -0.049 0.000
4 -0.2504 11.736 -0.2505 11.741 -0.040 -0.051
5 -0.1289 9.664 -0.1289 9.6660 0.000 -0.031

accuracy of the proposed estimation method based on non-ideal dc grid model, as
can be observed from the small estimation errors in Table 3.23.
The main cause of unequal per-unit contributions of balancing power is the unequal
variations in the dc-bus voltages. The change in total dc line losses has little impact
here. In fact if we sum up all the changes in nodal powers in Table 3.23, we get the
change in sum total of the dc line losses in the entire dc grid. For the ideal dc grid
this gives a sum total of zero, as one could expected, since there are no line losses in
the system. For the non-ideal dc grid, however, the changes in nodal power add up
to −0.071 MW, i.e. a very slight decrement in the total line losses. Comparing this
with the applied change in reference (i.e. ΔP ∗

c3 = 50 MW) we see that the change
in total of dc line losses is negligible.
The impact of dc line resistances also means that the primary power balancing con-
tributions in the dc grid depend on both the dc grid topology as well as the location
where the original power surplus/deficit has occurred. Both of these phenomena
are apparent by looking at the analytical expression of the steady-state interaction
given by (3.37). The impact of the dc grid topology is reflected by the presence of
the dc Jacobean matrix JDC whereas the location at which the original change in
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nodal power occurs is reflected in the positions of specific elements of the vector
ΔP∗.
The conclusion is that dc line resistances and dc grid topology play essential roles in
determining the distribution of primary balancing power in dc grids. This property
is inherent to dc voltage droop control and makes the most significant distinction
between dc voltage droop control and grid frequency control. Frequency change in
ac grid is the same everywhere in the grid whereas dc voltage changes are different
at various locations of a dc grid.
Some additional details of the impact of the dc grid topology on the steady-state in-
teraction can be observed by looking closely at matrix B computed for the example
dc grid under discussion:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔPc1
ΔPc2
ΔPc3
ΔPc4
ΔPc5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.6509 −0.2906 −0.2963 −0.2503 −0.1327

−0.2586 0.6515 −0.2743 −0.2038 −0.1081
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

−0.2072 −0.1896 −0.2347 0.7049 −0.1565
−0.1706 −0.1561 −0.1933 −0.2430 0.3702

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔP ∗

c1
ΔP ∗

c2
ΔP ∗

c3
ΔP ∗

c4
ΔP ∗

c5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.45)

The cross diagonal terms in the matrix B of (3.45) indicate the interactions between
the change in power reference of a specific terminal and the resulting change in
injected power at other terminals. For example the elements in the first row of B
indicate the sensitivity of the nodal power at terminal-1 with respect to changes
in power reference at different VSC-HVDC terminals. The diagonal terms in the
matrix are always positive and each diagonal element has the highest magnitude in
the respective row. This is a reflection of the fact that power flow at any terminal
is affected principally by the power reference at the same terminal and that the two
are positively correlated. On the other hand, the rest of the elements in the row
(i.e. the off-diagonal elements) have minus sign which indicate that power flow at
one terminal is negatively correlated to the power reference of other terminals. One
noticeable feature observed in (3.45) matrix is that B is diagonally asymmetric. If
for example we increase the power reference P ∗

c1 by 1 MW, terminal-2 will respond
by decreasing the power injected into the dc grid by 0.2586 MW. If instead we
increase P ∗

c2 by 1 MW, however, terminal-1 will respond by decreasing the injected
power by 0.2906 MW. This implies that terminal-1 is more sensitive to change in
power reference occurring at terminal-2 than vice versa. It is also clear from (3.45)
that terminal-3 (i.e. the terminal with constant power control mode) responds only
to a non-zero value of ΔP ∗

c3. From the matrix B, it is possible to extract some
information about marginal (incremental) transmission losses in the dc grid. To
explain this, let us consider the generalized relation in (3.46) for an n terminal dc
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grid: ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔPc1
...

ΔPci
...

ΔPcn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

S11 · · · S1i · · · S1n
... . . . ... . . . ...

Si1 · · · Sii · · · Sin
... . . . ... . . . ...

Sn1 · · · Sni · · · Snn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔP ∗
c1

...
ΔP ∗

ci
...

ΔP ∗
cn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.46)

In (3.46), Sij refers to the sensitivity of nodal power injection at terminal-i to the
parameter ΔP ∗

cj. It was discussed previously that the sum total of all nodal power
injections gives the total transmission losses in the entire dc grid (i.e. ΔPDC−losses).
This is mathematically given as

ΔPDC−losses =
n∑

i=1
ΔPci (3.47)

Hence combining (3.46) and (3.47), the total change in dc line losses, as a result of
all the changes in power references, is expressed as

ΔPDC,losses =
n∑

i=1
ΔPci =

n∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

SijΔP ∗
cj =

n∑
j=1

(
ΔP ∗

cj

n∑
i=1

Sij

)
(3.48)

Now let us consider a non-zero change in power reference ΔP ∗
cj, while keeping all

the other power references unchanged (ΔPci
∗ = 0, i ∈

{
1 · · · n

}
, i �= j). The

corresponding change in dc grid losses is

ΔPDC−losses = ΔP ∗
cj

n∑
i=1

Sij (3.49)

Hence, the sensitivity of total dc grid losses with respect to the parameter ΔP ∗
cj is

ΔPDC−losses

ΔP ∗
cj

=
n∑

i=1
Sij (3.50)

The relation in (3.50) indicates by how much the total dc line losses increase/decrease
for a unit change in the power reference of terminal-j (ΔP ∗

cj). Even more interesting
is to know the ‘cost’ in terms of dc losses of injecting an additional unit power at
terminal-j (ΔPcj). It is necessary to keep in mind that the change in power reference
(ΔP ∗

cj) and the corresponding change in nodal power of terminal-j (ΔPcj) are always
different unless the terminal under consideration is in constant power control mode.
From (3.46), we get ΔPcj = SjjΔP ∗

cj. The additional dc line losses incurred by
increasing the power injection at terminal-j by ΔPcj (which in turn is achieved by
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increasing P ∗
cj by an amount equal to ΔP ∗

cj) is given by (3.48). Hence the ratio of the
additional line losses to the incremental power injection at terminal-j is described as

γmarg,j = ΔPDC−losses

ΔPcj

=
ΔP ∗

cj

n∑
i=1

Sij

ΔP ∗
cjSjj

=

n∑
i=1

Sij

Sjj

(3.51)

Equation (3.51) indicates the marginal dc loss ratio, γmarg,j, (i.e. ratio of increment
in total dc line losses to increment in injected power at terminal-j). If the marginal
dc loss ratio is positive, it means that the total dc line losses will increase with
larger injected power at terminal-j whereas if this ratio is negative, this means that
a unit increment in injected power at terminal-j will result in decrement of the total
dc line losses. Since the sensitivity matrix is computed for a specific steady-state
operating point, the marginal dc loss ratio also changes with the operating point.
For example in the case of the dc grid scenario shown in Fig. 3.8 and for the initial
steady-state operating point described by Table 3.19, the marginal dc loss ratios of
all the five terminals are computed from (3.45), (3.46) and (3.51). Table 3.24 shows
the complete list.

Table 3.24: Marginal dc loss ratios for various terminals in the dc grid
Terminal
No. (j) 1 2 3 4 5

5∑
i=1

Sij 0.0145 0.0152 0.0014 0.0078 -0.0271
Sjj 0.6509 0.6515 1.0000 0.7049 0.3702

γmarg,j 0.0223 0.0233 0.0014 0.0111 -0.0732

From Table 3.24 , it is observed that the terminals 1 to 4 have positive marginal
dc loss ratios, meaning a positive increment in power references at these terminals
results in increased dc line losses. Terminal-5 on the other hand has negative value
of marginal dc loss ratio implying that a positive increment in power reference at
this terminal leads to lower aggregate dc line losses. Since this terminal is already in
inverter mode of operation (i.e. taking away power from the dc grid into the ac grid),
a positive increment in power reference implies a decrement in the amount of the
power conversion from dc to ac. A more direct interpretation of the marginal dc for
this particular terminal is as follows: a further increment in dc grid to ac grid power
transfer at terminal-5 by 1 MW results in a dc line loss increment of 0.0732 MW.
This can also be understood intuitively by following the notion that more power
flow results in more transmission losses. It can also be seen that terminals 1, 2 and
4 also result in increased dc line losses when the power injections at these terminals
are increased. Since these terminals are initially operated in rectifier mode, here
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too intuition can be used to explain why the losses increase with increasing injected
power at these terminals. The marginal dc loss ratio of terminal-3, however, may
not be explained by the same intuition as in the previous cases. This is because
this terminal, despite being initially operated in inverter mode of operation, has a
positive value of marginal dc loss ratio. This means that further increment in dc-
to-ac power transfer at terminal-3 leads to a reduction in aggregate dc line losses.
This phenomenon can also be corroborated by looking at the simulation results
in Table 3.20, where a change of P ∗

c3 = −50MW resulted in a total change in dc
line losses of −0.066 MW. This corresponds to marginal dc loss ratio of γmarg,3 =
−0.066/ − 50 = 0.00132 - which in turn is close to the one shown in Table 3.24
(third row,third column). This may look counter intuitive since we might expect an
increase in dc losses with further increment of the dc-to-ac power flow at terminal-3.
The explanation for this is as follows. When terminal-3 draws more power from
the dc grid, the dc-bus voltages at various terminals decrease and as a result each
of the converters equipped with dc voltage droop controllers (i.e. terminals 1, 2,
4 and 5) responds by providing a net positive increment in power flow into the dc
grid. For terminals 1, 2 and 4 this is achieved by increasing their ac-to-dc power
flow further. Terminal-5, however, responds by decreasing its dc-to-ac power flow
so that the net change in power flow for this terminal becomes a positive power
flow from AC-to-DC. By freeing up some of the dc-to-ac power flow at terminal-5,
considerable amount of dc line losses are reduced (i.e. a reduction of 0.0732 MW
of dc losses for each 1 MW given up by terminal-5). Hence, when terminal-3 takes
away more power from the dc grid, the resulting total dc loss increment due to larger
power flow at terminals 1, 2, 3 and 4 is exceeded by the total dc loss decrement due
to the power given up by terminal-5.

The sensitivity relationship derived can be expanded so as to include changes in dc
voltage references, in which case we re-write (3.35) as

ΔPc = ΔPc
∗ − diag (RDC) (ΔU − ΔU∗)

= ΔPc
∗ + diag (RDC) ΔU∗ − diag (RDC) ΔU

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.52)

Substituting (3.30) into (3.52) we get

(JDC + diag (RDC)) ΔU = ΔR∗
DC + diag (RDC) ΔU∗ (3.53)

From (3.53), sensitivity relationship between dc-bus voltage vector (ΔU) and the
dc voltage reference vector (ΔU∗) is expressed as

ΔU = (JDC + diag (RDC))−1diag (RDC) ΔU∗ (3.54)
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Similarly, sensitivity of nodal power injections with respect to dc voltage references
is expressed by

ΔP = JDCΔU = JDC(JDC + diag (RDC))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

diag (RDC) ΔU∗

= B diag (RDC) ΔU∗

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (3.55)

An expanded form of (3.55) is⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔPc1
...

ΔPci
...

ΔPcn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

N11 · · · N1i · · · N1n
... . . . ... . . . ...

Ni1 · · · Nii · · · Nin
... . . . ... . . . ...

Nn1 · · · Nni · · · Nnn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

N

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ΔU∗
1

...
ΔU∗

i
...

ΔU∗
n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.56)

The total dc line losses due to all changes in dc voltage references is given by

ΔPDC−losses =
n∑

i=1
ΔPci =

n∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

NijΔU∗
j =

n∑
j=1

(
ΔU∗

j

n∑
i=1

Nij

)
(3.57)

Now let us consider the case where all the dc voltage references are increased by the
same amount ΔUj

∗ = ΔU, j ∈
{

1 · · · n
}
. The corresponding increase in total

dc line losses becomes

ΔPDC−losses =
n∑

j=1

(
ΔU∗

j

n∑
i=1

Nij

)

= ΔU∗ n∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

Nij

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.58)

Hence the change in aggregate dc line losses due to a unit increment in dc voltage
reference of all VSC-HVDC terminals is expressed as

ΔPDC−losses

ΔU∗ =
n∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

Nij (3.59)

In the five-terminal dc grid example case, substitution of the relevant parameters
into (3.55) gives

N =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
36.6106 −14.5315 00.0000 −11.7339 −09.9550

−14.5479 32.5745 00.0000 −09.5542 −08.1058
00.0000 00.0000 00.0000 00.0000 00.0000

−11.6569 −09.4808 00.0000 33.0400 −11.7376
−09.5987 −07.8069 00.0000 −11.3922 27.7630

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
MW
kV (3.60)
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The sum of all elements of the matrix N in (3.60), gives −0.1131 MW/kV which
means the total dc grid losses will decrease by −0.1131 MW if all the dc voltage
references are increased by 1 kV. To compare this prediction with simulation result,
a change of 1 kV was applied to all VSC-HVDC terminals of Fig. 3.8 with the initial
condition stated by Table 3.19. The resulting changes in dc voltage and power
injections are shown in Table 3.25.

Table 3.25: Impact of increasing nominal dc voltage by 1 kV
Terminal Initial Final Change

No. U(kV) Pc(MW) U(kV) Pc(MW) ΔU(kV) ΔPc(MW)
1 399.550 600.000 400.545 600.253 0.871 0.253
2 400.000 535.928 400.995 536.183 0.828 0.255
3 396.613 -750.00 397.615 -750.00 0.872 0.000
4 396.928 550.005 397.928 550.014 0.903 0.009
5 385.247 -900.00 386.269 -900.651 0.972 -0.651

From Table 3.25 the change in total dc line losses is
5∑

i=1
ΔPci = −0.134 MW, which

is in good agreement with the estimated value of −0.1131 MW obtained from (3.58).

3.3.3 Effect of Scaling the DC Droop Constant

In chapter 2 it was discussed that the dc droop constant ρDC and dc voltage response
RDC are inversely related. Hence here we will simply look at the impact of scaling
up/down RDC on the primary balancing power distribution. In order to do so let us
see how the matrix B changes with changing the vector RDC . Let Ro

DC represent
the original dc voltage response vector. Consider a scaling factor m such that a new
dc voltage response R′

DC is given by

R′ = mRo (3.61)

The new aggregate dc voltage response R′
DC,agg becomes

R′
DC,agg =

5∑
i=1

mRo
DC = m

5∑
i=1

Ro
DC = Ro

DC,agg (3.62)

From equation (3.61) and the definition of B in (3.55), we get

Bo =
(
I + diag (Ro) JDC

−1
)−1

(3.63)
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B′ =
(
I + diag (Ro) JDC

−1m
)−1

(3.64)

where I is identity matrix. Equation (3.64) shows that the scaling factor m de-
termines the impact of the dc line resistances on the sensitivity of nodal power
injection to corresponding power references. At the same time, the analytical esti-
mation based on the ideal dc grid model does not reveal any difference by changing
the scaling factor m. This is evident from comparison of Ao and A′ as

A′ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − mRo
DC1

mRo
DC,agg

. . . − mRo
DC1

mRo
DC,agg

. . . − mRo
DC1

mRo
DC,agg... . . . ... . . . ...

− mRo
DCj

mRo
DC,agg

. . . 1 − mRo
DCj

mRo
DC,agg

. . . − mRo
DCj

mRo
DC,agg... . . . ... . . . ...

− mRo
DCn

mRo
DC,agg

. . . − mRo
DCn

mRo
DC,agg

. . . 1 − mRo
DCn

mRo
DC,agg

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= Ao (3.65)

In Table 3.26 the changes in nodal powers are shown for ΔP∗ =
[

0 0 250 0 0
]′

and for different values of m.

Table 3.26: Influence of the dc droop scaling factor on balancing power distribution
ΔPc (MW)

Estimated by ideal Simulation results
Terminal model (3.24) (of Fig. 3.8)

No. For all m m = 0.5 m = 1 m = 2
1 -61.644 -69.622 -73.979 -78.213
2 -54.795 -63.474 -68.444 -73.792
3 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000
4 -51.370 -55.644 -58.614 -62.638
5 -82.192 -60.695 -48.442 -34.873

The simulation results shown in Table 3.26 reveal that as scaling factor m increases,
the primary control response of the system deviates further from the estimation by
the ideal dc grid modeling approach. The conclusion is that larger values of m (and
hence lower values of dc voltage droop constants) tend to amplify the impact of dc
grid topology on primary control response of the dc grid. If the dc droop constants
are too small, the dc voltage response of the grid becomes too sensitive to the grid
topology and if the droop constants are too large the dc voltage response becomes
less affected by the dc grid topology. Large dc voltage droop constants, however,
require larger range of operating dc voltage and hence can reduce the maximum
power transfer capacity of converters at low dc voltage levels (due to maximum
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direct current limitations). Hence selection of the appropriate dc droop constants
becomes an optimization problem between these two constraints.

3.4 Thevenin Equivalent Circuit Approach for Studying Steady-
state Interaction of MTDC

3.4.1 Propagation of ΔU in a Radial DC Network

In the previous section the steady-state interactions between various terminals of
MTDC grid have been studied based on analytical approach (i.e. linearization of
the load flow equations). Here we will discuss an alternative proposed approach to
study the steady-state interactions based on Thevenin equivalent modeling of indi-
vidual VSC-HVDC terminals. The proposed approach enables to model an MTDC
transmission system with relatively simple resistive network (without including con-
trollers and the detailed model of VSC). From the model the steady-state interaction
of the dc grid can be studied by observing the effects of injecting currents at various
nodes of the dc network.
In order to get an intuitive understanding of the impact of dc line voltage drops on
dc voltage droop control, let us consider the three-terminal dc grid shown in Fig.
3.12. r12 and r23 are dc line resistances and ΔU1, ΔU2, and ΔU3 are changes in

Uo+ΔU1 r12 r23

1 2 3

Uo+ΔU2 Uo+ U3

P1� o( i2+ i3)

P1 i2 i3

i2+ i3 i3

Δ

Δ

ΔΔ

Δ

Δ

ΔΔ

ΔΔU

Figure 3.12: A radial three-terminal VSC-HVDC system

terminal (dc-bus) voltages due to power injection ΔPc1 at dc-bus 1. In order to
inject the power ΔPc1, the voltage at bus-1 must be raised from Uo to Uo + ΔU1.
Due to the line resistances, however, the resulting changes in voltage at terminal-2
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and terminal-3 will be smaller:

ΔU2 = ΔU1 − (Δi2 + Δi3) r12

ΔU2 = ΔU1 − (Δi2 + Δi3) r12 − (Δi2) r23

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.66)

From (3.66) it can be seen that as the location of dc voltage measurement gets
further away from dc-bus 1 (i.e. from the location where the change in power
flow has initially occurred), the observed change in dc voltage decreases. Hence for
example if terminals-2 and 3 have equal power ratings and equal dc droop constants,
terminal-2 will be forced to contribute a slightly larger share of the balancing power.

3.4.2 Dynamic Output Impedance of VSC-HVDC Terminals

Depending on the employed control schemes, VSC-HVDC terminals exhibit differ-
ent dynamic output impedances. Dynamic output impedance Ro is an important
element in modeling small-signal equivalent circuit of the dc grid including the con-
verter terminals. Dynamic output impedance of a VSC-HVDC terminal is defined
as

Ro = ΔU
ΔIDC

= ΔU
ΔPc/U

= U UN

PcN

(
ΔU/UN

ΔPc/PcN

)
≈ ρDC

U2
N

PcN
= UN

RDC

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.67)

where UN and PcN refer to rated dc voltage and rated power capacity of the con-
verter station. From (3.67), it can be seen that the dynamic output impedance of a
converter station increases with decreasing power rating (PcN) and with increasing
dc droop constant (ρDC). A constant power terminal has a droop constant of ∞,
the corresponding dynamic output impedance is ∞ (an open circuit). Likewise a
terminal with constant dc voltage control has dc droop constant of zero, resulting
in dynamic output impedance of 0 (a short circuit). In Fig. 3.13 representations of
dynamic output impedances of converters in different control modes are shown.

3.4.3 Mutual Impedances and Propagation of ΔU

The three-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission shown in Fig. 3.12 can be represented
by the small-signal model shown in Fig. 3.14. Ro2 and Ro3 represent the dynamic out-
put impedances of the converters at terminal-2 and terminal-3 respectively. Changes
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ΔU

DC bus

Ro = ∞

(a)

ΔP ∗
U

ΔP
U

Ro =
ρDCU2

N
PN

ΔU

DC bus

(b)

Ro = 0

ΔU

DC bus

(c)

ΔP
U

ΔP
U

ΔP ∗
U

ΔP ∗
U

Figure 3.13: Dynamic output resistances of VSC-HVDC with: (a) droop controller
(b) constant power controller (c) dc voltage regulator

U1 r12 r23

1 2 3

U2 U3

ΔI1

Ro2 Ro3

Δ Δ Δ

Figure 3.14: Small-signal equivalent circuit of the three-terminal VSC-HVDC in Fig.
3.12

in voltage at dc-bus 2 and 3 are computed as

ΔU2 = (Ro3+r23)Ro2
Ro2+Ro3+r23

I1

ΔU3 = Ro2Ro3
Ro2+Ro3+r23

I1

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3.68)

The ratio of ΔU2 to ΔI1 represents the mutual impedance between bus-2 and bus-1.
Similarly the mutual impedance between bus-3 and bus-1 is given as the ratio of
ΔU3 to ΔI1. The mutual impedance relationships are given by (3.69).

Z12 = Z21 = (Ro3+r23)Ro2
Ro2+Ro3+r23

Z13 = Z31 = Ro2Ro3
Ro2+Ro3+r23

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3.69)

In general, the mutual impedance between two nodes i and j is given by

Zij = Zji = Ui

Ij

(3.70)
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where Ij is current injected at node j and Ui is the voltage observed at node i due to
the current injection at node j. The voltage at node j due to the current injection
Ij is

Uj = ZjjIj (3.71)
where Zjj is self impedance at node j. Hence from (3.70) and (3.71), we get

Ui = Zij

Zjj

Uj (3.72)

Equation (3.72) shows that larger mutual impedances imply stronger propagations
of changes in voltage from one side to the other. In the case of multi-terminal
VSC-HVDC, this implies that VSC-HVDC terminals which have larger mutual
impedances with respect to the location of power deficit/ surplus will contribute
larger shares of balancing power in per-unit. In the case of simple, small circuits
(for example as in the case of Fig. 3.12) mutual impedances can be found analyti-
cally without much difficulty. In the case of larger and complex networks however,
it will be a very tedious task to compute the mutual impedances analytically. A
suitable alternative is to use current injection method, where a dc current of known
magnitude is injected at the desired node and the resulting nodal voltages are ob-
served. From the nodal voltages and the injected current, the mutual impedances
are computed by (3.70). A schematic of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3.15. The

r1

Ia

Ua

Za1=U1/Ia

Resistive
network ri

rn

U1

Ui

Un

Zai=Ui/Ia

Zan=Un/Ia

Figure 3.15: Computing mutual impedances by current injection method

small-signal equivalent circuit of the five-terminal VSC-HVDC (shown in Fig. 3.2) is
given by Fig. 3.16. To compute the mutual impedance between terminal-3 and the
other nodes, a current injection of ΔI3 = ΔP ∗

c3
U

= −50
400 = −0.125 kA is put in place of

the dynamic output impedance Ro3. (This current is chosen deliberately to compare
the resulting changes in dc-bus voltages with the observed ones from the detailed
simulation in Table 3.20) The resulting nodal voltages are shown in the same figure.
The mutual impedances are listed in Table 3.27. The changes in nodal power, after
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Ro1 = 7.111Ω

ΔU2 = −0.2743 kV

ΔU1 = −0.2636 kV ΔU4 = −0.2507 kV

ΔU5 = −0.1294 kV

= −0.125 kA

Figure 3.16: Mutual impedance between node-3 and other nodes

Table 3.27: Mutual impedances and primary balancing power distribution
Mutual ΔU ΔPc ΔPc,pu

Impedance (Ω) (kV) (MW) (pu)
Z33 = 3.2456 -0.409 -50.000 -0.0500
Z32 = 2.1944 -0.274 13.716 0.01715
Z31 = 2.1088 -0.263 14.813 0.01647
Z34 = 2.0056 -0.251 11.736 0.01565
Z35 = 1.0352 -0.129 9.664 0.00806

applying ΔP ∗
c3 = −50 MW, are also included (see Table 3.20). From Table 3.27 it

is evident that the largest mutual impedance is between nodes 3 and 2 and hence
terminal-2 contributed the largest amount of balancing power in per-unit. Similarly
the smallest mutual impedance occurs between nodes 3 and 5 and this corresponds
to the least per-unit contribution of balancing power as can be seen on the right
column of the table. From the simulation results of the Thevenin equivalent dc
grid modeling, it can be seen that the changes in dc-bus voltages match very well
with the corresponding changes in dc-bus voltages observed from the dc grid model
containing full VSC models.
The conclusion is that the knowledge of mutual impedances between different nodes
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enables us to know which of the converters will respond strongly to power flow
changes at a specific node in the dc grid.

3.5 Steady-state AC/DC Interactions in Primary Control

In section 2.6 we have seen that VSC-HVDC can be used to enhance the frequency
response of ac grids. Since a VSC-HVDC terminal has the possibility of responding
to dc voltage variations (by means of dc voltage droop control) and/or to frequency
variations (by means of frequency droop control) the load-frequency interaction in
one ac grid will affect other asynchronous ac grids connected to a common MTDC
grid. In this section we will try to quantify the steady-state load-frequency inter-
action in the presence of MTDC interconnection. We will first analyze an intercon-
nection where each VSC-HVDC terminal is connected to a unique ac grid and later
on we will proceed to a general ac/dc interconnection topology where some of the
VSC-HVDC terminals may be connected to the same ac grid.
In Fig. 3.17 an n-terminal dc network is connected to n-number of separate ac grids.
The variables in Fig. 3.17 are defined in Table 3.28.

Table 3.28: Description of the variables shown in Fig. 3.17
Variable Description Unit
PgN Total generation capacity of ac grid MW
Rg Frequency response of ac grid MW/Hz
Pg Total generated power MW
PL Total load power MW
f Grid frequency Hz
P ′

c Ac to dc power flow via converter MW
(measured from ac side)

Pc ac to dc power flow via converter MW
(measured from dc side)

PcN Power capacity of converter station MW
RDC Dc voltage response of converter MW/kV
Rf Frequency response of converter MW/kV
U Dc-bus voltage kV

From Fig. 3.17, the power balance relationship in ac grid i is given by

ΔPgi = ΔPLi + ΔP ′
ci (3.73)

where Pgi and PLi refer to total generated power and total load in ac grid-i. In
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Figure 3.17: Ac/dc connection topology with each converter connected to a separate
ac grid represented by a synchronous generator and a load

matrix/vector form (3.73) becomes.
ΔPg = ΔPL + ΔP′

c (3.74)
Frequency droop relationship of ac grid i is described as

ΔPgi = ΔPgi
∗ − ΔRgiΔfi (3.75)
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where Pgi
∗ and Rgi refer to generation reference and frequency response constant of

the aggregated ac grid-i. In matrix form (3.75) becomes

ΔPg = ΔPg
∗ − diag (Rg) Δf (3.76)

where diag is matrix operator which converts a vector into a diagonal matrix.

The converter power input-output relationship for terminal-i is

ΔP ′
ci = ηiΔPci (3.77)

where ηi is the (marginal) power conversion factor (compare with (3.7) in chapter
2). If the converter is in inverter mode of operation, marginal power conversion
efficiency will be equal to ηi. On the other hand if the converter is in rectifier mode
of operation, marginal power conversion efficiency will be equal to 1/ηi. In matrix
form (3.77) is re-written as

ΔP′
c = diag (η) ΔPc (3.78)

The steady-state expression of power flow control in converter-i is expressed as in
(3.79). This assumes that the power measurement signal in the controller is taken
from the dc-bus side. (See Fig. 3.6 for further details).

ΔPci = ΔPci
∗ + RfiΔfi − RDCiΔUi (3.79)

In matrix form (3.79) is rewritten as (3.80 fro further explanations).

ΔPc = ΔPc
∗ + diag (Rf ) Δf − diag (RDC) ΔU (3.80)

Linearized power flow in the dc grid is expressed as follows (refer to section 3.3.2):

ΔPc = JDCΔU (3.81)

From (3.81), the small-signal dc voltage vector (ΔU) is expressed as

ΔU = JDC
−1ΔPc (3.82)

Substituting (3.82) into (3.80) gives

ΔPc =
(
I + diag (RDC) JDC

−1
)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

(ΔPc
∗ + diag (Rf ) Δf) (3.83)

There are two alternative approaches to compute the sensitivity matrix relating the
vectors ΔPg

∗, ΔPc
∗ and ΔPL to the vectors ΔPg, ΔPc and Δf .
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Approach 1 :
Express ΔPg

∗, ΔPc
∗ and ΔPL in terms of the vectors ΔPg, ΔPc and Δf

From (3.76) vector ΔPg
∗ (power generation reference vector) is given as

ΔPg
∗ = ΔPg + diag (Rg) Δf

= ΔPg + 0ΔPc + diag (Rg) Δf

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.84)

From (3.83) vector ΔPc
∗ (converter power reference vector) is given as

ΔPc
∗ = B−1ΔPc − diag (Rf ) Δf

= 0ΔPg + B−1ΔPc − diag (Rf ) Δf

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.85)

From equations (3.74) and (3.78) vector ΔPL (load power vector) is expressed as

ΔPL = ΔPg − ΔP′
c

= ΔPg − diag (η) ΔPc + 0Δf

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (3.86)

From (3.84), (3.85) and (3.86), we get

ΔPg
∗ = ΔPg + 0ΔPc + diag (Rg) Δf

ΔPc
∗ = 0ΔPg + B−1ΔPc − diag (Rf ) Δf

ΔPL = ΔPg − diag (η) ΔPc + 0Δf

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.87)

Equation (3.87) is rewritten as (3.88).⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg
∗

ΔPc
∗

ΔPL

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ I 0 −diag (Rg)
0 B−1 −diag (Rf )
I −diag (η) 0

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg

ΔPc

Δf

⎤⎥⎦ (3.88)

From equation (3.88) we get⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg

ΔPc

Δf

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ Sgg Sgc SgL

Scg Scc ScL

Sfg Sfc SfL

⎤⎥⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg
∗

ΔPc
∗

ΔPL

⎤⎥⎦ (3.89)

where the matrix S is given by

S =

⎡⎢⎣ Sgg Sgc SgL

Scg Scc ScL

Sfg Sfc SfL

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ I 0 −diag (Rg)
0 B−1 −diag (Rf )
I −diag (η) 0

⎤⎥⎦
−1

(3.90)
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The sub-matrix elements of S describe sensitivity matrices of output vectors (ΔPg,
ΔPc and Δf) with respect to the different inputs (ΔPg

∗, ΔPc
∗ and ΔPL). For

example the sub matrix SfL shows sensitivity of frequency vector (Δf) with respect
to load vector (ΔPL).

Approach 2 :
Express ΔPg, ΔPc and Δf in terms of the vectors ΔPg

∗, ΔPc
∗ and ΔPL

Substituting (3.76), (3.78) and (3.83) into (3.74) gives

Δf = (diag (Rg) + diag (η) Bdiag (Rf ))−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

{ΔPg
∗ − diag (η) BΔPc

∗ − ΔPL}

= DΔPg
∗ − Ddiag (η) BΔPc

∗ − DΔPL

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(3.91)

Substituting (3.91) into (3.83) we get

ΔPc = Bdiag (Rf ) DΔPg
∗ + B (I − diag (Rf ) Ddiag (η) B) ΔPc

∗

−Bdiag (Rf ) DΔPL

}
(3.92)

Substituting (3.92) into (3.86) results in

ΔPg = (I − diag (η) Bdiag (Rf ) D) ΔPL + diag (η) Bdiag (Rf ) DΔPg
∗

+diag (η) B (I − diag (Rf ) Ddiag (η) B) ΔPc
∗

}
(3.93)

From equations (3.91), (3.92) and (3.93) we can find the sensitivity matrix S, as
the sub-matrices are readily available from theses equations. The load-frequency
relation is given by

ΔPL = − (diag (Rg) + diag (η) Bdiag (Rf )) Δf (3.94)

If the converter losses are ignored, the load-frequency relationship becomes

ΔPL = − (diag (Rg) + Bdiag (Rf )) Δf (3.95)

where B = JDC(JDC + diag (RDC))−1. From (3.95), the frequency vs load sensitiv-
ity matrix (SfL) becomes

SfL = −(diag (Rg) + Bdiag (Rf ))−1 (3.96)

The first approach of computing S is less cumbersome than the second one. The
second approach, however, gives analytical expression for each sub-matrix elements
of S thereby enabling us to the effects of individual input parameter vectors on out
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vectors.
The steady-state ac/dc analysis above has been done based on the assumption that
each VSC-HVDC terminal is connected to a unique ac grid. In general, however,
two or more terminals of an MTDC can possibly be connected to a common ac
grid system. Because of this, the steady-state ac/dc interaction expressions derived
above will not be applicable to all ac/dc interconnection topologies. Therefore, we
will attempt to re-do the ac/dc analysis based on a generalized ac/dc interconnection
shown in Fig. 3.18, where one ac grid may be connected to multiple VSC-HVDC
stations of a MTDC. In Fig. 3.18 fi refers to frequency of ac grid-i (as measured from
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Figure 3.18: Generalized ac/dc connection topology
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‘grid perspective’) while f ′
j refers to frequency measured at dc terminal-j, with the

prime superscript (′) indicating that this frequency is from ‘converter perspective’.
By doing so we get a unique frequency variable for each converter station including
those which are connected to the same ac grid. For example dc terminals 1 and x
have separate frequency measurements f ′

1 and f ′
x while both of them are connected

to ac grid-1, which in turn has grid frequency of f1. At steady-state all these three
frequency variables are expected to be equal (i.e. f ′

1 = f ′
x = f1). Moreover a new

power variable (i.e. Pzi) is introduced for each ac grid to represent the total (net)
power flow from ac grid to MTDC via all the VSC-HVDC stations interconnecting
the two (ac grid and dc grid).
Now let us define M as a connection matrix between ac grids and VSC-HVDC
terminals of the dc grid. (This type of matrix is more commonly termed as incidence
matrix). The matrix element of M at position (i, j) will be assigned 1 if dc terminal-
j is connected to ac grid-i and 0 if they are not directly connected. A careful
observation of the relationship between Pz and P′

c reveals that the two are related
by

ΔPz = MΔP′
c (3.97)

Similarly, f and f ′ are related by
Δf ′ = MT Δf (3.98)

The superscript ‘T ’ in (3.98) refers to matrix transposition operator. With the
generalized ac/dc connection topology, ac grid power flow balance equation (3.73)
is modified as

ΔPg = ΔPL + ΔPz (3.99)
Replacing (3.97) and (3.78) into (3.99) we find

ΔPg = ΔPL + Mdiag (η) ΔPc (3.100)

Similarly converter power flow equation (3.83) is modified for the generalized ac/dc
connection topology as

ΔPc = B (ΔPc
∗ + diag (Rf ) Δf ′) (3.101)

Substituting (3.98) into (3.101) we get

ΔPc = B
(
ΔPc

∗ + diag (Rf ) MT Δf
)

(3.102)

From (3.76), (3.100) and (3.102) we find⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg

ΔPc

Δf

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ I 0 −diag (Rg)
0 B−1 −diag (Rf ) MT

I −Mdiag (η) 0

⎤⎥⎦
−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S

⎡⎢⎣ ΔPg
∗

ΔPc
∗

ΔPL

⎤⎥⎦ (3.103)
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The connection matrix of ac/dc system shown in Fig. 3.17 is always an identity
matrix. Hence substituting I in place of M in (3.103) results in the same form of
expression of S as (3.89).
If we want to look only at load-frequency relationship, we can compute analytical
expression by combining (3.76), (3.78) and (3.83). The resulting expression is given
by

Δf = −
(
diag (Rg) + Mdiag (η) Bdiag (Rf ) MT

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SfL

ΔPL (3.104)

If the converter losses are neglected, (3.104) becomes simplified as

Δf = −
(
diag (Rg) + MBdiag (Rf ) MT

)−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SfL

ΔPL (3.105)

The other sub-matrices of S can be computed in a similar manner.

Now let us consider the MTDC model shown in Fig. 3.19. The initial steady-state
of the ac grids and the MTDC are given by Table 3.29 and Table 3.30 respectively.

Table 3.29: Initial steady-states and parameters of the ac grids in Fig. 3.19
AC grid No. 1 2 3 4
Pg (MW) 4645 3254 4554 2108
PL (MW) 3503 4000 4000 3002
PZ (MW) 1142 -746 554 -894
f (Hz) 50 50 50 50
PgN (MW) 7000 6000 8000 4000
Rg (MW/Hz) 2800 2400 3200 1600
For all ac grids: fN = 50 Hz and VLL,Rated = 240 kV

The incidence (connection) matrix, M, for the MTDC in Fig. 3.19 is given by (3.106).

M =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.106)

Matrix B for the MTDC in Fig. 3.19 has already been computed in (3.43). Rg, RDC ,
and Rf , can be obtained from Table 3.29 and Table 3.30. Hence, after substituting
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Figure 3.19: MTDC scenario with multiple VSC-HVDC connection to an ac grid

Table 3.30: Initial steady-states and parameters of the VSC-HVDC terminals in
Fig. 3.19

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247

Pc (MW) 600.000 535.928 -750.00 550.005 -900.00
η 1.00557 1.00510 0.99333 1.00545 -0.99333

PcN (MW) 900 800 1000 750 1200
RDC (MW/kV) 45 40 0 37.5 0
Rf (MW/Hz) 360 320 400 300 480

the relevant parameters into (3.104), the load-frequency sensitivity matrix (SfL) of
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the MTDC in Fig. 3.19 becomes as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δf1
Δf2
Δf3
Δf4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 10−3 ×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−0.3356 −0.0345 −0.0188 −0.0539

0.0000 −0.3574 0.0000 0.0000
−0.0187 −0.0153 −0.2963 −0.0309

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.4814

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ Hz
MW

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SfL

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔPL1
ΔPL2
ΔPL3
ΔPL4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3.107)

Now let us consider a load increment of 200 MW in ac grid 4 (i.e. ΔPL = [0 0 0 200]′).
From (3.107) estimated changes in frequencies are given by
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Figure 3.20: Ac/dc responses to load insertion of 200 MW in ac grid-4
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δf1
Δf2
Δf3
Δf4

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−10.77

00.00
−06.18
−96.28

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦mHz (3.108)

Time simulation of load insertion of 200 MW in the ac grid-4 of the MTDC model
gives the results shown in Fig. 3.20, Table 3.31 and Table 3.32.

Table 3.31: Simulation results: steady-state power flow changes and frequencies in
the ac grids

AC grid No. 1 2 3 4
ΔPg (MW) 30 0 20 154
ΔPL (MW) 0 0 0 200
ΔPZ (MW) 30 0 20 -46
Δf (mHz) -10.3 0.0 -6.0 -96.3

Table 3.32: Simulation results: steady-state dc voltage changes and power flows of
the VSC-HVDC terminals

Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
ΔU (kV) -0.4486 -0.4234 -0.4861 -0.5715 -1.2083

ΔPc (MW) 16.5 13.6 0.0 19.6 -46.2

The observed changes in frequencies from the simulation results match accurately
the frequency changes estimated by the proposed analytical expression of (3.104).
The power injection at terminal-3 did not show any variation because this terminal
has zero dc voltage constant. For the same reason, ac grid-2 did not show any
frequency variation in response to the load increment in ac grid-4.

3.6 Secondary Control of MTDC

In the previous section primary control of MTDC transmission system was discussed.
Here a proposed secondary control method for MTDC transmission systems will be
discussed. Traditionally secondary control in ac systems is used to restore system
frequency and to eliminate tie-line control error. Area control error refers to the
deviation of power flow in a specific tie-line from the one given by the scheduled
interchange between a control area and its neighbors. A control area is the area over
which a TSO has jurisdiction over the balancing power of generation and demand.
One or more generation units may participate in the secondary control action based
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on a selected set of constant factors called participation factors. The schematic
of secondary control in ac grid is shown in Fig. 3.21. In Fig. 3.21 ΔPg,comp refers

Frequency
deviation

α1

αk

ΔPtie

Δf

ΔP ∗
g1

∑

k∑

i=1
αi = 1

Rg,agg
ΔPg,comp

Tie-line power

flow deviation

Area control error

ΔP ∗
gk

-1

Frequency bias

Figure 3.21: Secondary control in ac system

to the incremental power to be compensated by the generation units participating
in secondary control. Given the frequency deviation (Δf), the area control error
(ΔPtie) and the aggregate frequency response of the ac grid (Rg,agg), the total power
compensation demand (ΔPg,comp) can be computed as shown in the figure. Once the
total power compensation demand is known, incremental power references will be
generated using a set of participation factors (α’s) and sent to participant generation
units. The sum total of all participation factors gives 1 (

k∑
i=1

αi = 1).
Secondary control in dc grid can be performed in a more or less similar manner
as that of secondary control in ac grid. The secondary control action in ac grid
frees up some of the spinning reserves already activated due to primary frequency
response. Likewise secondary control of MTDC will have the purpose of freeing
up some converter units already activated by dc-bus voltage deviation from the
initial set points attained by precise power flow control method. (See section 3.2 for
further details). Secondary control of MTDC will resemble the tie-line control part
of secondary control in ac systems. It should be reminded that due to line resistances
dc-bus voltage measured variation at one dc-bus will not be sufficient to determine
aggregate power control error in MTDC (a dc grid equivalent of Area Control Error
in ac grid). Moreover, due to the influence of dc line resistances, a reduced form
of the matrix-B will be needed to compute appropriate power references to the
participant VSC-HVDC terminals. Block diagram of secondary control in MTDC
is shown in Fig. 3.22.

In Fig. 3.22 ΔPDC,comp refers to the total power compensation demand (or aggregate
power control error) in the MTDC where as ΔPc,compk refers to the power compensa-
tion assigned to converter-k. Like in secondary control of ac systems, participation
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Figure 3.22: Secondary control in MTDC

factors are used here as well in a similar manner to compute power compensation
assignments. The actual change in power reference to be used (ΔP ∗

c,sec) is computed
using the reduced-B matrix and the power compensation vector (ΔPc,comp). The
reduced-B matrix (Bred) is a square matrix obtained from the full B matrix (refer
to equation (3.38)) by selecting the rows and columns which correspond to the VSC-
HVDC terminals which participate in the secondary control. Let the expanded form
of the matrix B be written as

B = JDC(JDC + diag (RDC))−1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b11 . . . b1x . . . b1y . . . b1n
... . . . ... . . . ... . . . ...

bx1 . . . bxx . . . bxy . . . bxn
... . . . ... . . . ... . . . ...

by1 . . . byx . . . byy . . . byn
... . . . ... . . . ... . . . ...

bn1 . . . bnx . . . bny . . . bnn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.109)

If for example only terminals x and y are to participate in the secondary control,the
reduced-B matrix becomes

Bred =
[

bxx bxy

byx byy

]
(3.110)

The appropriate power reference vector used in the secondary control (i.e. ΔPc,sec
∗))

is computed by (3.111)

ΔPc,sec
∗ = Bred

−1αΔPDC,comp (3.111)

where α is the participation factor vector and ΔPDC,comp is the total power to be
compensated in the MTDC.
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The steady-state power flow deviations in MTDC are originally caused by either
uncontrolled events such as outage of a converter station or by operator actions
such as changing of power reference at a terminal to increase/decrease the power
injection (this can be considered as dc grid load changes). The simulated case of
power injection change at terminal-3 of the five-terminal MTDC (in Fig. 3.8 in
section 3.3.2) can be an illustrative example of an event which results in steady-
state power flow deviations. It was observed that when terminal-3 power injection
was changed from −750 MW to −800 MW, all the other terminals (i.e. 1,2,4,5)
responded by marginally increasing their respective power injections into the dc
grid. This corresponds to an added 50 MW power demand in the MTDC. The
resulting power flow after the action of primary control is in Table 3.33. (This is
comes from simulation results discussed in section 3.3.2).

Table 3.33: Nodal power injection after primary control response to updated sched-
uled injection change (ΔP ∗

3 = −50 MW)
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5
ΔPc(MW) 14.82 13.72 -50.00 11.74 9.67

For the sake of convenience, the B matrix of the MTDC under consideration is
re-written in (3.112). This was computed in equation (3.43).

B =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.6509 −0.2906 −0.2963 −0.2503 −0.1327

−0.2586 0.6515 −0.2743 −0.2038 −0.1081
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000

−0.2072 −0.1896 −0.2347 0.7049 −0.1565
−0.1706 −0.1561 −0.1933 −0.2430 0.3702

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.112)

Equation (3.112) will be used to determine the reduced-B matrix (Bred). Now let
us try to employ secondary control in such a way that power flow will be restored
to original levels for some of the converter stations. We will consider two different
cases of secondary control settings.

Case 1: Only terminal-1 is used in secondary control
Here the objective is to restore power injections of terminals 2, 4 and 5 (i.e. the ter-
minals which participated in primary control) to their initial levels at the expense of
further increment of power injection by terminal-1. The reduced-B matrix becomes

Bred = 0.6509 (3.113)
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From Table 3.33 we can see that terminal-2,4 and 5 have contributed 13.72 MW,
11.74 MW and 9.67 MW of balancing power during primary control action. Hence
the power compensation demand is given by

ΔPDC,comp =
∑

(13.72 + 11.74 + 9.66) = 35.13 MW (3.114)

Since there is only one converter used for secondary control, the only available par-
ticipation factor (α1) becomes 1. The required power reference change for terminal-1
is computed as

ΔP ∗
c,sec1 = 0.6509−1 × 1 × 35.13 = 53.97MW (3.115)

When the calculated secondary control reference signal is applied to terminal-1, the
MTDC time-response looks like as in Fig. 3.23 and Table 3.34.
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Figure 3.23: MTDC primary and secondary control responses: case 1

The changes in nodal power injection from the initial steady-state levels are shown
in Fig. 3.24.
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Table 3.34: Steady-state dc-bus voltage and nodal power injections: case 1
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Initial U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247
steady-state Pc (MW) 600.0 535.9 -750.0 550.0 -900.0

After primary U (kV) 399.287 399.726 396.204 396.667 385.118
control action Pc (MW) 614.8 549.7 -800.0 561.7 -890.3

After secondary U (kV) 399.621 400.046 396.486 396.915 385.241
control action Pc (MW) 649.9 535.7 -800 550.6 -899.5
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Figure 3.24: Changes in nodal power injections during primary and secondary con-
trol: case 1

Case 2: Terminals 1 and 2 are used in secondary control
Here the objective is to restore power injections of terminals 4 and 5 initial levels
at the expense of further increment of power injection by terminals 1 and 2. The
reduced-B matrix becomes

Bred =
[

0.6509 −0.2906
−0.2586 0.6515

]
(3.116)

Terminals 4 and 5 have contributed 11.74 MW and 9.67 MW of balancing power
during primary control action. Hence ΔPDC,comp is computed as

ΔPDC,comp =
∑

(11.74 + 9.67) = 21.41 MW (3.117)
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Let us consider that both terminal-1 and 2 are intended to equally participate in
the secondary control. Hence the resulting participation factor vector is

α =
[

α1
α2

]
=
[

0.5
0.5

]
(3.118)

Substituting the relevant variables and parameters into (3.111), the secondary con-
trol references become as given by[

ΔPc,sec 1
∗

ΔPc,sec 2
∗

]
=
[

0.6509 −0.2906
−0.2586 0.6515

]−1 [ 0.5
0.5

]
21.41 =

[
28.9
27.9

]
MW (3.119)

When the secondary control references computed in (3.119) are applied to the
MTDC, the primary-secondary MTDC control response becomes as shown in Fig.
3.25 and Table 3.35.
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Figure 3.25: MTDC primary and secondary control responses: case 2

The changes in nodal power injection from the initial steady-state levels are shown
in Fig. 3.26.
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Table 3.35: Steady-state dc-bus voltage and nodal power injections: case 2
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

Initial U (kV) 399.550 400.000 396.613 396.928 385.247
steady-state Pc (MW) 600.0 535.9 -750.0 550.0 -900.0

After primary U (kV) 399.287 399.726 396.204 396.667 385.118
control action Pc (MW) 614.8 549.7 -800.0 561.7 -890.3

After secondary U (kV) 399.610 400.069 396.507 396.918 385.242
control action Pc (MW) 625.5 560.3 -800 550.5 -899.6
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Figure 3.26: Changes in nodal power injections during primary and secondary con-
trol: case 2

In the simulation results of both case-1 and case-2 scenarios of secondary control,
nodal power injections have been restored at the desired converters.
Secondary control of MTDC may be integrated with secondary control of ac grids,
given that both the MTDC and ac grid are commanded by the same transmission
system operator (TSO) [44]. In such a case, the hierarchical control of integrated
ac/dc system may look like the schematic diagram of Fig. 3.27.
At the highest level of power flow control hierarchy, generation and transmission
scheduling in a deregulated power system is governed by power market (specifically
the day-ahead market). At this level of control, there is little distinction between ac
and dc transmissions. This means that spot electricity market coupled with power
flow constraints (in both ac and dc transmissions) will determine the settlement of
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Figure 3.27: Flow chart describing integrated primary, secondary and tertiary con-
trols of ac/dc grids

the final power flow schedule. Similarly, in tertiary control the original power flow
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schedule will be modified based upon latest available data about the power system
including ac and dc transmission networks.
As one goes down the control hierarchy, the distinction between ac and dc grids
becomes larger. In ac grids power flow is controlled by adjusting references to
generating units whereas in dc grids power flow is controlled by adjusting references
to converter units. In conclusion, MTDC operation can easily be accommodated
with the already existing hierarchical control structure of ac grids with some re-
adjustment.

3.7 Chapter Summary

Secure operation of MTDC requires that some of the VSC-HVDC terminals be
configured as dc voltage droop mode. Precise power flow control in the dc grid is
achieved by taking into account the effects of the line resistances as well as converter
losses while determining the appropriate control reference values. Moreover, the line
resistances also affect the distribution pattern of primary balancing power among
converters in dc droop control mode.
Accurate analytical expressions for describing the steady-state power flow interac-
tions in MTDC have been derived. An equivalent-circuit based approach has been
proposed to study the impact of dc line resistance and grid topology on primary
response of MTDC to power imbalance. Moreover analytical expression for the
load-frequency response study of ac/dc systems has been proposed and verified with
simulation results of a test MTDC system. Simulation results of a new, proposed
secondary control in MTDC, based upon the proposed steady-state analysis, has
given satisfactory performances.
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4 STABILITY AND DYNAMICS OF MTDC SYS-
TEMS

This chapter deals with the stability aspects and the dynamics of MTDC systems. In
the first section of this chapter large-disturbance stability in MTDC will be studied.
In the second part of the chapter small-signal analysis of MTDC will be explored.

4.1 Large-disturbance Stability

4.1.1 P vs U Capability Diagram of VSC

In section 2.3 various control modes of VSC were discussed. It is necessary to keep in
mind that the operational characteristics of a VSC, as determined by the inner and
outer controllers discussed in section 2.3, will be valid only within a finite/limited
domain of operation. Operation of devices beyond the boundary of safe operation
will incur the risk of overvoltage and/or overcurrent conditions, thereby exposing the
device to damage or destruction. In this regard the components in VSC which are
most sensitive to overvoltage and overcurrent are the semiconductor switches. Hence
the current, voltage and power limits of the semiconductors will mainly determine
the operating limits for the whole VSC unit. The safe operating area of a typical
power electronic switch looks like the diagram in Fig. 4.1 [67]. The P vs U (or P

U

I
0

Imax

Umax

P=Pmax

Region of
safe

operation

Figure 4.1: Safe operating area of a power electronic switch

vs I) capability diagram defines the normal operating region of VSC where all the
operating limits of the converter are respected. Just like the individual electrical/
electronic components, the VSC (including both two level and multilevel types) will
have its own domain of normal operation. The domain of operation of a VSC is
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characterized by maximum power capacity, maximum dc voltage level, maximum
dc current and minimum dc voltage level. The first three constraints come from
the need for protection of the converter and dc lines from damage or destruction
under excess voltage and/or current levels. The fourth constraint (i.e. minimum dc
voltage level) is inherent to the working principle of VSC itself. This is from the fact
that while keeping the ac voltage constant at its normal level it will not be possible
to discharge (or reduce the dc voltage level) of the VSC beyond a certain level of
dc voltage. This minimum dc voltage is approximately 1.28 times the line-to-line
ac voltage behind the ac filter and this is reached during square wave modulation
of the VSC [67]. In [69] the U vs I diagram of VSC has been described, though
some of the limits such as minimum possible dc voltage and maximum dc current
are missing.
The dc current limiter makes sure that the dc-bus current is kept below the maximum
allowed all the time including during low dc voltage conditions. If the VSC is
required to operate below a certain dc voltage level, the power transmission capacity
of the VSC station will start to reduce with decreasing dc voltages. This can be
observed from the VSC capability diagram shown in Fig 4.5. The maximum possible
over-modulation puts the limit on the minimum attainable dc voltage to 1.28VLL

where VLL is the rms line-to-line voltage at PCC. A high voltage transformer usually
provides the inductance needed for filtering the harmonics from entering the ac
grid. Such transformers are equipped with tap changers and hence can provide
some amount of ac voltage control. The shaded regions in Fig 4.2 (a) and Fig
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Figure 4.2: Safe operating area of a VSC: (a) U vs I safe operating region (b) U vs
P safe operating region

4.2 (b) define the safe operating region of a VSC characterized by maximum power
capacity (Pmax), maximum dc voltage (Umax), maximum dc current (Imax) and rated
line-to-line ac voltage (VLL). The various U vs P characteristics discussed in section
2.3 must always lie within the boundaries of the safe operating region.
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In Fig. 4.3, U vs P characteristic line of VSC in constant power control mode
is shown. The right side of the safe operating region refers to rectifier mode of
operation while the left side refers to inverter mode of operation. The dotted lines
show characteristic lines for different values of the power reference (P ∗). If for some
reason the operating point goes out of the shaded region and the controller is not
able to bring it back to the normal operating region, a separate superior protection
system may be activated to prevent possible damage due to overvoltages and/or
overcurrents. The details of such protection system will not be discussed here. For
simplicity, here we assume that the VSC will trip immediately when the the steady-
state operating tries to go off the designated normal operating region.
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P∗(1)

P∗(3)
P∗(2)

Tripping
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Inverter
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Rectifier
mode

Figure 4.3: U vs P characteristic line of constant power mode bounded within safe
operating region

The characteristic line of VSC in constant dc voltage control mode is shown in Fig.
4.4. The tripping points are indicated with dots at the two ends of the characteristic
line. By changing the dc voltage reference (U∗) the characteristic line moves up and
down along the voltage axis. The dotted lines Fig. 4.4 show characteristic lines for
various values of the dc voltage reference. In Fig. 4.5 characteristic U vs P line
when dc voltage droop control is applied is shown.
In chapter two it was explained that a dc voltage droop controller has two control
parameters; i.e. dc voltage reference (U∗) and power reference (P ∗). Increasing/
decreasing either of these two parameters gives the same effect; in both cases the
characteristic line moves up/down the voltage axis. (It can also be considered as
shifting along the power/horizontal axis. The effect is the same.) The characteristic
lines for different dc voltage references are shown with dotted line in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: U vs P characteristic line of constant dc voltage mode bounded within
safe operating region
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Figure 4.5: U vs P characteristic line of dc voltage droop mode bounded within safe
operating region

4.1.2 Determination of the Steady-state Operating Point

In chapter three it was shown that the steady-state operating conditions at a VSC-
HVDC terminal (i.e. the nodal power injection and the dc-bus voltage) are deter-
mined by the dc grid topology, the employed control mode at various terminals, and
the ratings of the converters constituting the dc grid. A quantitative approach was
used to analyze the steady-state operation of MTDC in the linear region without
considering the boundaries of safe operation. Here in this section, the steady-state
operation of MTDC will be discussed qualitatively as introduction to the study of
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MTDC stability during large-disturbances. In Fig. 4.6 a two terminal VSC-HVDC,
which connects two ac grids, is shown. Let us consider that initial power flow is from
left to right (i.e. from terminal-1 to terminal-2). With the specified direction of the

r

1 2

P1 P2

Figure 4.6: Two-terminal VSC-HVDC link

power flow in Fig. 4.6, the U vs P characteristic curves become as in Fig. 4.7. Note
that the characteristic curve for terminal-2 is laterally inverted since the power axis
for this terminal is opposite to that of terminal-1. This goes in line with the specified
direction of power flow in Fig. 4.6. If the dc transmission line losses are ignored, the
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Figure 4.7: Determination of the steady-state operating point from intersection of
two characteristic lines

intersection of the two characteristic curves in Fig. 4.7 gives the steady-state oper-
ating point of the VSC-HVDC system. Hence the approximate operating dc voltage
and the amount of power transfer can be established quickly from the knowledge of
the characteristic curves. Another alternative to determine the operating point is to
horizontally add up the individual characteristic curves and the zero-power crossing
of the aggregate characteristic curve gives the operating dc voltage level. This is
because the total of all the nodal power injections gives the aggregate dc line losses,
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which in this case has been considered as zero (negligible) for the sake of simplicity.
The aggregate characteristic curves, for the example VSC-HVDC system in Fig.
4.6, are shown in Fig. 4.7. Once the operating dc voltage level is determined, the
amount of power flow for each individual converter is found by the intersection of
the dc line, U = U o, and the characteristic curve for the corresponding terminal.
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Figure 4.8: Determing the steady-state operating point from the aggregated char-
acteristic line

The two techniques used above for determining the operating points can also be
applied to a MTDC system without much difficulty. In the previous chapter it
was discussed in detail that the dc line resistances have considerable impact on
determining the steady-state operation of MTDC. For simplifying the qualitative
analysis, however, we stick to the assumption that the dc line losses are negligible
compared to the overall power flow via the dc grid. From Fig. 4.8, we can observe
that as the number of terminals increase, the aggregate characteristic curve becomes
more elongated horizontally and the slope become flatter. Otherwise, it can be noted
that the aggregate of two or more VSC-HVDC terminals has more or less similar
shape of U vs P characteristic curve as that of a single VSC-HVDC terminal. Hence
large-disturbance stability study based upon two-terminal VSC-HVDC can easily be
applied to MTDC systems as well.

4.1.3 Large-disturbance Stability Analysis

Large-disturbance stability in MTDC can be understood by looking at the interac-
tion between all rectifying converter units on one side and all inverting converter
units on the other side. A good analogy can be drawn from aggregate generation
and aggregate load versus frequency characteristics in ac girds. Fig. 4.9 (a) shows
the static frequency versus power (f vs P ) characteristic of synchronous generator
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and in Fig. 4.9 (b) the static dc voltage versus power (U vs P ) characteristic of VSC-
HVDC terminal is shown. Several similarities can be drawn from the two diagrams.
PS in Fig. 4.9 (b) refers to the characteristic line of a terminal whose power flow is
defined as positive for rectifier operation. This terminal acts as the ‘source’ node
in the dc grid. In the same diagram PL refers to the characteristic of a converter
terminal whose power is defined as positive for inverter mode. Hence this terminal
acts as the ‘sink’ (load) terminal in the dc grid.
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Figure 4.9: Steady-state characteristic points of: (a) Synchronous generator (b)
VSC-HVDC terminal

Like synchronous generators in ac grid, in MTDC the aggregate of rectifier terminals
resemble the aggregate of generating units in ac grid. Similarly, the aggregate of
inverter terminals form the dc grid load line - analogous to the aggregate load line
in ac grids. The intersection between the aggregate rectifier characteristics and the
aggregate inverter characteristics approximately gives the total amount of power ex-
changed between ac grids via the MTDC grid. The difference between the amounts
of power transferred and the maximum of the aggregated power transfer capacity of
the rectifier units gives the static stability margin.
The small disturbance stability criterion of a MTDC grid requires that the operating
point be above the nose of the aggregate rectifier characteristic curve. An operating
point below the nose curve results in dc voltage collapse. Stability of MTDC for
larger disturbances is determined, among other factors, by the size of energy storage
elements in the dc grid systems. The energy storage elements in MTDC are dc-bus
capacitors and dc line capacitances (when cable line is used). The energy stored
in the various inductive elements of the VSCs is small in comparison with the en-
ergy stored in the capacitances and hence will be neglected here. For simplifying
the analysis, a two-terminal HVDC is used to represent a MTDC where the two
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converters represent the aggregate of rectifier terminals and aggregate of inverter
terminals. It is necessary to have in mind that the aggregation depends on the
specific steady-state operational conditions under consideration; since most of the
terminals - if not all - are normally expected to operate both in rectifier mode as
well as in inverter mode of operation at various times.
Now let us consider that the aggregated two-terminal VSC-HVDC link model shown
in Fig. 4.10 represents a hypothetical MTDC grid.

1 2

PS PL

Cagg

Figure 4.10: Aggregate model representation of MTDC. (Rectifiers and inverters are
aggregated separately).

PS refers to the aggregate power supplied into the dc grid by the rectifiers whereas
PL refers to the aggregate power taken away from the dc grid by inverter units. Cagg

refers to the sum total of all capacitances in the MTDC. This includes all dc (bus)
filter capacitances and all dc cable capacitances. Note that in Fig. 4.10, no dc line
resistance is considered. The dc grid line resistances are deliberately ignored so as
to make simple use illustration with the aggregate modeling of the rectifiers and
inverters. Another advantage of the lossless aggregate modeling is that it enables
us to represent all the dc-bus capacitances and the dc line capacitances by a single
shunt connected capacitance between the two terminals. The initial steady-state
operating point for the aggregate dc grid model is shown by the intersection of the
the source line (PS0) and the load line (PL0) (See Fig. 4.11). If the ‘load line’ goes
further to the right beyond the nose of the characteristic line of PS0, instability will
follow. Such event is, however, unlikely because power flow schedules always take
the available loading capacity of the converters into consideration. (Hence the static
stability margin of the aggregate rectifier characteristic line will always be positive
during normal operations). Another, more likely, cause of instability is reduction in
the aggregate rectifier capacity which makes aggregate characteristic line to move
leftwards taking the tip of the nose beyond the dc grid load line (i.e. the transition
from PS0 characteristic line to PS1 characteristic line in Fig. 4.11). This happens
during sudden outage of a rectifier terminal, fault occurrence on the ac side of a
rectifier terminal or loss of dc line connection to a rectifier unit. If the fault is in
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Figure 4.11: Steady-state operating point

the dc grid or within the converter itself, then the problem will most likely persist
resulting in dc voltage collapse and then permanent disruption of power flow in the
dc grid. ac faults, however, are often temporary and power flow is usually restored
after the clearance of the fault depending on the severity and duration of the fault.
When the maximum deliverable power of the aggregate rectifier (Pmax) is lower than
the power taken by the aggregate inverter (PL), the difference (ΔP ) will be supplied
from the stored energy of the aggregate capacitance. This stored capacitive energy
is, however, very small and hence will last only very small duration of time without
discharging the capacitors excessively. If the capacitors are discharged further below
a critical dc voltage level, dc voltage collapse will be inevitable.
Once the dc voltage gets below a certain minimum value, the dc voltage decrement
is accelerated due to decreasing power transfer capabilities of the rectifiers at lower
dc voltage levels. On the other hand if the ac fault (which caused the power deficit
in the dc grid) is cleared before critical dc voltage is reached, dc voltage will sub-
sequently recover and power flow will continue uninterrupted. Fig. 4.12 and Fig.
4.13 shows stable and unstable dc voltage swings respectively as a result of ac grid
fault behind a rectifier unit. Δt in the figures refer to fault clearing time and ΔP
refers to power supply gap in the dc grid. The dc voltage stability phenomenon
of dc grids has marked similarities with that of first-swing stability of synchronous
generators in ac grids. This is evident from comparison of Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.14.
Note that the horizontal axis for dc voltage stability plot is time while for first-swing
stability plot the power angle is used. In both figures the shaded area A1 represents
the amount of energy deficit due to the reduced power injection caused by the ac
fault. Since the demanded power is unchanged during the same period, the energy
deficit is covered by discharge of the aggregate capacitance in the case of dc grid
and from rotational mechanical energy of aggregate inertia in the case of ac grid.
For system stability after fault clearance, the inequality A2 ≥ A1 must uphold for
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Figure 4.12: Stable case of ac fault impact on dc grid voltage and power flow. Dc
voltage is restored after fault clearance

both cases. This will be referred as equal-area criterion. This is because A2 in Fig.
4.12 is not necessarily bounded in time unlike the same area in 4.14 which follows a
sine curve. Due to this, the equal-area criterion in dc grid does not tell us the the
critical ac fault clearing time beyond which dc voltage collapse will be inevitable.
The criterion simply tells us that if the dc voltage recovers from fault, then the
aggregate capacitance will be recharged the same amount of energy as it lost during
fault duration.

Dc voltage recovery depends on whether or not there will be enough deliverable
power right after fault clearance that can meet the power demand. Of course con-
verters may in the mean time trip if low voltage limit is reached before the ac fault
is cleared. Moreover some severe ac faults, particularly unbalanced faults, may lead
to synchronization problems and lead to earlier tripping of the converter. Here,
however, we will focus only on the cases where dc voltage collapse may occur as a
result of capacitive energy depletion in the MTDC.
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Figure 4.14: Equal-area stability criterion in ac grids

The maximum deliverable power by a converter (Pmax in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13) is
the product of the dc-bus voltage and maximum dc current capacity of the converter.
As can be observed in both figures, the power injection capacity of the aggregated
rectifier (Pmax) reduces with decreasing dc-bus voltage. If the fault is cleared before
Pmax drops below the load demand (PL), the dc grid will be able to recover from
the fault. Hence the dc voltage level at which the aggregate rectifier capacity equals
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the load demand defines the critical dc voltage level (Ucritical). The time at which dc
voltage reaches the critical dc voltage is defined as critical clearing time (Δtcritical).
If the fault is cleared before Δtcritical is reached, then the MTDC system will recover
from the fault and power flow will continue uninterrupted. With larger fault clearing
time, the dc voltage will collapse and power flow will be interrupted.
The energy discharged from the capacitor during the fault period is computed as

ΔPΔt = Caggr

2
(
Uinitial

2 − Ufinal
2
)

(4.1)

Where Uinitial refers to the pre-fault dc voltage level and Ufinal refers to the post-
fault dc voltage level (or the dc voltage just before the ac fault is cleared). In order
to achieve dc grid stability after the fault clearance, the final voltage (Ufinal) should
be greater than the critical dc voltage (Ucritical). Hence the maximum amount of
capacitive energy (Emax) that can be utilized for short term power balancing in the
dc grid is given by

Emax = Caggr

2
(
Uinitial

2 − Ucritical
2
)

(4.2)

The stability criterion can be described as

Ucritical < Ufinal

Δt∫
t=0

ΔPdt < Emax = Caggr

2

(
Uinitial

2 − Ucritical
2
)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (4.3)

In order to explore how the critical dc voltage is determined, we will use the three
terminal dc grid shown in Fig. 4.15 as an example. Terminal-C in Fig. 4.15 takes
away fixed amount of power (P o

C) from the dc grid and terminal-B injects fixed
amount of power (P o

B) into the dc grid. Terminal-A regulates the dc voltage by use
of dc droop controller. The maximum power transfer capacities of the three VSC-
HVDC terminals are given as PA,Rated, PB,Rated and PC,Rated. Assume that a three
phase to ground fault occurs behind terminal-A and as a result the power injected
by this terminal into the dc grid is reduced from the pre-fault level of P o

A to P ′
A.

The power deficit (ΔP ) of the dc grid during the duration of the ac fault becomes
as

ΔP = P o
A − P ′

A (4.4)
Substituting (4.4) into (4.3) we fined (4.5).

Δtcritical∫
t=0

ΔPdt = Cagg

2

(
Uinitial

2 − Ucritical
2
)

(P o
A − P ′

A) Δtcritical = Cagg

2

(
Uinitial

2 − Ucritical
2
)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (4.5)
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Figure 4.15: Three-terminal VSC-HVDC

From equation (4.5) the critical clearing time is expressed as in (4.6).

Δtcritical =
Cagg

(
Uinitial

2 − Ucritical
2
)

2 (P o
A − P ′

A) (4.6)

The large-disturbance stability criterion of dc grid can be described in terms of
power as

Pmax (U) > P o
A

UImax > P o
A

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (4.7)

where Pmax(U) is maximum deliverable power by converter-A (as a function of dc-
bus voltage) and P o

A refers to power transferred by converter-A into the dc grid prior
to the fault occurrence. In order to achieve stability the power transfer capacity of
terminal-A just after the fault clearance (i.e. Pmax (Ufinal)) must be greater than
the power transferred prior to the fault occurrence (P o

A). (It has been assumed that
PB and PC remain unaffected by the low dc voltage during the ac fault and hence
will remain the same as the pre-fault levels). The critical dc voltage corresponds
to the moment when the power transfer capability (Pmax) equals the power demand
(PA) of the dc grid as seen from terminal-A (i.e. P o

A). This is mathematically given
as

Ucritical = P o
A

Imax

= P o
A

kIN

(4.8)

where the factor k describes dc overcurrent capability in terms of the rated dc
current for terminal-A. Imax is a known fixed value for a converter and PA has
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already been considered as a known value. hence, the critical dc voltage (Ucritical)
can be computed right away from (4.8). Once Ucritical is known, the critical clearing
time (Δtcritical) can computed by equation (4.6).

To corroborate the validity of the large-disturbance stability analysis approach pro-
moted so far, we will analyze impact of ac grid fault on a the five-terminal dc grid
example case shown in Fig. 4.16. The power rating and the dc-bus capacitances of

Constant Power
terminal

ρDC = 0.04

l12=80 km

Constant Power
terminal

l34=160 km

l23=160 km

l14=125km

l13=
200

km

l45=250
Km

1

2 3

4

5

Constant Power
terminal

Constant Power
terminal

All cable resistances: r = 0.01Ω/km

All cable capacitances: c = 5μF/km

Bipolar DC transmission for all cases

UN = 400 kV

PcN4 = 750MW

PcN3 = 1000MW

PcN5 = 1200MW

PcN1 = 900MW

PcN2 = 800MW

Figure 4.16: Five-terminal VSC-HVDC

each terminal are given in Table 4.1.

Terminal-1 in Fig. 4.16 is equipped with dc over-current controller which will limit
the dc current from exceeding 1.1 times the rated dc current (i.e., Imax = 1.1 ×
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Table 4.1: Parameters and initial steady-state of the MTDC simulation in Fig. 4.16
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

PcN (MW) 900 800 1000 750 1200
UN (kV) 400 400 400 400 400
P o

c (kV) 838 -400 690 -600 -513
U o (kV) 401.10 400.12 401.34 397.26 394.14

Control type dc voltage droop constant constant constant constant
(ρDC = 0.04) power power power power

Cb (μF ) 113 100 125 94 80∑
CL (μF ) 1

2 (80 + 200 + 125 + 160 + 160 + 250) km × 5μF/km = 2438 μF
Cagg (μF ) ∑

Cb +∑CL = 2950 μF

(900/400) = 2.475 kA)). A three phase to ground fault is applied to the ac grid
behind terminal-1 such that the power delivered to the dc grid is reduced from the
pre-fault level of 840 MW to just about 120 MW. The critical dc voltage, based on
(4.8) becomes

Ucritical = P o
1

Imax

= 840
2.475 � 340 kV (4.9)

Inserting relevant parameters from Table 4.1 into (4.6), the critical clearing time is
computed as

Δtcritical = Cagg(Uinitial
2−Ucritical

2)
2(P o

1 −P ′
1)

= 2950×10−6(4002−3402)
2(840−120)

= 0.091 s

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(4.10)

Now let us compare the critical clearing time computed analytically in (4.10) with
simulation results of different ac fault cases (i.e. different fault durations and dif-
ferent fault severities). In order for an ac fault to cause reduction of power flow
of converter-A from 840 MW to 120 MW, the ac fault must result in a voltage dip
of (840 − 120)/840 � 86%. A fault resistance of 0.1 Ω was observed to give the
required severity of ac fault. (This depends on several factors which includes the
MVA ratings and internal reactances of the synchronous generators constituting the
ac grid and also on the impedances of the ac line connected to the spot where fault
occurs.)

Case 1: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 70 ms
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A fault duration of Δt = 70 ms is applied in this case. Three-phase fault behind
converter-1 is applied with a fault resistance of 0.1 Ω (corresponding to 86% voltage
dip). Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.17. The plots in Fig. 4.17 show that the
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Figure 4.17: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 70 ms

dc grid recovers from the fault in about 500 ms to 600 ms duration after clearance
of the ac fault. The third/bottom plot in the figure shows the power flow of aggre-
gated rectifiers (converters 1 and 3) and aggregated inverters (converters 2, 4 and
5). Energy discharged from the aggregated capacitances during the fault duration
and energy restored to the capacitances latter can be seen in the third plot of same
figure. (i.e. the two areas enclosed by the solid and broken lines). The dc grid
remains stable after fault clearance.
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Case 2: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 85 ms
A fault duration of Δt = 85 ms is applied in the second case. The fault resistance
is kept unchanged (i.e. 0.1 Ω, corresponding to 86% voltage dip). Simulation re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4.18. The plots in Fig. 4.17 show that the dc grid needs
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Figure 4.18: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 85 ms

considerably longer time to fully recover (i.e. 1.5 s) compared to the previous case
(600 ms). This is because the fault clearing time in the second case (i.e. Δt = 85 ms)
is considerably closer to the critical clearing time (Δtcritical = 91 ms from (4.10)) in
contrast with the fault clearing time in the first case (Δt = 70 ms). The system
eventually remains stable though.
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Case 3: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 90 ms
The fault duration is now extended to Δt = 90 ms. The fault resistance remains
the same as in the previous two cases. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.19.
As can be seen from the plots of Fig. 4.19, the ac fault in this case has resulted
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Figure 4.19: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting in 86% voltage dip at
terminal-1 and fault duration of Δt = 90 ms

in dc voltage collapse. The third/bottom plot in the same figure shows that the
aggregated rectifier barely covers the power demand right after fault clearance. It
is well known that fault clearance in ac systems is almost always followed by ac
overvoltage for a short period of time. It was observed in the simulation study that
this ac overvoltage results in a slight increment of power injected into dc grid via
VSC-HVDC terminal. This additional boost, however, damps out rather quickly
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and the power supply from the rectifier falls short of meeting the power demand
once again, eventually leading to dc voltage instability (collapse).

Case 4: MTDC response to a three-phase fault resulting 43% voltage dip at terminal-
1 and fault duration of Δt = 90 ms
Now the fault duration is kept the same as in the last case (i.e. Δt = 90 ms). The
fault resistance, however, is changed to 0.4 Ω (corresponding to 43% voltage dip).
Power flow via converter-1 reduces to from 840 MW to 400 MW. As a result the
critical clearing time increases to Δtcritical = 150 ms. This means that a fault dura-
tion of Δt = 90 ms (which was calculated in (4.10)) must be tolerated by the MTDC
system. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: MTDC response three-phase fault of 43% voltage dip and fault duration
of Δt = 90 ms
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As observed from the time plots in Fig. 4.20, the MTDC has managed to recover
from the ac fault in approximately 600 ms.

The simulation studies discussed above validate the dc voltage stability analysis
approach proposed in this thesis. The critical fault clearing time determines the
capacity limit of the MTDC to recover from an ac fault occurring behind a rectifier.
Caution should be taken, however, that the converter terminal may trip earlier
due to inability of the phase locked loop (PLL) of the converter to synchronize to
the ac phase voltages during the fault occurrence. This is of particular concern
when the fault is unbalanced, severe and/or the fault causes noises in the voltage
measurements of the PLL. In addition to this, the dc voltage collapse and/or the
shut down of the entire dc grid will have consequences on the connected ac grids.
These secondary effects are out of the scope of the discussion in this section and
hence will not be further discussed.

4.2 Small-signal Stability Analysis

The use of the state-space modeling approach facilitates understanding the dynamics
of the entire multi-terminal VSC-HVDC system by giving a complete picture of
the system dynamics in terms of eigenvalues and transfer functions. This can, for
example, be used for tuning of the converter controllers. Small-signal analysis of
MTDC has been presented in the literature [32],[68],[26],[14]. In all previous cases,
however, the analyses were done based on specific dc grid topologies and by listing
down all the of differential equations describing the MTDC system before coming
up with the state-matrices. For meshed topologies of more than four terminals
this approach becomes very laborious to say the least. The state-space modeling
approach that will be presented here attempts to take into account all possible
control schemes of individual VSC-HVDC terminals. Moreover, an arbitrary meshed
dc grid topology will be considered in the analysis. Some possible topologies of
MTDC are discussed in [70],[92].
A schematic representation of VSC-HVDC with bi-polar dc transmission is shown
in Fig. 4.21. Two measurement points (A and B shown in Fig. 4.21) are used for
ac side and dc side of the converter respectively. Point ‘A’ refers to the PCC (point
of common coupling between converter and ac grid) whereas point ‘B’ refers to
the dc-bus of the converter. The sign convention applied for all power and current
measurements of the converter is in such a way that current/power measured at a
converter terminal will be positive if it is flowing from the ac grid to the dc grid
via the converter station (like in the previous cases of this thesis). This means
that positive power (P ′

c, Pc, Px, Py) corresponds to rectifier mode of operation and
negative power corresponds to inverter mode of operation.
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Figure 4.21: Schematic of VSC control

Symbols and parameters used in Fig. 4.21 are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: List of symbols used in Fig. 4.21
Pc Power measurement of the converter at the dc-bus (point B);
Px Power behind the dc-bus filter capacitance;
Py Power beyond the dc line capacitance;
PLL Phase locked loop;
iabc 3-phase ac current measurement at PCC;
Vx,abc 3-phase ac voltage measurement at PCC;
Vc,abc 3-phase ac voltage output of VSC;

(internal VSC voltage)
U dc voltage measurement;
ω Synchronous frequency in rad/s;
L, r Series filter inductance and resistance;
Cb dc filter capacitance;
CL DC line aggregate capacitance;
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VSC control has already been discussed in depth in chapter two. Hence, here only
control aspects which are relevant to small-signal stability study of dc grid will be
discussed.
The relation between P ′

c and Px is given by

P ′
c − Px = PLoss (4.11)

where PLoss refers to the total converter power losses (refer to section 3.2).

Analytical expression of the converter power loss (PLoss) can be established either
based on empirical data of the losses of VSC-HVDC in operation or by adding
up power losses in individual components of the semiconductors and the ac filters
(refer to section 3.2). From such equation relating the two quantities, a linearized
expression about a steady-state operating point can be derived:

Px = ktP
′
c (4.12)

where the factor kt is proportionality constant which gives information about the
marginal power conversion efficiency of the VSC-HVDC station. Ignoring the de-
coupling term in Fig. 2.13 (or Fig. 4.21), the active current (id) controller can be
represented by Fig. 4.22, where KA and TA are the proportional gain and integral
time-constant of the PI controller whereas s refers to the Laplace transformation
parameter.

V*
Cdi*d

TAs
kA(TAs+1)

r(Ls/r+1)
1+

-

id

Current Controller Physical system

Figure 4.22: Simplified block diagram of active current controller

The pole placement tuning method of the PI controller in Fig. 4.22 gives KATA =
L/r. This results in the open-loop-gain, HOL(s), given by

HOL (s) = 1
rTAs

(4.13)

Hence, taking (4.13) into consideration, further simplification of Fig. 4.22 gives Fig.
4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Simplified representation of the closed loop current controller

4.2.1 Small-signal Modeling of Outer Controllers

Small-signal Modeling of Constant Power Controller

If the ac voltage at the PCC is does not show large variations under normal circum-
stances, the active current controller also behaves more or less like constant power
controller. In this case there may be no need for an additional power controller.
However, if the ac voltage shows variation in magnitude, it necessitates adding an
outer controller for active power control. In such a case, there will be two options
for the feedback in the controller, i.e. either the ac side power measurement (P ′

c) or
the dc side power measurement (Pc) can be used as a feedback of power measure-
ment. In Fig. 4.21, Px is dc power behind the dc filter capacitance and hence is not
accessible for measurement. Similarly Py is dc power to the right of the equivalent
dc line capacitance (CL) and hence is not accessible for measurement. This means
that Px and Py should be estimated from other measurable dc-bus signals (i.e. Pc

and U). Power controller with feedback from ac side is shown in Fig. 4.24.

i*dP ′
c
∗

Tos

Ko(Tos+1)

(rTA/KA)s+1

1+

-

id

Current controller

X

Vd

Power controller Physical system

P ′
c

Figure 4.24: Closed loop power controller with feedback power coming from ac side
(measurement at PCC)

If the block diagram in Fig. 4.24 is used to control the dc-bus power (Pc), the
ac/dc power conversion factor kt, should be taken into account to compute the dc
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side power (Pc) (As discussed in section 3.2 the actual value of kt depends on the
operating point). This can be done by introducing a loss-compensation gain block
as in Fig. 4.25. If power measured at the dc-bus (Pc) is used in the controller, the
simplified block diagram of the controller will look like Fig. 4.26. Coincidentally

TBs

1+

-

1/kt

Px

kt

Gain introduced in the
controller

Power conversion factor
in the physical system

P ′
cP ′

c
∗Pc

∗

Figure 4.25: Dc-side power control by using ac-side power feedback

further simplification of Fig. 4.25 also gives Fig. 4.26. From Fig. 4.27, the dynamic

TB
s

1
+

-

PxPc
∗

Figure 4.26: Constant power control with dc measurement feedback. This also can
be simplified form of the power controller shown in Fig. 4.25

relation between the input (P ∗
c ) and the output (Px)is given by (4.14).

dPx

dt
= 1

TB

P ∗
c − 1

TB

Px (4.14)

In the case of power controller with feedback from dc-bus measurement (i.e. Pc), the
control dynamics will be affected by charging/discharging of the dc filter capacitance
(Cb) as well as the equivalent dc line capacitance (CL). This is shown in Fig. 4.27.

By linearizing the system about a specific operating point (i.e. U = U o + ΔU), Fig.
4.27 is simplified as in Fig. 4.28. U = U o refers to the initial steady-state dc-bus
voltage at the point of linearization (i.e. the steady-state dc-bus voltage prior to
the small-signal perturbation). From Fig. 4.28, the dynamics of the power exchange
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Figure 4.27: Block diagram of VSC-HVDC power control with power feedback from
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Figure 4.28: Linearization of the constant power controller in Fig. 4.27

with the capacitances Cb and CL is given by (4.15).

Pc = Px + Cb

Cb+CL
(Px − Py)

=
(
1 + Cb

Cb+CL

)
Px −

(
Cb

Cb+CL

)
Py

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.15)

Furthermore, the control dynamics is given by (4.16).
dPx

dt
= 1

TB
(P ∗

c − Pc)

= − 1
TB

(
2Cb+CL

Cb+CL

)
Px + 1

TB

(
Cb

Cb+CL

)
Py + 1

TB
P ∗

c

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.16)

Small-signal Modeling of DC Voltage Droop Controller
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The dc voltage droop controller is a modified version of the power controller where
a dc-bus voltage droop signal is added to the power reference. Dc voltage droop
controller has been discussed in detail in chapter 2 of this thesis. Like in the case of
the power controller, the dc voltage droop controller may consist of power feedback
either from the ac side or from the dc side. This is shown in Fig. 4.29 where two
alternatives are shown for the power feedback; one for dc power feedback, Pc, and
the other for ac power feedback, Px, (compare this with Fig. 4.25, Fig. 4.26 and
Fig. 4.27). From Fig. 4.29, the control dynamic equation for the dc droop controller
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Figure 4.29: Linearized model of dc voltage droop controller

using ac power feedback, is given by (4.17).

dPx

dt
= − 1

TB

Px − R

TB

U + 1
TB

P ∗
c + R

TB

U∗ (4.17)

Similarly, if the dc power feedback, Pc, is used, the corresponding dynamic equation
becomes as in (4.18).

dPx

dt
= − 1

TB

(
Cb

Cb + CL

)
Px − R

TB

U − 1
TB

(
Cb

Cb + CL

)
Py + 1

TB

P ∗
c + R

TB

U∗ (4.18)

Small-signal model of constant dc voltage control

In chapter 2 it was discussed that constant dc voltage control involves PI controllers.
In the lower frequency range the integral gain is more dominant, compared to the
proportional gain (if there is any), in the overall system dynamics and hence the
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proportional part will be ignored in the discussion below. A block diagram rep-
resentation of dc voltage regulator is shown in Fig. 4.30, where TC refers to the
time-constant of the dc voltage regulator. Note that the proportional gain in the
controller is neglected in the figure.

TCs
1 Px

+

-

Py

(Cb+Cl)s

1

Cbs

+
+

U

Uo

1

Uo

+ -

U* U

DC voltage
regulator Physical system

Pc

Figure 4.30: Linearized model of constant dc voltage controller

The dynamic equation describing the controller in Fig. 4.30 is given by (4.19).

dPx

dt
= − 1

TC

U + 1
TC

U∗ (4.19)

4.2.2 Generalized Mathematical Representation of VSC-HVDC Con-
trollers

A VSC-HVDC terminal connected to an active ac grid can have either of the control
modes discussed in section 4.2.1. VSC-HVDC terminal connected to a passive grid
on the other hand need to control only ac terminal voltage and the power flow is
determined by the ac loads connected to the passive ac grid. Hence, although the
control method is different, VSC-HVDC connected to passive grid also appears as
a constant power controlled terminal (with ac power feedback) when looked from
the dc grid side. Therefore, VSC-HVDC terminal connected to a passive grid can
be represented as constant power VSC-HVDC connection to an active ac grid, with
the load in the ac grid replacing the converter power reference, P ∗

c . Hence we can
safely consider that the controllers in Fig. 4.26, Fig. 4.28, Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30
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can represent all possible cases of VSC-HVDC control modes, including passive grid
connection. From (4.14), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19), the control dynamics of
all modes of VSC-HVDC control can be described by the generalized expression
given by

dPx

dt
= aPx + bU + cPy + dP ∗

c + eU∗ (4.20)

where the coefficients a, b, c, d and e are given by Table 4.3 for the different types
of VSC-HVDC control modes.

Table 4.3: List of coefficients in equation (4.20) for various control modes.
Constant power Dc voltage droop Constant dc

with feedback from with feedback from voltage
Parameter AC side DC side AC side DC side

Fig. (4.26) Fig. (4.28) Fig. (4.29) Fig. (4.29) Fig. (4.30)
(Type-1) (Type-2) (Type-3) (Type-4) (Type-5)

a − 1
TB

− 1
TB

(
2Cb+CL
Cb+CL

)
− 1

TB
− 1

TB

(
2Cb+CL
Cb+CL

)
0

b 0 0 − R
TB

− R
TB

0

c 0 1
TB

(
Cb

Cb+CL

)
− 1

TC

1
TB

(
Cb

Cb+CL

)
0

d 1
TB

1
TB

1
TB

1
TB

0

e 0 0 R
TB

R
TB

0

4.2.3 DC Grid Modelling

The continuous line parameters of the dc link are often modeled by single or multiple
π-equivalent sections which consist of lumped parameters. With the number of π-
sections, the accuracy of the model increases while at the same time computational
requirements for analyzing the model also increase tremendously. In the dc grid
modeling approach proposed here, we will consider only a single π-section for each
dc line (branch). Moreover the line inductances will be ignored here. This takes the
assumption that the dc lines consist of cables (and not overhead lines) and hence
the line inductances will be very small and the line capacitances will be very large.
If overhead lines are used for one or more of the dc transmission lines, the opposite
will be true; i.e. there will be large line inductances and small line capacitances.
Hence the application of the dc grid modeling promoted here will be restricted to
all-cable dc grid system.
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In Fig. 4.31, l refers to transmission length in km; r and c refer to line resistance
in Ω/km and line capacitance in μF/km respectively. The line capacitances of all
the dc lines connected to the dc-bus of ith terminal add up to the aggregate dc line
capacitance (CLi), as shown in Fig. 4.31. N represents the total number of terminals
in the dc grid.

CiA
=
cl i

A
/2

CiA
=
cl i

A
/2

RiA
=
rl iA

C
iN=cliN/2

C
iN=cliN/2

R
iN=rliN

Cbi

DC bus

CLARiA

CLN

R
iN

Cbi

DC bus

CLi

DC
lin
e i
to
A

Terminal
A

Terminal
i

Terminal
N

DCline i to N

(a) (b)

Px PyPDC

Terminal
A

Terminal
N

Terminal
i

Figure 4.31: Aggregating the dc line capacitances: (a) dc-bus connected to multiple
dc lines (b) aggregation of dc line capacitances

The shunt capacitance of the ith terminal (Ci) represents the sum of the dc filter
capacitance (Cbi) and the aggregate of the line capacitances (CLi), as given by

Ci = Cbi + CLi (4.21)

By applying the π-equivalent model to all dc transmission lines, the dc grid is
modeled by a pure resistive network and shunt capacitance connections at each of
the dc terminal points, as shown in Fig. 4.32.

In Fig. 4.32 the power Pyi refers to the dc power injection from ith dc terminal into
the resistive network whereas the power vector Pxi refers to power flowing from ith
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Figure 4.32: DC grid modeling based on π-equivalent model of dc lines

HVDC converter into the dc network plus the shunt equivalent capacitance. The
power flow exchange for ith terminal with the capacitance, Ci, is given by

Pxi − Pyi = UiiCi = UiCi
dUi

dt
(4.22)

Now let the notations P o
xi, P o

yi and U o
i represent the initial steady-states of the ith

dc terminal. For a small-signal disturbance in the vicinity of the initial steady-state
point, these three variables are given by

Px = P o
x + ΔPx

Py = P o
y + ΔPy

U = U o + ΔU

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (4.23)

where the notation Δ represents the small-signal changes. From (4.22) and (4.23),
the power exchange with the shunt capacitances is re-written as

P o
xi + ΔPxi −

(
P o

yi + ΔPyi

)
= U o

i Ci
d (U o

i + ΔUi)
dt

(4.24)

At steady-state there will be no power exchange with the shunt capacitances and
hence the relation P o

xi = P o
yi. Moreover U o

i is a fixed value. Hence equation (4.24),
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is simplified as
d

dt
ΔUi =

(
1

U o
i Ci

)
ΔPxi −

(
1

U o
i Ci

)
ΔPyi (4.25)

Let the term in the bracket, in equation (4.25), be represented by Fi, as

Fi = 1
U o

i Ci

(4.26)

Substituting (4.26) into (4.25), we get the relation given by

d

dt
ΔUi = FiΔPxi − FiΔPyi (4.27)

4.2.4 Generalized State-space Modeling of Multi-terminal VSC-HVDC

So far all the mathematical analysis has been used to describe what happens in
a single VSC-HVDC terminal. In order to consolidate the mathematical relations
derived in section 4.2.2 and section 4.2.3 into a single state-space representation, the
use of vector notation becomes necessary (as was done in section 3.3.2). The vector
variables will be represented by bold letters to differentiate from the scalar variables
equivalents which are written in italics. For example the vector representing the
dc terminal voltages is represented by U. Similarly the vectors Px and Py refer
to the set of dc-bus powers behind shunt capacitances and after shunt capacitances
respectively:

U =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

U1
...

Ui
...

Un

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Px =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Px1
...

Pxi
...

Pxn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Py =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Py1
...

Pyi
...

Pyn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.28)

Similar definitions of vector notation discussed above also apply to other variables
(ΔPx, ΔPy, ΔPc, ΔU, ΔU∗,...). Now with these vector notations kept in mind,
the power flow in the resistive dc network, given by the vector Py, can described by

Py = Py
o + ΔPy (4.29)

ΔPy = JDCΔU (4.30)
where the matrix JDC is the dc Jacobian matrix given by

JDC = ∂Py

∂U
(4.31)
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These relations are also shown in Fig. 4.32. Equation (4.31) is re-written, in vector
form, as

d

dt
ΔU = diag (F) ΔPx − diag (F) ΔPy (4.32)

where diag refers to the matrix diagonalization operator. Substituting (4.30) in
(4.32), the following expression is obtained:

d

dt
ΔU = diag (F) ΔPx − diag (F) JDCΔU (4.33)

The small-signal equivalent of the generalized control dynamic expression given by
(4.20) is written in vector form as

d
dt

ΔPx = diag (a) ΔPx + diag (b) ΔU
+diag (c) ΔPy + diag (d) ΔPc

∗ + diag (e) ΔU∗ (4.34)

Substituting (4.30) in (4.34), we get
d
dt

ΔPx = diag (a) ΔPx + (diag (b) + diag (c) JDC) ΔU
+diag (d) ΔPc

∗ + diag (e) ΔU∗ (4.35)

From (4.33) and (4.35), the state-space representation of the entire multi-terminal
VSC-HVDC system becomes

d

dt

[
ΔPx

ΔU

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d
dt

X

=
[

A11 A12
A21 A22

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

[
ΔPx

ΔU

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

+
[

B11 B12
B21 B22

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

[
ΔPc

∗

ΔU∗

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

υ

(4.36)

where the sub-matrices A11 ... B22 are given by

A11 = diag (a) , A12 = diag (b) + diag (c) JDC
A21 = diag (F) , A22 = −diag (F) JDC

B11 = diag (d) , B12 = diag (e)
B21 = [0]n×n, B22 = [0]n ×n

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (4.37)

In (4.37) n refers to the number of VSC-HVDC terminals in the dc grid. From (4.36)
it can be noticed that the state-variables are the nodal dc voltages (U) and nodal
powers behind the shunt capacitances (Px). Hence n-terminal VSC-HVDC system is
represented by 2n state-variables. From the state-matrix (A) the eigenvalues of the
system can be computed. Applying Laplace transformation, the transfer function
between input vector υ and state-variable vector x is given by

H (s) = x (s)
υ (s) = (sI − A)−1B (4.38)
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where I refers to identity matrix. From (4.36), the steady-state response (i.e. when
s = 0) input-output relation becomes

[
ΔPx
ΔU

]
= −

[
A11 A12
A21 A22

]−1 [ B11 B12
B21 B22

] [
ΔP∗

ΔU∗

]
(4.39)

Thus so far, a generalized small-signal analysis approach has been presented. The
proposed small-signal analysis approach provides a quick way of studying both the
dynamic characteristic and steady-state interaction of a multi-terminal VSC-HVDC
systems. In the next section the validity of the proposed model is demonstrated
by comparing time-responses of the state-space model with simulation results of a
detailed PSCAD model for a test multi-terminal VSC-HVDC system.

4.2.5 Small-signal Model Validation by Simulation Studies

The small-signal analysis approach proposed in the previous section will be tested
for the example case of a five-terminal VSC-HVDC system shown in Fig. 4.33.
Time responses of the state-space model will be compared with the time response
of the detailed electro transient model of the same system in PSCAD. In the five-
terminal VSC-HVDC model of the simulation, two of the VSC-HVDC terminals
(i.e. terminal-3 and terminal-5) are set to be operated in fixed power control mode
whereas the other three VSC-HVDC terminals participate in the dc voltage droop
control with ρDC = 0.04. Initial steady-state of zero power flow in the dc grid is as-
sumed. This is attained by assigning all dc voltage references to the same value (i.e.
400 kV) and all power references to zero. Table 4.4 summarizes important param-
eters of the VSC-HVDC terminals in the test dc grid system. The descriptions of
controllers Type-1 to Type-4 are given in Table 4.3. From the converter parameters

Table 4.4: Converter and dc terminal parameters of the test case
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

PcN (MW) 900 800 1000 750 640
Urated (kV) 400 400 400 400 400

Control type Type 3 Type 4 Type 2 Type 3 Type 1
ρDC (pu/pu) 0.04 0.04 ∞ 0.04 ∞
R (MW/kV) 56.25 50 0 46.88 0

TB (s) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Cb (μF ) 113 100 125 94 80
CL (μF ) 405 240 520 405 120

C = Cb + CL (μF ) 518 340 645 499 200
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ρDC = 0.04
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Figure 4.33: A five-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission model used in the simulation
study with the employed types of converter controllers

given in Table 4.4, the parameters of equation (4.20) are computed based on Table
4.3, and are given by Table 4.5. Moreover, from (4.26) and the dc voltage response
parameters given in Table 4.4, the parameter F is computed for each terminal and
is included in the same table.
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Table 4.5: Parameters of equation (4.20) for the five-terminal dc grid
Terminal No. 1 2 3 4 5

a (1/s) -20.00 -25.88 -23.88 -20.00 -20.00
b (MW/kVs) -1125 -1000 0 -938 0

c (1/s) 0 5.88 3.88 0 0
d (1/s) 20 20 20 20 20

e (MW/kVs) 1125 1000 0 938 0
F (kVs/MW) 4.83 7.35 3.87 5.01 12.5

The next step is to compute the dc Jacobian matrix (JDC). Let the initial steady-
state be such that all dc-bus voltages are equal to 400 kV (U o

i = U o = 400 kV flat
voltage profile). (This is chosen in order to make use of the simple expression of the
Jacobian matrix for flat voltage profiles.) For flat voltage profile the dc Jacobian
becomes JDC = U oY (Refer to equation (3.33)). This gives

JDC = 400

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1.2750 −0.6250 −0.2500 −0.4000 0.0000

−0.6250 0.9375 −0.3125 0.0000 0.0000
−0.2500 −0.3125 0.8750 −0.3125 0.0000
−0.4000 0.0000 −0.3125 1.1292 −0.4167

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 −0.4167 0.4167

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (4.40)

Substituting the relevant variables from Table 4.5 and from (4.40) into (4.37), the
state matrix A and the input matrix B are computed:

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−20.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 −1125.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0
00.0 −25.9 00.0 00.0 00.0 −1470.6 1205.9 −0735.3 0000.0 0000.0
00.0 00.0 −23.9 00.0 00.0 −0387.6 −0484.5 1356.6 −0484.5 0000.0
00.0 00.0 00.0 −20.0 00.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0 −0937.5 0000.0
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 −20.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0
04.8 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 −2461.4 1206.6 0482.6 0772.2 0000.0
00.0 07.4 00.0 00.0 00.0 1838.2 −2757.4 0919.1 0000.0 0000.0
00.0 00.0 03.9 00.0 00.0 0387.6 0484.5 −1356.6 0484.5 0000.0
00.0 00.0 00.0 04.0 00.0 0802.0 0000.0 0626.6 −2264.1 0835.5
00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 06.3 0000.0 0000.0 0000.0 2083.5 −2083.8

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
B =
[

diag
(

20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
)

diag
(

1125.0 1000.0 00.0 0937.5 00.0
)

diag
(

00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0
)

diag
(

0000.0 0000.0 00.0 0000.0 00.0
) ]

(4.41)
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From the state matrix, A, the eigenvalues of the system are computed:

λ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−4383.8
−3386.1
−2003.7
−1153.8

−11.6 + 57.9i
−11.6 − 57.9i

−43.4
−23.1
−19.9
−20.0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4.42)

From the list of eigenvalues in (4.42), it is observed that all eigenvalues have negative
real part and hence are stable. Moreover the system has oscillation mode with a
frequency of 9.2 Hz and a damping constant of 19 %.
Given the state matrix (A) and input matrix (B), transfer functions between a spe-
cific input element(ΔP ∗

i or ΔU∗
i ) and a specific output element (ΔPi or ΔUi) can

be found.

In the detailed PSCAD simulation of the five-terminal VSC-HVDC system, a change
in power reference of ΔP ∗

5 = 1 MW gives the responses shown in Fig. 4.35. Now let
us consider a step change of power reference ΔP ∗

5 = 1 MW. This corresponds to an
input vector of P∗ = [0 0 0 0 1]′u(t). The nodal power responses and dc-bus voltage
changes (from the state-space model) are shown in Fig. 4.34. Comparing this with
Fig. 4.34, it is evident that the state-space model responses match very well with
the corresponding time-plots from the detailed MTDC model in PSCAD. It can also
be noticed that the state-space model responses in Fig. 4.35 depict slightly larger
overshoots. This is apparently due to the dc line inductances which were neglected
in the state-space modeling. In addition to this, the dc line inductances result in
small delays in dc voltage responses as observed in Fig. 4.35. The single time-
constant approximation applied for each controller of VSC-HVDC also contributes
to the deviations, but in less significant manner. By approximating each VSC-
HVDC controller by a single time-constant and by ignoring the dc line inductances,
the number of state-variables was kept to a relatively small size (10 in the test
case) and yet the the dynamic characteristic of the dc grid has been predicted with
reasonable accuracy. In contrast, considering all control time constants and dc line
inductances makes the space space modeling very cumbersome and more difficult to
manage. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed approach provides a quick
way of studying the dc grid system dynamics analytically with reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 4.34: State-space model responses: dc-bus voltage and terminal power re-
sponses to a step input of ΔP ∗

5 = 1 MW

4.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter large-disturbance stability and small-signal stability of MTDC have
been explored. There are several possible causes of large-disturbance instability
in MTDC transmission such as ac fault, dc fault and converter failure. ac faults
are usually temporary and clear within short duration of time. In this chapter it
was demonstrated that post-fault stability of MTDC depends on pre-fault loading
level, aggregate dc capacitance of the dc grid and the duration of the ac fault. An
analytical approach has been proposed to compute the critical fault clearing time
to have post-fault stability in MTDC systems and the accuracy of the method was
corroborated with simulation results. In the small-signal study part of this chapter,
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Figure 4.35: Detailed simulation model responses: dc-bus voltage and terminal
power responses to a step input of ΔP ∗

5 = 1 MW

a generalized approach of state-space modeling of MTDC has been proposed. Each
controller is modeled by a single time constant and each dc line is modeled by a single
π-section equivalent consisting of a resistance and two capacitances. Comparison
of step responses of the the state-space model (in Matlab) with that of detailed
electromagnetic transient model (in PSCAD) has revealed a reasonable degree of
agreement between the two. The proposed model is applicable for all five types of
VSC control schemes (discussed in this thesis) and for any dc grid topology. Thus the
proposed mathematical model can be used for quick analysis of both steady-state
and dynamic interactions in the dc grid without requiring detailed time-domain
simulations.
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5 CASE STUDY OF APPLICATION SCENARIO
OF MTDC IN THE NORTH SEA REGION

5.1 Prospects of MTDC Transmission in the North Sea Re-
gion

In several references the use of MTDC system has been proposed for integration of
wind farms and in particular offshore wind farms [23],[64],[31],[51]. Some have also
suggested the use of MTDC as a reinforcement of traditional land-based ac networks
[63], [30] [33]. Due to the satisfactory performance of traditional ac networks and
lower investment costs (compared to HVDC technology), it will take some time until
the use of land-based MTDC systems will be implemented. Offshore based MTDC
on the other hand has got a lot of attention in recent years due to increasing devel-
opment of offshore wind farms. In submarine applications HVDC is the technology
of choice for distances of more than 50-60 km due to lower line losses, higher trans-
mission capacity, decoupling of frequencies of ac grids and some other advantages.
In this respect, the North Sea region is one of the leading candidate areas which
may benefit from the first commercial application of MTDC technology.
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-
E), an association of Europe’s transmission system operators (TSOs) for electricity,
is divided into five regional groups (RGs) namely: RG Continental Europe, RG
Ireland, RK United Kingdom, RG Nordic and RG Baltic. The North Sea region
is surrounded by three of these regional grids, i.e. RG Nordic, RG UK and RG
Continental Europe [9]. The North Sea region has several unique features which
make MTDC an attractive solution for the grid integration of offshore wind farms.
The North Sea region is characterized, among others, by the following features.

1. The area is endowed with vast amounts of wind energy. This provides a lot of
potential for developing offshore wind farms. The use of VSC-HVDC for integration
of long distance offshore wind farms has become a common trend due to several
advantages of such a system (This was discussed partly in chapter 1 of this thesis).
The variable generation from wind farms, however, means that there must be more
primary and secondary reserves in the ac grids to compensate for the power fluctu-
ations in various time frames.

2. The large hydro power capacity in the Norwegian power system can successfully
provide readily available reserves required for compensation of wind power fluctu-
ations. This requires the presence of HVDC connections between the RG UK and
RG Nordic. RG Nordic and RG continental are already connected by point-to-point
(classic) HVDC link. In the presence of interconnections between the different ac
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grids around the North Sea region, wind power producers can easily buy primary
and secondary reserves from suitable places (mainly from RG Nordic) and sell wind
power production to a much wider regional market.

3. The presence of the three asynchronous ac grids surrounding the North Sea re-
gion in a relatively close proximity makes the region suitable for benefiting from
interconnection by MTDC. Interconnecting these ac grids by HVDC transmission
system enables fast and flexible power flow control in a wider region, while keeping
their asynchronous operation unaffected. The benefits mentioned above (in no. 2)
for offshore wind power producers also apply to the traditional power producers in
the three separate ac grids. Increasing interconnection between regions with com-
patible physical operations and market mechanisms increases the effective size of
the market, which is beneficial both for increased competition and for integrations
of large amounts of variable wind power [4].

4. There are some offshore loads in the North Sea (i.e. oil and gas platforms), which
mainly use gas fired turbines to meet the power demand. These loads can benefit
from clean power supply from onshore grids and/or from offshore wind farms via
HVDC connections. In fact in recent years there has already been a trend to supply
platforms with VSC-HVDC connections.

All the facts mentioned above reinforce the argument that the use of MTDC in
the North Sea region can potentially benefit all the interconnected producers and
consumers in a mutual way.

The North Sea HVDC grid will not be developed as a single large project, but in
several steps of separate individual projects. Offshore wind farm developments are
expected to continue base upon VSC-HVDC interconnections with the three sepa-
rate ac grids. Once there is substantial number of offshore wind farms in the North
Sea, the meshed VSC-HVDC can be formed on the backbone of the already existing
subsea power transmission infrastructure. Such scenario is shown by Fig. 5.1 where
the blue lines show initial stage developments and the red dashed line shows the
formation of meshed North Sea HVDC grid afterwards.

5.2 Meshed North Sea HVDC Grid Scenario: Simulation
Results

Different interconnection scenarios have been proposed in the literature for the
meshed North Sea HVDC interconnection (sometimes called North Sea Supergrid).
Fig. 5.2 shows meshed North Sea HVDC grid scenario proposed by Airtricity [27],
Sintef [2], Statnett [7], and EWEA [3].
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Figure 5.1: Meshed North Sea HVDC grid scenario used for the simulation study

Figure 5.2: North Sea Supergrid proposal by Airtricity (top left, [27]), Sintef (top
right, [2]), Statnett (bottom left, [7]) and EWEA (bottom right, [3])
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In this chapter a relatively simple scenario of the North Sea super grid has been
considered for demonstrating its potentials with the help of simulation studies. As
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Figure 5.3: North Sea Supergrid scenario chosen for the simulation studies
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shown in Fig. 5.3, the chosen test scenario includes two interconnections to RG
UK, one interconnection to the RG Nordic, two interconnections to RG Continental
Europe, one interconnection to an offshore wind farm and one interconnection to an
offshore load (oil and gas platform). Converter power and voltage ratings in Fig.
5.3 are chosen for demonstration purpose only and do not represent any specific
future plan for the North Sea super grid. PSCAD simulation software was used for
modeling the test scenario. Like in all previous ac grid modeling cases in this thesis,
here also each ac grid is represented by a synchronous generator and an equivalent
load.

5.2.1 Mitigation of Wind Power Fluctuation by Primary Power Balanc-
ing of HVDC Grid

In the test scenario, the offshore wind farm injects variable wind power into the
HVDC grid, and as a result the dc-bus voltages also show similar variations. The
HVDC terminals with dc voltage droop control (i.e. 1, 2 and 4) respond by varying
their power flow accordingly. In contrast, the HVDC terminals with constant power
control (i.e. 3 and 5) remain unaffected by the dc-bus voltage variations (see Fig.
5.4). The large power flow variation from the offshore wind farm has effectively
been distributed to the HVDC terminals in droop control mode (i.e. terminals 1,
2 and 4), hence demonstrating the capability of the meshed North Sea HVDC grid
for mitigating the impact of wind power variation on the ac grid.

5.2.2 Coping with Loss of DC line in the Meshed HVDC Grid

To show the supply security capability of a meshed HVDC grid in the North Sea,
outage of a dc line was studied with the simulation model. dc line 1-2 is discon-
nected abruptly at t = 90 s. This results in increased power flow in some of the dc
lines (line 1-3, line 1-4 and line 3-4) such that the power injection at each of the
HVDC stations remains nearly unaffected. A closer look at the time plots in Fig.
5.5 shows that the terminals with dc voltage droop control exhibit a small amount
of power flow deviation after outage of line 1-2. This is due to the dc line resistances
which result in slight variations of the dc-bus voltage changes which in turn affect
the droop controllers (quantitative analysis of this effect has been given in chapter
3). Nonetheless, the simulation results show that meshed HVDC grid with dc volt-
age droop control can ensure supply security even after loss of one of the dc lines
constituting the meshed topology.
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Figure 5.4: Time-variation of wind power and primary balancing by HVDC terminals

5.2.3 Response to Loss of Connection to Offshore Wind Farm

In section 3.1 it was discussed that dc voltage droop control enables the provision
of N-1 security in a meshed HVDC grid. This feature can be utilized during loss
of connection to offshore wind farm (or loss of power generation from offshore wind
farm). This can be seen from the simulation result in Fig. 5.6 where loss of wind
power is compensated by the droop controlled terminals (1, 2 and 4). In this partic-
ular case, the HVDC terminal connected to RG Continental Europe (i.e. terminal
3) is assigned to constant power mode and hence remains unaffected by the loss
of wind power supply in the meshed HVDC grid. Similarly, the power supply to
the offshore oil/gas platform remains uninterrupted despite the loss of wind power
injection.
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Figure 5.5: Response of meshed HVDC grid to outage of a dc line

5.2.4 Primary Reserve Exchange via HVDC Grid

Exchange of primary and secondary reserves between the three ac grids (RG Nordic,
RG UK and RG Continental Europe) is possible by means of meshed North Sea
HVDC grid. This requires the use of frequency droop control on the HVDC terminal
power flow controller. To demonstrate this, a frequency droop element was added to
the power controller of the HVDC terminal connected to RG Continental Europe.
An increase of load power inside the RG Continental Europe was simulated and the
resulting responses are shown in Fig. 5.7.

Comparison of the frequency responses of the RG Continental Europe in the presence
and absence of frequency support by the North Sea HVDC grid is shown in Fig. 5.8.
This demonstrates that the North Sea HVDC grid has the potential for enhancing
the frequency response of the interconnected ac grids.
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Figure 5.6: Response of dc grid to loss of connection to offshore wind farm

5.2.5 Secondary Control Response of MTDC

Large steady-state power flow deviations in the dc grid may arise from a sudden
outage of a converter station. The simulated case of wind power loss in Fig. 5.6 can
be a good example of an event which results in steady-state power flow deviations
in the VSC-HVDC terminals. In this particular case although converters 1, 2 and
4 are participating in the primary control, there may be a more urgent need to re-
store power flow in certain HVDC stations than the others. Here we shall consider
a scenario where there is a need to restore power flow in converter 1 and 2 (i.e.
UK connections) at the expense of more power injection from the RG Nordic via
converter-4. This is based on the premise that the huge installed capacity of hy-
dropower in the RG Nordic can be capable of such provision. Based on this scenario,
the responses of secondary control in the meshed North Sea HVDC grid simulation
dc are shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.7: Primary reserve exchange via HVDC grid

As shown in Fig. 5.9, the secondary control action is capable of restoring the power
flow of converters 1 and 2 to the same level as prior to the loss of connection to
offshore wind farm. Power flow via converter terminals 3 and 5 remained intact
throughout the primary and secondary control actions.

5.3 Challenges in Developing Meshed North Sea HVDC
Grid

While the potentials of meshed HVDC grid in the integration of North Sea producers
and consumers appear to be enormous, there are still some challenges in employing
the technology in real life [22]. The most salient ones of these challenges are discussed
below.

1. Dc fault handing issues: dc fault protection based upon ac-side protection of
converters and dc isolators has been proposed in the literature, thereby avoiding
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of frequency responses of the RG Continental Europe with
and without frequency support by the North Sea HVDC grid

the need for dc circuit breakers [54]. The method involves disconnection of all
converters on their respective ac sides, then isolating part of the dc grid with dc
fault and reconnects all the healthy converter stations to their respective ac grids.
Although the method is capable of disconnecting faulty part and restoring normal
operation of the rest of the dc grid, the momentary disconnection of the entire dc
grid involved in this process can undermine security of supply unless the restoration
time is sufficiently small. Fault localization algorithms for dc cables have been
proposed in some references [91],[49]. dc circuit breakers on the other hand can
quickly disconnect the faulty part without the need to temporarily disconnect the
dc grid from all ac connections. Various solutions of dc circuit breakers based on
power electronics have been proposed [53],[47],[41]. However, dc circuit breakers in
the high voltage and high current ranges and applicable to such "‘supergrids"’ have
not been made commercially available yet.

2. Standardization of dc transmission voltage level and requirements for dynamic
responses: Current suppliers of VSC-HVDC technology use different dc voltage
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Figure 5.9: Secondary control response of HVDC grid for loss of connection to
offshore wind farm

ratings for HVDC solutions, which in many cases are specifically chosen to suit the
specific application. Since a meshed HVDC grid would normally be expected to
involve various technology suppliers and transmission system operators, there is a
clear need for determining a standard dc voltage level as well as dynamic response
requirements (such as droop level for dc voltage control, droop level for frequency
support by HVDC, fault-ride-though capabilities).

3. Ambiguity surrounding ownership and management of the North Sea Supergrid:
Since the North Sea Supergrid would span several transmission system operators; it
is not very clear who will own the dc grid and how it will be operated and who will
be responsible to the system security. These are crucial questions that should be
addresses properly since these directly affect sharing of investment and maintenance
costs as well as operation and market integration of the dc grid.
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5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter a MTDC scenario in the North Sea has been studied with the help of
simulation models. It is shown that a meshed MTDC interconnection in the North
Sea can increase supply security, and can provide further integration of regional
and national electricity markets which in turn encourages competition for both new
offshore wind farms as well as for traditional land based power generation. If a
meshed HVDC grid in the North Sea is to be realized, some challenges should be
first tackled. These include the need for effective dc fault protection, standardiza-
tion of voltage levels, standardization of controllers of VSC-HVDC terminals and
clarification of ownership and management authority of the offshore dc grid.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

6.1 Conclusions

MTDC transmission system offers several advantages for offshore applications such
as wind power integration, interconnection of asynchronous ac grids and supply of
power to offshore oil and gas platforms. This is most evident in the case of the
North Sea region which has vast potential of wind power, already existing offshore
loads (oil and gas platforms) as well as three asynchronous ac grids (RG UK, RG
continental and RG Nordic). While there is a growing need for MTDC transmission
system, the technology is not yet fully matured for commercial applications. Several
research and development efforts have been done in the area of MTDC control and
protection systems. According to literature, MTDC must have dc voltage droop
control configuration at two or more of the VSC-HVDC terminals in order to pro-
vide N-1 security in the dc grid. The research work described in this thesis had
the objectives of consolidating the control of MTDC based on existing methods and
compare their performances, to propose operational strategy and to increase un-
derstanding of the steady-state and dynamic characteristics of MTDC using novel
analysis techniques. In line with this objective, operation and analysis of MTDC
systems have been thoroughly investigated in the thesis. The research results can
be divided into three groups, namely: MTDC control, MTDC operation and MTDC
analysis.

i. MTDC Control

In this thesis a control method which enables ac grid frequency support by MTDC
has been proposed. The method enables exchange of primary reserves between
asynchronous ac grids via a common MTDC system. The control method improves
both the dynamic frequency response (i.e. the frequency response in the first few
seconds) as well as the steady-state frequency response of ac grids. The most signif-
icant advantage of the control method is that does not require any communication
between different VSC-HVDC terminals or between the asynchronous ac grids for
coordinated actions. Each generator and converter unit acts autonomously based
upon local frequency and dc-bus voltage measurements. With the help of various
simulation models it was shown that the proposed control method gives satisfactory
performance.

ii. MTDC Operation

Dc voltage droop control takes the assumption that dc-bus voltage variations can
be taken as a reflection of the loading level of dc grids (just the same way as fre-
quency works in generation-load balancing in ac grids). Unlike frequency of ac grids
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however, the bus voltages in a dc grid show slight variations due to line resistances.
If these differences in dc-bus voltages are not properly accounted for in determining
dc voltage references and power references, there will be large power injection devi-
ations at steady-state and this will pose a challenge to precisely control the power
flow at steady-state. From the research work it was found out that if the dc voltage
references and power references are assigned the same value as the output from dc
power flow analysis of the network, then all the dc voltage error signals in the droop
controllers will be eliminated and precise power flow will be achieved. This was
corroborated by employing the method on a test model of an MTDC system and
simulation results have shown that the method works very well indeed .
Secondary control of dc grid is very much like tie-line control in ac grid. Due to the
dc line resistances’ impact on the droop controllers, implementation of the secondary
control becomes difficult. This, however, has been managed in this thesis by using
the results of the steady-state MTDC analysis approach (which itself is one of the
main contribution of the research work). The proposed secondary control strategy
enables the precise restoration of power flow in selected converter units within the
MTDC.

iii. MTDC Analysis

Quantitative approaches for direct analysis of steady-state and dynamic charac-
teristics of MTDC has rarely been used until now in existing research work (even
though there are numerous references which used simulation based approaches). In
this thesis work various quantitative approaches have been proposed to study the
steady-state and dynamic characteristics of MTDCs. In all proposed methods, gen-
eralized topology of dc grid and generalized control mode of VSC-HVDC terminals
have been considered in order to accommodate all possible topology and control
strategy scenarios of MTDC systems. The various quantitative analysis methods
proposed and verified in the research work are summarized below.

a. Analytical expression for distribution of primary power flow exchange in MTDC
An analytical expression which correctly estimates the distribution of primary power
flow among various VSC-HVDC terminals of a MTDC has been derived via lineariza-
tion of the power flow equations. This enables to quantify the impact on power flow
distribution of (1) dc grid topology (as expressed by the dc Jacobian matrix), (2)
use of various dc voltage droop constants and (3) the location where a power ex-
cess/deficit has occurred. Hence the expression can be used to accurately estimate
changes in nodal power injection after loss of a VSC-HVDC terminal, or loss of a
dc line.

b. Analytical expression for steady-state ac/dc interactions in primary response for
generalized connection topology
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The use of frequency droop control in VSC-HVDC causes load-frequency interaction
of asynchronous ac grids via MTDC system. Several factors determine the extent to
which a change in load occurring in one ac grid will affect another ac grid connected
via MTDC. Frequency responses of the various ac grids, droop constants used in the
MTDC (both dc voltage droop and frequency droop constants) as well as the dc grid
topology are among the main factors which determine the degree of influences in the
ac/dc interactions. Moreover, two or more VSC-HVDC terminals may be connected
to the same ac grid. Analytical expression for computing the steady-state ac/dc
interactions, which considers all these aforementioned factors, has been derived.
With the derived expression, one can for example accurately compute the frequency
decrement in an ac grid due to a load increment in an other ac grid connected via
the MTDC system. The proposed approach has been verified by simulation results
of a test model of MTDC transmission .

c. An approach for state-space modeling in an arbitrary MTDC grid
In some literature small-signal analysis of MTDC grid has been studied. The
methodology employed in the existing work has been to analyze some specific MTDC
topology and hence generalization of the analysis to an arbitrary MTDC topology
was missing. In this research work a universally applicable method for small-signal
analysis of any MTDC topology and VSC-HVDC control configuration has been
proposed. The method is applicable for small-signal modeling of MTDCs and can
give a suitable alternative to detailed time-domain simulation analysis of MTDC
grids. The drawback of the method is its limitation to an all-cable dc grid system
(i.e. it is not applicable if there is one or more overhead line in the dc grid due to
the significantly large line inductances which should be included in the small-signal
modeling).

d. Large disturbance stability analysis of MTDC grid
Power flow interruption at a converter in rectifier mode of operation can potentially
lead to dc voltage collapse of MTDC system depending on the level of dc grid load-
ing and the amount of static stability margin. A typical cause of power interruption
at a rectifier unit is ac fault occurring close to the rectifier terminal. If the ac fault is
temporary (which is usually the case) the eventual stability of the dc grid (or alter-
natively the recovery of the dc grid from the ac fault impact) will depend upon the
duration of the ac fault, pre-fault loading of the dc grid and the maximum aggregate
power delivery capacity of the rectifier right after the fault clearance. An analytical
expression has been derived to compute the critical clearing time for the dc grid
to avoid eventual dc voltage collapse and power flow interruption thereafter. This
critical clearing time is different from the one computed for synchronous generators
though there is some analogy between the two. Simulation results have shown that
the MTDC fails to recover from the ac fault when the fault duration exceeds the
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critical clearing time computed analytically. High severity balanced ac faults and
medium severity unbalanced ac faults may result in synchronization failure of the
PLL of VSC-HVDC terminals thereby destabilizing the dc grid earlier than the crit-
ical clearing time computed by the proposed analytical expression. The proposed
approach assumes that the PLL of the converters work properly in the duration of
the ac fault and the dc voltage collapse is mainly caused by depletion of energy from
the dc capacitances (filter capacitances plus cable capacitances).

6.2 Challenges in Developing MTDC and Suggested Future
Works

While MTDC has several potentials advantages and application areas, there are
still some challenges which needs to be solved before employing the technology for
commercial application. The most important challenges and other suggested future
works in the area of MTDC are discussed below.
i. Dc fault handing issues: dc fault protection based upon converters ac side protec-
tion and dc isolators has been proposed in the literature, thereby avoiding the need
for dc circuit breakers. The method involves disconnection of all converters on their
respective ac sides, then isolating part of the dc grid with dc fault and reconnects all
the healthy converter stations to their respective ac grids. Although the method is
capable of disconnecting faulty part and restoring normal operation of the rest of the
dc grid, the momentary disconnection of the entire dc grid involved in this process
could undermine security of supply unless the restoration time is sufficiently small.
dc circuit breakers on the other hand could instantaneously disconnect the faulty
part without the need to temporarily disconnecting the dc grid from all ac connec-
tions. However, dc circuit breakers in the high voltage and high current ranges have
not been commercially available yet.
ii. Standardization of dc transmission voltage level and requirements for dynamic
responses: Current suppliers of VSC-HVDC technology use different dc voltage rat-
ings for HVDC solutions, which in many cases are specifically chosen to suit the
specific cases of applications. Since a meshed HVDC grid would normally be ex-
pected to involve various technology suppliers and transmission system operators,
there is a clear need for determining standard dc voltage level as well as dynamic
response requirements (such as droop level for dc voltage control, droop level for
frequency support by HVDC, ac and dc fault responses).
iii. Ambiguity surrounding ownership and management of MTDC : MTDC can po-
tentially span several transmission system operators; it is not very clear who would
own the dc grid and how it should be managed. These are crucial questions that
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should be addresses properly since these directly affect sharing of investment and
maintenance costs as well as operation and market integration of the dc grid.
iv. Use of MTDC for damping of oscillations in ac grids: In addition to the chal-
lenges listed above, MTDC can potentially be used for damping out disturbances
in ac grids [58]. This may be done by using the active power controller or reactive
power controller at the VSC-HVDC terminals as power system stabilizers (PSS), i.e.
similar to the PSS applied to the excitation control of synchronous generators.
v. Small-signal modeling of generalized ac/dc interconnection including multi-machine
ac systems: The generalized small-signal modeling approach proposed in this thesis
work only considers the MTDC system excluding the dynamic ac/dc interactions.
This should be improved by including detailed multi-machine models in order to
get a full picture of the ac/dc dynamic interaction. This becomes even more use-
ful to achieve proper tuning of VSC-HVDC controllers in case they will include
supplementary control serving as PSS (as mentioned in no. iv above).
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A Appendix

Control design of VSC-HVDC (and other systems as well) can be done in two ways:
(1) based on physical units or (2) based on per-units. Control system based on
physical units is more straight forward compared to the later one. Per-unit based
control requires the conversion of all input parameters from physical units into per-
units. The difference between these two in the case of VSC-HVDC can be understood
by looking at Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2.
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Figure A.1: VSC control structure which uses physical quantities

The main advantage of the per-unit approach of control design is its re-usability for
scaled up/down versions of the same system. This means that as long as the sys-
tems dynamics remains same, the controller also will remain unchanged for various
ratings of the system. Because of this advantage, the per-unit approach has been
used for the VSC-HVDC simulation models in this thesis work.
Before proceeding to the VSC-HVDC specification, let us first briefly discuss the
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Figure A.2: VSC control structure which uses per-unit quantities

concept of per-unit system. Per-unit system enables us to analyze a system inde-
pendent from the actual rating of the system in physical units. Per-unit conversion
requires a pre-determined set of base-units. The ratio of a physical unit to the cor-
responding base-unit gives the per-unit equivalent.
In power systems the rated apparent power (or just power), rated voltage and
rated current are the most fundamental elements by which electrical equipments
or components are specified. In most cases the rated current, rated voltage and
rated power/apparent power are taken as the base current, base voltage and base
power/apparent power respectively. Base resistance/ impedance Zbase is defined as
the ratio of base voltage to base current. Base admittance (Ybase) is the reciprocal of
the base impedance. Hence for an ac system with rated current of IN , rated voltage
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of VN and rated power/ apparent power of IN the set of base-units is given by

Vbase = VN

Ibase = IN

Pbase = Sbase = SN

rbase = Zbase
Vbase

Ibase

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(A.1)

The per-unit conversions are given by

Vpu = V
Vbase

Ipu = I
Ibase

Ppu = P
Sbase

rpu = r
Zbase

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(A.2)

Base inductance and base capacitance are defined in different ways for ac and dc
systems. In ac system base inductance and base capacitance are defined in terms of
base impedance and base admittance respectively:

ωLAC,base = ZAC,base

ωCAC,base = YAC,base

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (A.3)

where ω refers to rated ac system frequency in rad/s. The per-unit conversions of
inductance and capacitance are given by

LAC,pu = LAC

ωZAC,base

CAC,pu = CAC

ωYAC,base

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (A.4)

Like in ac systems, the rated voltage, rated current and rated power in dc systems
are also often taken as the base voltage, base current and base power respectively:

UDC,base = UDC,N

IDC,base = IDC,N

PDC,base = PDC,N

rDC,base = UDC,base/IDC,base

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(A.5)
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Inductances and capacitances in dc power system are usually observed from en-
ergy storage point of view rather than from the impedance perspective. Hence we
introduce the a new quantity termed here as base energy (EDC,base) and defined as

EDC,base = PDC,base × 1 s (A.6)
In dc power system we can define the base inductance and base capacitance in
terms of energy accumulation time (occasionally referred as time constant of en-
ergy). This is the time required to accumulate the base (rated) energy in to the
capacitance/inductance while injecting power into the capacitance/inductance at
the rated power of the system (analogous to inertia time constant of synchronous
generators). Let us first define the base capacitance and base inductance as

1
2CDC,baseU

2
DC,base = EDC,base = PDC,base × 1 s

1
2LDC,baseI

2
DC,base = EDC,base = PDC,base × 1 s

}
(A.7)

Per-unit conversion are given by
CDC,pu = CDC

CDC,base
= CDC

(2PDC,base/U2
DC,base

×1 s)
LDC,pu = LDC

LDC,base
= LDC

(2PDC,base/U2
DC,base

×1 s)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (A.8)

The per-unit parameters of the VSC model in Fig. A.2 (and also all other VSC
models used for simulation studies in this thesis) are shown in Table A.1. Note that

Table A.1: Per-unit parameters of the VSC models used in the thesis
Parameter value (pu) Remarks

r 0.01 Rated voltage drop across r is 1 % of rated ac voltage
L 0.06 Rated voltage drop across L is 6 % of rated ac voltage
Cb 0.1 Charging time (at rated power is 100 ms)
ki 0.0133 Integral gain of inner current controller
kp 1 Proportional gain of inner current controller

all the parameters in Table A.1 are the same for all VSC-HVDC terminals(control
parameters ki and kp refer only to active grid connected terminals). The actual
(physical) values of the parameters change according to power and voltage ratings:

rAC = rAC,puZAC,base

LAC = LAC,puLAC,base

rDC = rDC,puZDC,base

CDC = CDC,puCDC,base

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(A.9)
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